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ABSTRACT

Lateral-directional handling qualities for Class IV airplanes in Flight
Phase Category A were investigated in the USAF/CAL variable stability
NT-33A airplane. The primary purpose was to extend the data base for roll-
sideslip coupling requirements specified by MIL-F-8785B(ASG) for this Class
of airplanes. Other purposes included evaluation of the-minimum Dutch roll
frequency and damping requirements of MIL-F-8785B(ASG) for Class IV air-
planes in Flight Phase Category A and an investigation of the applicability of
MIL-F-83300 roll-sideslip requirements to airplaries in high speed flight

conditions. Maneuvering tasks representative of the fighter mission and a
precision bank angle tracking task were performed for evaluation. Eval-

f uations were conducted at three Dutch roll frequencies, three roll-to-
sideslip ratios and at values of Dutch roll damping on either side of the MIL-
F-8785B(ASG) boundary. Satisfactory flying qualities were not obtained for
any of the low Dutch roll frequency (a)d e 1. 0 rad/sec) configurations inves-
tigated in this experiment. The Dutch roll damping requirements were found
to be adequate, especially when the additional increment of damping as a
function of Dutch roll frequency and roll-to-sideslip ratio is added. The roll-
sideslip coupling requirements in terms of sideslip excursions were found
to be conservative, especially at low to moderate values of roll-to-sideslip
ratio. For the configurations evaluated, roll rate oscillations were quite
small, even when sideslip excursions exceeded the specified limits, therefore

A the validity of the roll rate oscillations criteria boundariec was not sufficiently
evaluated. The roll-sideslip coupling requirements of MIL-F-.83300 were1 found to be generally not applicable to Class IV airplanes in Flight Phase

j !•Category A and high speed flight. Volume 1 of this report contains the body
of the text; Volume II contains the appendices.
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-LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL EQ0aTiONS OFý*MOTION

The laýteral-directional equations are written in Laplace notation

for a set of body axes -using 'the following basic assui'ptions:

-e The airplano is a rigid body.

e The mass of the •irplane does not change during the period of
dyna;mc analysis.

* The airplane, is initially in unaccelerated Ilight and maintains

donstant altitude.a The earth is considered to be a flat, inertial, nonrotating,
space •Fixed body.

o The air mass is nonaccelerating.

o The %-I plane is considered to be a plane ot symmetry.

o The perturbations from the equilibrium or steady state
condition are small enough that the products aci squares -of the
variations are small in zomparison with the variations themselves
and can be neglected. Also, the perturbation angles are small
enough that the sines of these angles may be set eq'al to the
angles and the cosines equal to one. Products or thiese angles
are also negligibly small.

* In the steady flight condition, the airplane is in wings level,
symmetric flight with no angular velocity.

* The elevators and ailerons are symmetrically located with
respect to the %-aj plane and the rudder is located parallel to
the Z-1 plane.

* The control surfaces are movable rigid components attached to a
rigid body.

* The airflow around the airplane is quasisteady.

* The initial pitch angle is zero.
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The lateral-directional equations using primed derivatives are as
foll6ws:

('~~-6 i~. 1) t ý N(.P sj + 0S ~AS- R2

L>6 + Lr' s - ss2) 0 L SA 
)

Nl Ig + It, Al 9,IA
~ *'AS SP RP

In matrix form:

6 SAS VP
/1 1 2 -/ -/1 &

T h e at. A-- •p 5L ( 1 -2 )
1Vr .- • .1 -.A~s "R,.

The characteristic equation can then be written as;

+A/')
_', ( , ,I -4

+ r r L

Using Cramer's rul¢• the 9 , 1r and. transfer functions can be

written as follows:

For an aileron stick input:
Lt L I Lsz• (/V Ye' + ' 4'

S [YA 9AS

+y (Ll' A;-N4LA [y 4-( /)NV; (1-4)

I2
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which can be written as:

where AI

A"AS

I* A I(

AS AsJ1

4 )]

where
I ~

A~ A/ A.

r'fAS 'F3



- v IAI - (2. + ((Yý+%)L4

"qi 1 -,. N.I )]. •

(1-9)

which can be written as:
f2

(52#? ~e~a)(1-10)
SAS ++Ii5

where

CII

For 0= , the following equation applied

I A~,•, ) ,"- ,__ _ __ _ _ _ __(-1

where: (
A/

If it is further assumed that the spiral root is at the origin andIi '÷)
that Yp j' 4f Yj0 z the sideslip per aileron input

transfer function can be written as:
/

- L' (1-12)
,,S

when 1Y A 0

4



The ratio of can be obtained by dividing the Equation 1-4 by

Equation 1-9. For - Yd, = 0 and '0

÷(Y". Y- (1-14)

4 A (~Y'9sý{(Y~t O0)-(W' VY, ~•~

For Y, YP 0 and for equations referenced to body axes with 0 =0

S- z'•;-4 .�+I- ) (Z-15)
b r V

From equation 1-4

I__ - F (1-16)

where: y /

-1 AS

For the spiral root at the origin, the above equation becomes:

d"9 S 14 f2)- ____ / L,qs~i
7a( . qj# ' 9 I__-.-(11-7)

Thus the steady-state roll rate per aileron stick input becomes:

4[

The following relationships can be written from the O(s)/s transfer

function: Yt 4- S 4/
I ,4 ,/ A

"" . [(Y'/) - ' L ] (1-19)

Z I( (1-20)

5



In this experiment, for a given configuration; i.e., a set

of-stability derivatives, the control derivatives and L'" were

varied to change the-numerator zeros in, the ý/4 transfer function thus:

60 4ý1f (1-21)

where the constants are determined by the stability derivatives with the major

contributions shown below for K - Y :

(1-22)

from Equation 1-3 for Y Y c -a

(1-23)

V r •

Carrying out the multiplication in the denominator of Equation I-S.

I : -'+ [ •, + (1-24)

F!

4-7 + d;



Es

Since and are generally much smaller in magnitu•e than -

and the following assumptions can be made:

z%

and

~> >

Thus

2i2s

:4 Equating the coefficients of the terms of Equations 1-23 and 1-25

7 - (1-26)

2 //z'A"/

N r " (I-2 8)
/ -A' ~Y (1-27)

/V 7

[.r



-Substituting Equations 1-27 and 1-28 into 1-29, carrying the

appropriate crossmultiplication and neglecting multiples of small derivatives,

Equation 1-29 reduces to:

= pY' ±~ , IV; (1-30)N' -

Subtracting Equation 1-30-from 1-20

In view of the pilot comments for the low Dutch-roll frequency

configurations concerning the large magnitude sideslips excited with an

aileron input, it was of interest to briefly investigate the contribution

of the spiral and roll modes to the total sideslip response.

For a case with complex zeros in the numerator of the s w transfer

function and with V5  • 0, Equation I-10, repeated below, describes the

sideslip response to an aileron step input.

(S '4W(S4
JA 6(6) s (5, +.s)r #Z ~ 2vyd3d + 0dZ) (I-10)

In the time domain, this expression may be written, from Reference 3,

for an aileron step input as:

±LI~ Ce~'~+Ce S CdeI

The modal response coefficients, C$ , C. and 6 d , and the constant term (o

may be evaluated using partial fraction expansion techniques. For config-

8



uration 9 with A4 /,y-_ = -0.07 the following values were obtaihied for the

coefficients shown.

C6 = 12.84 = Steakiy State Component

= -12.63 = Spiral 94ode Coofficient

-R = O.0S46 = Roll Mode Coeff.cji°

Cd • the Dutch roll mode coefficient, was: not evaluwted since ,,le total

sideslip response was already known from computer p.nerated time histories

Sand therefore the Dutch roll contribution to the t..•e history could easily be

obtained by addition'; Figure 1-1, shows the total s',deslip response and the

components of the response resulting from the residues in the spiral, roll

and Dutch roll modes as well as the steady state valu .f sideslip for an

aileron step input.

From Figure I-1 it appears that the character of Ahe total siLslip

response in the first three seconds of the transient respons is heavily

affected by both the Dutch roll mode and the spiral mode. The ,rowth of

sideslip in the spiral mode is shown on Figure I-i as C -e- , plotted

to the same scale as the total , response, and the roll and Dutch roll components

of the P response for comparison. Fror. this it is evident that the pi1lot must

cope with large residues of sideslip in the spiral mode and that the sidesp

in the spiral mode will continue long after the Dutch roll component has sub.,•ded.

The phasing of rudder inputs for turn coordination, however, is still determlned

[ by the phase of the Dutch roll component but additional magnitude is required

to also remove the spiral mode sideslip. Hence, the parameter, , still

- ' maintains importance in the coordination problem, especially for lightly damped

Dutch roll characteristics. The spiral mode, however, helps account for the

9
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I
many p� lot conuients concerning �he insidious buildup of sideslip duriizg the

evaluation �of the low Dutch roll frequency configurations of this investigatiot�.

i� i�sffects of the roll mode appear minimal for the short roll mode time

coiistant evaluated in- this investigation. I
I

II

4 I
I

I
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U
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I
II
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APPENDIX 11

RANDOMWNOISE TURBULENCE SIMULATION

The mechanization of the random noise disturbance input system is
described in Section II. Each of the random noise signals were passed
through a second-order filter. The filters had the frequency response shown
in Figure fl-1. The amplitudes of the undcrrelated disturbance signals
going to the ailerons, elevator and rudder vere varied independently by
gain controls in the NT-33A safety cockpit. Figure 11-2 is a time history of
the three uncorrelated signals before being independently attenuated by the
cockpit gain controls. Figure 11-3 is a time history of the in-flight control
surface deflections with the random noise system turned on during a sim-
ulation of Configuration 8 of the investigation reported herein. The time
histories of Figure 11-3 are not purely random noise inputs since the variable
stability system signals were also going to each of the control system actu-
ators. However, during the recording of Figure H-3, the airplane was
trimmed for straight and level flight.

12
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APPENDIX III

DATA RECORDING•

A digital recording system and oscillograph recording equipment
mounted in the variable stability airplane were used for the acquisition of
quantitative data. The following listed variables were recorded on both
systems.

'806V (airspeed)

16y Siep

*1' 5SS
qSt. bank angle tracking

task errur

r F45

In addition to the variables listed above, t and iv were recorded on the
oscillograph only. Other variables or quantities peculiar to the variable
stability system were also recorded on the oscillograph.

Pilot comments and ratings were recorded in flight by use of tape
recording equipment installed in the variable stability airplane. The system
operator/safety pilot recorded the evaluation pilot's selected value of aileron
and rudder control sensitivities. The assigned pilot rating and turbulence
rating given by the evaluation pilot were hand recorded for backup of the tape
recording equipment.

Pilot ratings and comments are included in Appendix IV.
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4Tis ppendi~x.Iis ja~:A~,tre sections 'Iin accordance, with thethiree, values. ofDbjich roli~freury investigated' in th"is experiment'i The issection Vý.I, contains datA ,pertinenttot the lw Duth' olfeunycnfiguati ns andhe, second adthird' setos V n V ,dcoitaiftkhe& d'ium n.and,,high Dutch rollr frequ fic~y c&Ofiuato, epctely- The roll-sides~lip couipli'ng d'ata 'sh~own- was meWrdf~ culfih aaimle'sothejrwise ,indiýcated. Computer -generae rnin epne are, prpspnted.Selected fl~g~t recorded'transient rspnes easopre sponses~,� h-ie
pilot comments ýare pre senited in, their entirety for' each. conrf iguration hfimm-ýdiatly flloing te, transienit responses for that -conifiguration..

'To simrplify- the pre sentationý of ~tabular data, in this -,appendix,, units, of'the- various parameters, will not be.,pre sented on each tablej A listing, of theparameters and their units of mneasurement is show*n here for -the ,convenien~ce

NSA f~B -nondimensional ,wI snondim-rensional

PR pilot rating ~"degrees'

TR -turbulence rating seconds -'

-radians per second N. seconds'

Ol degrees N' P seconds1

'P cfy nondimensional q/V seconds- 1

48ax~degrees radians 1

IA)8/01 )(101,4s d nondimensional radians -

" degrees/second 2-inch L eod2

/V-degrees/second 2 -inchseod
SgP se ndy, seconds:

&)d radians per second seod

es seconds Y.-radians1
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APPENDIX IV. 1

LOW DUTCH ROLL FREQUENCY CONFIGURATIONS-

CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION AND FLIGHT DATA TABULATION

TRANSIENT RESPONSES

PILOT COMMENTS

14
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;CONFIGURAION 2 I DE'NfTI FICATION
ýAND .FLIGH!T TEST DATA "TABUiLATION -

' L A S ;f 4

P0d .5 
x 

.4 10 20 :.3 2. 87 0 5- 2.

+0.04 A 0.25 1.24 -50.130 26.3 4.2 0.09 35 228015.

'40.06 8 B- 0.25 1.27 .320 0.051 7.5 5.3 0.14 227 19.5

INDICATES DATA FROM COMPUTER GENERATED TIME HISTORIES

LATE RAL-DI RECTIONAL MODAL PARAMETERS AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES

"=d 1.20 /91.37 L -3A9

= 0.3 = .0.59 0.937

= .3 0.0172 -2.51

= =200 v0.058 y -0.122U 6
= 1.15 Yr- 1 .0.995 = .1.015

66.8 + 0.00343
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Ipp zel Tep the Aileron SCsitir4 ZO bow zescas i: =CC uCe REd eiaLpln you C- i=e~rr
eryrai =7 an.Y-d rzpod mae-rcs resut i= vezy Uarge sxkslip agIes.. I Ed2: Me I C0=34 easilyr Bose coctrCA rc

cnea~ ~ rM9Ly so ' ral kfteep a s e=E. P ?Eily the low ws lCloni rdl2-e: z ws efac d 7G. WAs kinda ad planeg t

a~d T5* res~sd oCS t I eaailCeron_-~ only Zrpu rmasr -eyso. I go lre ai-no e bideai ZM and r-eny clo co
ade,-rft ircs.~n pe I tried reL0 weoom:=tc 1=2T jeus roc. -be-' p rey == ase Ec I e iasi 1 M ~ &ar: vnge 1suall
I ec=,ed -up mreritmtol Z:-=e wadsli. Tha e =zairpla 6=4Z' sem -- :- b eosciat-ory a=d the. D really charackped szl

seme to! bee~ -ell Wapd I * never r ~eal foun mysel in~c~u:_ large osilaio. vxifan re rirg car inatheyn weuremet

'withWb Incrzz :0eai dsuancesr that I-P wasoseei WhenyP*- I trt oa ma emr te airplan sies 'andoe P-cna closeing
prely--~--z on 11e rollkp =Ze -: haIn a~s Pole wiz tepLh A n cc boW : - adaL- f hiliy.dI=na ak

seAhil to e wel dachieve a =arc angl:7 wafOod onlySf ifyn a age itU!#E vey lajy..- Co ca' flte aipln

EADI NGL CON'TROLLABILITY

Acbieving a bea.ding is difficult because of the slo- directiocal response and a Large a="==% of sideslip
that results fromn am aileron_ or rudder i;na.s

MAiKANGLE COMM&ND, TRACKING TASK

Performance ums reason-a!:U but only because I could only go at it very. very slowly- In other words. Icouldn't do the bank angle trackcing task very aggressively. I had to take litvery easy.. And- going very easily the hank
angle was not oscillatorY at all so I cot"d stop the needle w-here I wanted zo b=1 I generated sideslip which really didn't
show up very much in the roll rate so that bank angle tracking task performance probably wasn't too bad.. The prob-
lems ancountered with sideslip znd the fact that I had to cievote a fair am*u-% of my attention to sideslip control
detracted from my ability to follow the needle in bank angle very weni.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTSit The response to disturbance inputs. surprisingly enough, was not v~ery significant. The sideslip and
te roll rate generating by the disturbance inputs were slou and didn't even begin to compare with, in sideslip at least.
tose generated with the aileron inputs.

1.'NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

SUITAILITLongitudinal handling qualities did not degrade lateral-directional. They were good.

SUIABIITYOF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION
These characteristics are not suitable in my estimation for the fighter mission. Particularly in the air-to-air- role you've got such large sideslip generated that Wts doubtful to mec that you could fly the airplane at all in

an air-to-air fight. Air-to-ground similar comments. The sideslip generation is just so great that I doubt if you
would hit anything.

GOOD FEATURES

The only good features I can think of is the Dutch roll characteristics. It was well damped so that you
don't have a big oscillation along with all this other problems thai you've got.
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T9r i, = 1 -' here = at ntia I= 6z ¢n•:on se pe f to •. tn -t fige isso • .s *1 leas t bare a: adae
p .e manee.--o e geCciez•see s ce=E: 5iu/e -Morore The petasieicies are ce=:anl m jn.•xt IEes tare :Ia:

jxs c•sidezalsel irolne= ce sae.- reaiz- to ortrol-.. e re'n mb•ea-se-.o the al~ly ae toe ::s si ades yfor sove tao•

zas = andnsy= excie cjC tas to thate i o fi'= e to a he sideslip. Tushelae, C 25 a para ctot reaUT =e
COO s-jrzfkCZi e. though a bE=~ed~z is rescrenl -4

COIGPRA IoN 2-7 -MPI T-r 2AMIXG 4.5 TLMXBULEUCE IALOM•U D

: 14D-!IALV EMPRESOz"NAMD G~ENEAL Cor--i

The aL c tae• t s to be a E- les dire-"sctl t •lJ f e to Peraps I UhaH le int that I can or e
ithe yawe t asilyra-d Is eihe zero or' as teat Iroa-cese Wolow dder forces. As raol. So faat, i• ifian'
r 'a=05C pist o he.redee fors 2-cry hberaus thpe thaI d% Wten tere I&47n t d a rIt

ABIMIT TO710 A

yabsheU7 to r tre. leral-o oord oeat -ieuz. la's ind, bat e a's oto oWssantlng. B=, Iszaves -an oubce
u te L iens o ooeing wtthe e aa trid ta n direconadlly. 3ore itrooslke witih the rudder i rir tohaeep

" c xiiem :be lateral toi:. b= aoaie that's mot bads na ttIeras e• oac:itgt fro= erne ee'alstiom ohe.

ISAL=KCTIOi OF AILRO % ALRD DE CTROLSE:W-ITES

305 deZsvc-Z-=- ,f, = Z9. 5 degiseca -Es..

AsI have sce iy aileros. the7are's no co stp tase t rat IPre =ade pered in o ther words I haven': selected
lighter or heavier a tleros than watI I t:' eat I'd Like to have purely as a persnI prefyrence because of some of
the airplane dys Ics d n kOdee Words ahilrth selection is again based purely on wsalp t I would like and hot I beleve
on some peculiar dybeig characteristics of the airplane Ia I have setecred them= too light and I fina that I
atto couple.1 thits with the Dustcy roo l a little bit and get an additioal Oscillation s--erirposed ro =hwat looi s like

a a D tch roll because every little m bet of =y hdnd shows ab as 2n aileron inut and con s distracting at
first, althoughi I'm getting better at it maw.. I don't see= to be doingZ it quite so had as I was before- But if anything

a 00 the aileron gearing selection. it's a little high- No-w the rudrpedals are light. but I fin=d that I need that because
~ II find smyself working the rcdder a fair amount while I'm maneuvyering the airplane because sideslip for some reason

was very easy to excite and I'd find that I'd have to work ray feet a fair 2=Wount to work the sideslip back to the center..

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

When I put in an aileron-only input without the rodder, the sideslip stays pretty close to zero for the
initial roll input an6 then takes off in the adverse directimi. It looks; like to sne, if I have to put that in terms for you,J if the yaw due to aileron is either zero or a Ultie bit proverse followed by adverse yaw due to roll. So that. initially.
I find that there's no requirement for coordination, however as the airplane rolls up then there seems to be a little
bit of an increase in requirement to coordinat the sideslip. I find it very easy to overcontrol the sidesup and forceI it in the opposite direction. Looking at the airplane in the steady turn, it looks like a little rudder is required to keep

I the sideslip near zero, but not very mnuch at all. as a matter of fact, not enough to get concerned about. So :he
coordination problem isn't as easy as I would like to see and the requirement for having to feed in ruddertihich looks
a little bit like a functan of roll rate, I find, not the greatest.

BANK ANGLE CONTROI,LABILJrY

As far as mny ability to r0ll the airplane and stop at a bank angte, I played it up quite a bit and "in really
very good at it as a matter of fact, I can stop right where I want to in roll and not really excite an awful lot of Dutch
roll. although if I don't keep up with it with my feet. then I tend to get the sideslip excitations in the Dutch roll, but
as far as the roll and being able to stop the airplane at a given bank angle. it's really very good. As a matter of
fact the roll rate itself is very smooth and I see very little Dutch roll superimposed irkthe roll characteristics.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

So the bank angle is no problem, but to coordinate it is a bit of a problem and consequently rolling out
and stepping the thing right ci' ihe heading, I tend to get a nose wander around the particular heading that I'm after.
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the gee.C- WF~le cm :2he lue-aL. %be airplane tends :0 i'ind Cc er S3o2=42. lind ci jn taldr from =ne spot =:bte othecr.
Znrd WS' very tnee~gto wanc:.. AZZS.. that* basn't bed= a ?PrAc , m fvr me.

SVAABITY OF 7_555 AIR3PLWrzQE ~ARACTEaR131ICS FO xIrE F-0l-i~rER I =ON

repea.I Will say thatz i:s certainlyr :o: sa*nsfactory die way is is r`oW and primari!Af becaue~eof theM large SiC!ClIp?

I ZIET4 The bank, anle or --Oll ccmerol is really7 qin-e gozd. My abilisy to r-Oll to and6 es:ab1:sh and bold
a given ba-k anvle. 1 t~hink, is excellent.. And also --y abilisy to peror te zuracking tack is likeirise qutec good..

O3FCT-3rABL.E 7AJIJEES

Prnar objection is the inab~iity to ccntrol the sideslip as well as! wouled like and the fact t!hat when I
stop ihe airplane soncx!=ere. :Be nose u2ants to very slosly =nore off fro=m where I wanted it to be. and oscillate
rm4ybe one or t-4o timecs thr~ough the beading :hat I Bad hoped to acbieve. I find that if I m:aneuver the airplan rapidlty

wi'.o~t oordrat sideslip dismt-bances are quite large and if I coor-dinate I can keep the sideslip d~isturbances
dowrn. but I have to spend -more tim-e working at the coordination than I =ould like to. TZe sideslIp disturbance in
the presecec of the random distur-bances is also qui1te large and a bit difficult to handlle.

z.ISPECIAL PILOTVýG TE-CHN!IQUE-S

You'vwe got to stay in the loop -with your feet most of the timne in order to control the sideslip and i-f yon
forget then the 2i.'pl-ane wants to set op fairly'large sideslip angles.

4 PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT -RATING

I think if I stay is there with my feet I can very definitely get an adequate performance so that I'm
talking about a mid-range rated airplane and I thin", that the characteristics that I've seen are more than just mninor.
The redeeming feature. of course being the excellent roll control and the detraction being the large sideslip oscil-
lation that I see. Although I seem to be able to get the airplane back to center quite easily with my feet so that the
airplane doesn't oscillate around very much, the deficiencies that I see are v-,re than just mninor. The fact that I
can get the sideslip under control with my feet and do it fairly rapidly is not enough to rnake it much warse than that.
There certainly is more efont required flying the airplane in the presence of the randomn disturbances and I think
there's certainly a moderate deterioration in my ability to perform the fighter mission.

CONFIGURATION z 1 J*. = + .01 PILOT RATING 4.5 TURBULENCE RATING C

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

My initial impression of this particular configuration was that it wasn't quite as good as I would like to
have seen because I was having some difficulty controlling the sideslip.

ABILITY TO TRIM4

My ability to trim was quite good, laterally and direi.:ionally and longitudinally, it was okay. No r a
problem longitudinally but just not quite as good.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

= 16 deg/sect -in. N.,=14. 5 deglaec t -in.
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The s3exslio rcsnerse secmed =o be -atrelyrc~ slow aad d~edZ' always So ai rzadl.y withb die ailceiwt
=;:s I5 1 6==& in -4inig have d=:e. L, seemed to lag beko a BE-. I CS& melee thasi wen I ceoarataedte air-
pae=i a ==-.=I ma=ero I EinraizWh4 C=52d =9 vith a fair 2a-To= sdes:&Iip : neo C-- Enm ica:imx rd: I %as

b054in cc* =Cefo info Zbe t=-_ So tha: the ccor*.ramrc was a hit ifle± I COMMd =erer sge to Cthe Pa.;=
where I cold -ake a =See smnieth cord wiaee ge9ne=armrg sidesip Em te~ directaE= or C:-- other. 7he
sideslip ims a b~ siz- on arid =re- really sce=: to j=s: ca sis:errly go E= - srectlenso thaa: iz was remarbogc
a $~-n hit cc redder =:narip=ZicM EM 26-51= COWh~t was don ihte ne oocz~rOSo ta na rn h
air-plan. I neverr really c0=16 keep? the thin perfecdty ccor-iEi:d! 2an4 I !.ood that dhere waZS a Untle bin of a rectnre-

for redder Wreresalso b= they sermed Co be very slow and mceu:ed omeha freon aileron lepers.

I&A-5 A-IGIZ C0MOLr3 L'A-3U177

My rlflcoerolseemedr oni be sm=ooch and I conld roll one airplane nd Step 21Za ba-k angJle reasecablyII well-

IADiGC"OYT2ROLLABILIXT

5. A littl b=1c it of a proole w=hticB hbe ding cocrol here. Even a~fter I've go==e the bark" gesopd
Stlhad the Sideslip problem.- wtich I never was -really able r,* coordinate co my satisfaction and I'd gee a slip:e nose

wader a=e of th iplane, so i: =zsn't always poiered at exactly th sethat I wo-=dlc.An hn hi sara
crimeet Co &C figia.. =:Si= parucclvar!ly if we're incloding the firiog of gins, becaose -.t' very diffiscult to hit

soe.!:L- if yo= can't keep the airplane painted Ln '~he drectio= t-nS? loc at

BAIN AGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK r nS iTadthe l w dr

She bank% anglec trackingZ task Seemed to be relatively easy. Agai" I didn't control the sideslip as well as

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTSHThe response to the disturbance -p=swrrelyntsgiiat omethnIoudav Ccd
for the fighter mission, and really didn't seem to create any problems that I hadn't seen before. A little bit More
sideslip wander than I would like bet that really vrasn't tied ver, -lirectly to the random disturbance inpats.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal characteristics were in harmony with the lateral-directional and did not interfere or
degrade the lateral-directional handling qualities.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER NISSION

I find that I don't think they are satisfactory as they are anud primarily because when I roll the airplane1 and try to stop it on a given target, the nose wants to wander a bit more in sideslip than I would like and would much
prefer it to have the nose stop right on the target. Attacking ground targets, when you roll in and try to stop the
airplane, you've got this noticeable sideslip disturbance. Now these are not wild things, they're just things that are
disconcerting and it moves off just enough that I think it would reduce my accuracy, So that as far as both air-to-
air and the air-to-ground roleis concerned. the bigges" problem again is this sideslip wander that I see and not the

bakafecontrol.

I like the roll control and I like the fact that I can stop on a given bank angle with ease. I like the fact
that the sideslip disturbances that I see don't seem to show up very much in roll so thc bank angle control is good. I
like the fact that I could pick light forces on the airplane and that I can move the airplane quite rapidly without
creating any problems in roll.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

There's only one and it's more than just. a minor objection and it's primarily my inability to coordinate
the airplane as well as I would like. The fact that I never really could aggressively fly the airplane in roll and keep
the sideslip zero and the fact that I had to make a conscientious effort once I had started a maneuver to zero out the
sideslip and then when I had completed, say a bank angle change or a bank angle reversal, and established an
attitude that I want, that the nose would wander a bit away.
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IITIA&VL; )EAS§_lV1 ANED GEN-ERAL COUI3ENTIS

My -L-1i:9ressivn c= dhaz was Cthat it wasn't go--ng to be really too bad. -It sce-e~d to have a lot cf
sideslip associazed With it. b=t tbe sideslip kind of lo~ed likc it was wanderin:g all aond reatr nmchi on its- o%_.
I first flew tse airplane mithon a lo: of aggression. ;z wasn'ft =o tzc of a pr0 et I couldtake my- time and get.
tBe sideslip back to the ceuter-. Howevecr. WhBen I geet o the point whr-ere I wa ligthe airplane, =Dore aggressively
the sidesli- apparenly created scee proble.- in the rolL

ABILITY TO 1AIM-

Ability to tr~i=, laterally and -directionally was good. Longitudinally was good.

SELECTIO)N OF AiLERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENS--ITIVITIES

22.0 deglsec 5 -in. = 15.5 deglsec5 -in.

There seemed to be unite a bit of prorerse yaw associated with an aileron input. I increased the

sen-sitivity and ended up in overcou-trol problems in roll so that I selected a sensitivity that was a little heavier than
I would like and probably"no as sensitive as I have been selecting- There was not really mnuch of a com~promnise.
I left the rudder sensitivity pretty much wbere it was, I tbhought that thatiwas good. I had a problem-,with large side-
slip angles that were generated so that a noticeable amoun-t of rudder was required to get the sideslip needle back in
the cen-ter. but the selection that I started ozt with I thought was comfortable. The displace ments, on both roll and
yaw cha=eIs were good. Control har.mon-y was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PiILOT INPUTS

An aileron only input produced quite a bit of pro-verse yaw however, it didn't seem to affect the roll very
much. The roll appeared to be quite smooth. Coordinating the sideslip required cross controlling with the rudder.
Oscillatory characteristics. the Dutch-roll seemed to be well Zinzped. Didn't seem to have any Dutch roll oscillation
however, there did seem to be a pilot induced airplane oscillation wh-en tr'ackiig in bank angle tightly. This was more
noticeable, thet more aggre-ýsively I went at it. As far as maneuvering coordination requirements are concerned,
Wts interesting, you do have to end up paying attention to the sideslip. but not so much to make the airplane do what
you wtant to do, but just to take out what I am calling the wandering sideslip that I see, so you end up spending a lot
more time on sideslip control than I think is absolutely necessary, but it didn't 'Seem to belcreating very much of a
problem to me in the bank angle control.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Ability to achieve desired bank angle is quite a bit of function of hew aggressively one wishes to
attempt bank angle control. Flying the airplane slowly and smoothly it's pretty good. but when you go at it any more
aggressively there is a quite noticeable tendency to overshoot and I had one or two cyrcle oscillation about the bank
angle, so my bank angle control is not as good as I would like it to be.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

The heading control was also a bit of a problem becAuse of the large sideslip that was generated. When
you look up at the nose it is kind of wandering back and forth. I think that this is quite disconcerting and I think it
detracts considerably from the fighter mission.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

I thought my performance only fair. Again. the tendency I noted about overcontrolling. overshooting in
bank angle applies, and it was taking me one or two cycle oscillations to settle down. I lost quite a bit of time looking
at t e bank angle tracking taa~k because it seemed to be a major factor in this particular configuration.
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F~.
RESpONSE TO DISTUREMLCCE- UCPUTS .

Rtespozise za distuibaince inputs was barely uo~ticeabi. -1 don't think th'erje was any4 siiicat fect oan
=-y perfrnzazrce. no mor.e effort required tlazi flyingX without turbulenee.

LONG IT'UDAINAL CHA RA CTE R0ISTCS

The-lo-ngi :tudal l•--disg qrali-zs were goixl. They didn't detract o- dgrade'from the lateral--
Sdectio- i eralcation_

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

"-1' "wi!ling to say that it is marinfally icceptable. U you calm dowii your'inputs you cin-gjt your b&-nk
angle cout-ol to what I think is-a reasonable perforniance, haciever. when you go at~it in ani agrcessive rnnher, 7th.re

is a ve.-ry strong tendency for yoar bank angle to fie quite poor. In the air-to-air mission. Iput quite s.lot of empha-
sis o- being able to control bank angle with precision and I think my precisioi is reduiced here ,although Ithink. I'ni
willing to say that it probably can be done. A-other thing that detracts from the air-to-air mission are these-slow
sideslip responses and the fact that large sideslip angles are generated and the pilot has to spend more time th"n'I
tbink is desirable ptting the sideslip needle back in the center. I don't think there is any prublem getting to such a
large degree that the pilot will begin to lose control in sideslip because ii happens so slowly. -it's just a-matter of
realizing that the airp-lane is sideslippinig otit in &-e direction and make it onscientious effort in getting it hack; 'On
the air-to-ground mode, I think the slow sideslie would also be detrimental to what you are trying todo and I think
it really would degrade your performance in the air-to-ground mode.

GOOD FEATURES

I like the roll performance, you couLd roll the airplane quite nicely.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

The large sideslip angles you generate I think is the primary objection and the second objection, if not
eq.•.Uy as strong, is the tendncy to overcontrol and overshoot in bank angle when you track bank angle quitetightly.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

If you wish to coordinate this configuration and keep it coordinated through a continuous rolling maneu-
ver it would require opposite rudder initially and not much rudder in the other direction, but in a steady turn I
noticed that I ended up using a little bit of rudder into the turn. Other than the cross control I really don't think
tlere is an acceptable way to fly the airplane but I think that is what you would have to do.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

The deficiencies I see are quite objectionable, certainly very objectionable. I do have to compromise
my performance a bit and I interpret that as extensive pilot compensation. I'd worry a little bit about the slow side-
slip response and I worry about the bank angle overcontrol.

tl CONFIGURATION 2 NV • = 40. 06 PILOT RATING 8 TURBULENCE RATING B
INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

My Initial impression was that it was going to be a bad configuration and that held throughout. The most

obvious thing about the configuration was the extreme amount of proverse sideslip that accompanied any aileron input
and it was really quite large, it created a number of problems.

ABIILITY TO TRIM

Lateral-directional was okay in both modes. In longitudinal it was likewise okay.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

Ls = 227 deg/secl -in. At'r 19.5 deg/seca -in.

To be honest I took what I started out with on the aileron and the rudder because they are comfortable.
heavy a bit, but It was a configuration where you didn't really want to go up on the gearing because I was generating
what I thought were quite large sideslip angles. It was also a configuration which I couldn't fly very aggressively and
did not tend to fly It aggressively because of these large sideslip angles. So even though I haven't had a good look
at all the other possibilities I'd say that there is a compromise on the aileron, I couldn't have it as light as I wanted
because of the very large sideslip generated. The rudders were about right, if I made nice slow inputs and con-
centrated on putting the rudder in the opposite direction, I could control the sideslip with the rudder forces and
rudder sensitivities that I had quite well. So the forces were moderate, they weren't really heavy, nor were they
light. But the control harmony that I had between the controls was good and displacements were good also.
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AIRPLA I NE-RESPONSE "TO PILOTVINPUT'S ;SQuite-large sideslip angles generated in the:proversediiretitn Witiý-the,aile6on only-inpiuts; JIt's'a slow-

responding airplane so thit the sideslip wa'nied tope'rsiit lfttle bit1 iThe sideslipogene ated vas olarge that it took-

you a-whilevtoget it back to zero. I wouldn't reilly consider it an oscillatory, configuration because the sideshlp
-response~which was. the major-response heretended to be very slow and I-,.ould k•epfup-i.hit. Coordinatio`nrequire-
ments were all inthi-wrong diiectinn,-verir diificult to do and I °couldn't do-it unless I ade a icoriscientious effort
and thought about -'hat I was doing., -ust for driving arotund' d general type mfayi I tended to,
increase the.sidejhip rather-than reduce it.

BANkIANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Bank angle controllability-was onlyjfair. if you tried to, do anything aggressively-andayou'couil'dkeep the
sideslip rinder control, -then you overshpton the bank angle so I ended upflying the airplane at quite a-bitles'sthanr-I
think is-an adequate performanice -for a fighter and that'was the'only-way Ifcoulddao a reas6aible~banl• ang!e-4 k. My
bank aitgle controllability. using aggressive inputs was poor. -

HEADING,CONTROLLABILliTr

Heading control was very poor. the sideslips generated were quite-faige andthe wronzgdirection to
coordinate very well. soI ended up having quite~a bit of difficulty getting.theairplanepopinted in-ate directio 1-wanted
it to go.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Performance was only fair - again I could not perform the task aggressively so that even though [was
keeping the sideslip needle pretty much near the center, the amount of time it-was taking mewto get back to center was
excessive. During the tracking task the sideslip got away from meiand I-had to spend a lot of tilme working 6n-the
sideslip and occasionally the bank angle would creep off so that the command tracking task-performance was really
not very good.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

The airplane really didn't have much of a turbulence response- it really wasn't a factor., I'm going to
say that there is a minimal effort required but really no significant deterioration in my ability to 'do the task. 'which
was already poor. The major response in disturbance inputs N~as in the sideslip and mostly a low frequency type
buildup of sideslip.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal handling qualities were okay and they didn't detract or degrade the late ral-directional1.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I do not feel that these characteristics are suitable, the sidesli ) response is, much too large and much

too slow. The fact that you can't maneuver the airplane aggressively I think really detracts from my ability to do the
fighter mission. In the air-to-air role, quite large rapid inputs are required, probably more to than in the ground
attack mode, so that I think you would have a more difficult problem in the air-to-air tracking maneuver simply
because of the large bank angle changes required and the rapidity at which these things have to be accomplished. Air-
to-ground you might be able to do a little better simply because you are going at things a little slower.

GOOD F EA TU RES

- There are really no outstanding good features. Fortunately the airplane seemed to be damped enough
so that I didn't end up with continuous sideslip oscillation.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

The outstanding objection is the quite large proverse sideslip generated in the aileron control inputs.
The fact that these sideslipU generated are so large, it cuts down my ability to maneuver the airplane aggressively
without overcontrolling or losing control in the sideslip direction. You spend so much time controlling the sideslip,
which is first of all in the proverse direction, that you can't control your bank angle simply because you can!t divert

; your attention to it.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

You have to fly the airplane in what I think would be considered a low gain and to coordinate the machine
2<'1 takes quite a bit of rudder in the opposite direction to an aileron input, a difficult input for me to do consistently. The
r'11 only way I could do it was to do it conscientiously and slowly.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I think that the airplane is not acceptable. I don't think adequate performance is attainable. I think we
are getting into the point on the sideslip where control is getting to be a bit of a problem because If you are really
doing it aggressively, you can generate quite large sideslip angles and quite a bit of compensation is required to
control the sideslip.

------ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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CONFIGURATION' 3' IDENTIFICATION
- AND. FLIGHT TEST DATA TABULATION'

L~s 'STEP oEE EE 2~ li A R

.01 .W.1 .6 .175 -0.06 ý 57.0 '42.3 0.29i 182 25.0 '

4.1 -A .4 1.3 .25 0.01,, -44.0 ' 31.0- 0j2 ,40 2.

_-6.65 5 -A, 0.44 1.10 ;225, 0.0 22.0 15.4 0.09 25 '20.5

t.02 4.5 A 0.46 1.20 -325, 0.01 7.4 "5.0 . 0.07 266 19.5:

Ito.o S8 A 0.48 1.31 -355 0.04 18.0 10.8 0.14 272' 22.5

'INDICATES DATA FROM COMPUTER GENERATED TIME HISTORIES

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL PARAMETERS AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES

= 1.18 N1.25, L -3.10

&)d At

d 0.3Nr' -0.910i L 11.86

-R= 0.42 Al -0.0025 L-U 2.38

=~5 V0.0686 -0.119

1.20. *r 099 1.015

X )d 73.7 Y +OCc= 0.0214
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34y i:Er.EiZ1Epesao also =:TC-1 £i=ZI essS:W. a rnalv was baL
A3BJUTT TO TBD(

L Era s gooc& DXirectsocral cZ as loord, b_- eve= C=X e sze eo go be a r iel os rena

S-ELEC&WiC OF-.AILES A110 RUDDER CCTOV =M -7E

bhere wl-ne scee co e9-!seS iae nth2%s. There was qe=Ec a bit cf Sideslip generated eon alronL%=So tL31 I had to ccke ap on the rodder s*=iiti-rLsy to0 =ate the r06!der liehter thaz Perhaps I world have mnr-
sideslip. Sornechere I reached a cc o=scQ~ hav gaw* =e light eWuhredrC control a large a_-x: cc siaesn?th-at occerre:d anytime I. p=n a= az~eren Ltnpc ad Leaavy enough so that I didn' corerco~rol every ie.= -Abea ueo: as definitely ==t able to pc En. as large as I Wxke because off the large sideslips generated so &.at sc~e-weein there I get a resocable balance at least enugch to fly the airplane. The aileron force is -really not so
:=[ rony of controls, still no problem.=

AIRPLANE ES I.; TP IO DPUTS

me that it ccts down the roll rate that i a= expectizg bct Wts over such a long period of time thut it's not toonoticeable. When I coordinate mee aileron with the ru=dder I can dwo batter, hb= I =ever could ccoordinate very well.j'There really doesn't seem to be mch of anoscillation.. It seees th-eairul~anej~vail.S to go oa-t ter-e :and sL-rlcure back-. Maneuverin~g coordination requ~irenenss are quite severe. you- have Co spenDd =cost of your time oper-ating on the sideslip with the rc:5der pedals.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

The large sideslip that I saw didn't really stem to carry corer into t.he back angle very muech bat I had tospend so much time coming back to the sideslip trying to control it with my feet that my ability to achieve a bankangle wasn't very good.
HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

PMy ability to achieve a heading was extremely poor- The airplane. once you got it rolled out would~ ihave this very slow oscillation hack to center and was very slow coming hack to a given heading.

BANK ANGLE COMM.AND TRACKING TASK

My performance was really bad because I didn't realize until I went to the bank angle tracking taskhow much I was relying on the sideslip indicator and I had to kee'p the sideslip within even suffic;ent bounds to keep4 frcm dumping the system. Once I lost the sideslip indicator during the tracking taskI dumped thee airplane a numberof ties on sideslip. So that my major problems are associated with the bank angle tracking task. Not so muchthat I couldn't control the airplane laterally but because I couldn't control the airplane directionally.
RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Disturbance inputs really weren't too severe. It does excite this low frequency Dutch roll and I findthat I spend an over abundance of time using the rudder trying to keep the sideslip somewhere near the center.
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal characteristics were good, about the best thing about the configuration.
SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

For the fighter mission the characteristics were completely unacceptable and I think we are gettinginto controllability problems on the directional stability of this configuration. I don't think that it's natisfactory forthe air-to-air or the air-to-ground mission primarily because I cannot control the direction of the airplane. It isthe major problem with the airplane. The large sideslips generated, my inability to coordinate the sideslip verywell, and my tendency to over-coordinate.

GOOD FEATURES

The large sideslip disturbances that I saw were not oscillatory but were damped.- The longitudinal wasone of the best features. The sideslip disturbances did not carry over into the hank angle controllability.
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gererted.My isitis i 9ressiam of dhis one is ztha-t its zeaLly not very Coca at aMl Tere are large sidesli:9Z
gee ate. yTi~e Von pet E-1 a= aileron i~pci 3=d One f*ortr:nrte ahisg is Cthey are in the adrer-se csrectio soyTo= CZ=

at least COO isate so the pr-oper direct:002n anlry to keep the srleshp soirentere =ear a snZllU~ Whn Irl&Fk
I've Xot a 1:2-3 angle establisbed, And I 07cI'v gtp dhe sideshp eder- ecrirol, it slowly =orcs cff 1 tn e ocher

deC6in or in one direction or tic oeer it is I C-7difi for := to coorL 7&:s air-plane sesto .Ic ory
s-1 e~et__ aires n crawmyZe js wso$tso driftone way or ihe other, it keind e.slides first

ABILITY T RM

fl ~AbilMy to tr-im laterally is pretty good. directionaly is =cc as good as i: is laterally- Sinail tr-I= changes
ii ~cause fairly large sidesip changecs. Yom have to be vecry ginger with directional trLi= in order to get the sideslip

tr&mmed c tozer-o. Once you get it there and as long as you arz in smooth air, it's no problem.- Longitudinal is okay.

SELECTION OF All=-RON AND RUDDER CONTROL SMENSITIVITIES

aI terns e t select a slightlyheavierSearing than perhaps lwould have liked because the less sensitivity

vertheairlan asrapidly as I think is necessary for the fighter mnission because of that. But, even at that. the
fores erereaonale.theyweesillgtRaepea-IwokdwttabeasIneedaotfruero

conrolth lagesideslip angles I was seeing. but when I got the rudder sensitivity too light there was a strong tendency
to§1cnro bu h neutral point, so that there was a compromise there I needed what I thought were high sen-

sitvitesto elpmecontrol the large sideslips generated by the aileron but I needed lesser sensitivity to be able to con-
tro th sdesip orsmall angles about the zero sideslip condition. So I guess you might say there is a compromise
in bth xes.Theforces on the rudder were light enough to be comfortable. Displacements were noticeable because
itsa lt o ruderrequired but they were still not unsatisfactory. Harmony of control in general was okay.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

When I put in my aileron without the rudder. I can very definitely see a reduced roll rate and a very large
amount of adverse yaw created. The sideslip is not something that is rapid and abrupt~it's very slow but again that's
something that I coordinate very well. When I coordinate the airplane, the roll response is smooth even with the
uncoordinated aileron inputs, the roll rate is smooth. I don't see any oscillatory characteristic there or anything that
Inoticed in the time span that I put the inputs in. The airplane seems to be quite well damped in the Dutch roll. so

that the sideslip responses and the Dutch roll response that I see is really not al an oscillatory character. more of aI slow sliding maneuver and there seems to be a relatively low roll to sideslip. The sideslip doesn't show up exces-
rively in the roll. The maneuvering coordination requirements are quite stringenit. You've got to discipline yourself
to put in the amount of rudder every time you put in an aileron input and you have to continually come hack tc. sideslip
to see that you haven't overcontrolled in the other direction. So to fly this airplane you really have to pdy attention to
the ball or the sideslip needle or the string. At le st I do. I have to have some t ndicatjon of sideslip or you can very
easily build up quite a large sideslip angle.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Bank angle capability is pretty good. I think primarily because thc sideslip does not tend to affect the

roll very much.
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I ~ GOOD -FEATURES
Ia' zoo E- badz ar ell 0oeea-zZ-d features and roll concrol iszot CC* bads and zbe only reasoo i:

Es~g to ba isb--Csc ýIe=11t* idelip ati. Tese12-sde islip antles that I'v-e see= do =cc spill ever i= the
-01 controL

OBJECTIOUABLE FEATURES
Prim~ary o~bjectioo is the very sIcppy dLrectlcoal contrcl of the airplane, the large sideslip angles that

are generated with az aileran inppu and tBhe fact that T-n have to spend mu-Ch too much time cctonrlL-g sideslip and
not being able to devote that time to -rapidly =ane-uvering the airplane-

SPECIAL PIOTING TEECh-hIQUES

Lots and lots of rudder is require4 v~ery easy to overcoutrol on the rudder so that To= do have to spend
l o. of time working at the sideslip control.

fMZ RASON FOR THE PRLOT RATING

I . ~I don't think controllability is a problem awl- I don't feel that I could fly this and give an adequate perfor-
mnce with this configuration. As far as the turbulence it concerned I don't think th~re is any real significant

increase in my effort required.

CON - - -- -- --IGURATION-- -- - -- -- - -- - -- -- - -- -- - -- -- - -- -- - -- -- - -- -- - -- -

COFGRTO 3 0.05 PILOT RATING 5 TURBULENCE RATING A

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

Initial impression on that one is that it was not really very good. it wasn't very bad either because I
could maneuver the airplane around pretty well and it only seemed to have the one problem that was outstanding on it
and that's the slow directional response and the large residual sideslip angles that I would occasionally find myself at.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Ability to trim in all three axes, I thought was good. There was no problem there.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

=250 deglseca -in. A = 20. 5 deglseca -in.

I ended up increasing the aileron sensitivity from what we started out with, but still it was a bit heavy.
Even with the final selection that I had, and I couldn't really tell whether that was because of the sideslip angles I
was generating or what, but the sensitivity was a little lower than I would have liked. As far as a compromise there,
I don't think I really compromised on anything. On the rudders, I had a bit of a problem. Quite large sideslip angles
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I'cn haaaing tca.se is SliZle bai WEI gef ah sidestnz wznder cthois thenfin: autcm is dere f=roml pr--tV=ge the i-acing

needle in the ce=:er down to getting the ball back in the -iddle and occasionally I.-= quite sl--4 on keeping up with the
tracking or leattin the tracking_ needle mnore off the center as IV= con-centrating on the sideslip-

RESPO~ISE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

This Particular configuration has a a-cry low response in both sideslip and roil to the random disturbance.
As a matter of fact I think Wts really MO Significant increase in m-y effort required and Certainly no significant
deterioration in perform.-ance with it.

LONGITUDLVA L CHARACTERISTICS

The longitudinal handling qualities -ere good. I don't think they detracted from the lateral-directional-

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I think they're probably acceptable. They're certainly not satisfactory as I see them now and I find thatagain the big problem is the slow directional response and the fact that large sideslip angles are generated, I thinkwould greatly reduce my precision, at least in tracking a target. I found however I could maneuver the airplanequite aggressively and quit-- rapidly and that the bank angle control is pretty good. Again the big problem is the side-slip. On the air-to-ground. I think the sideslip control could also be a significant problem but perhaps you've got alittle better control because things are happening a little slower.

GOOD FEATURES

I thought the roll capability was good and I thought that the bank angle control was good. The turbulence
response or random disturbance response is quite low.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Only one real major objection and that is the slow sideslip response, the fact that the coordination re-quirements are large and because of the slowness of the response, it's possible to end up with quite large residualsideslip angles. I have to spend more time than I want looking at the sideslip and getting the sideslip needle back inthe center.
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S=-L=CTIOY OF AIL.ERON' AIMD BUDDER CONTROL S=-GiSIJWIES

L =j Z66 edglsect -_i=_ 4~ 19.5 de -Lczin

I was able to select ligh ailerons o= that one, bst noc overly light because there were a cotple of

eproleds there. Sideslip was generated and it looked like it was intially in the proverse direction. There's a bitT of a tendency for the airplane to accelerate in rol-l and a UA- bit of a tnde-ncy perhaps to owercontrol in bank angle.So Von =' glý: interpret those as a sunali compromise in% the lateral aileron gear selection. I had to back off on what
I started oca initially co the rudder sensitivity. As an airplane, it doesn't have very much of atendency towa-t to
Sstay pointed in :be direction you're going, or it's not very stiff so that a little bit of rudder causes the nose to more
cuite a brtand picks wpquinte a large sideslipangle. thr-ere was a need for some coordination 'with the proterse yaw
priemarly not during the rolling -aneeuers, but at the end ofIa rolling maneuver where the nose would just want to
slide, first one direction and then the other and you have topl it back with the rbdder. With the initial gearing
selections, y elre was a quite marked tendenrcy on =y part to rnercontrol that so I heavied up the rudder and that
helped a bit- The control forces are good in all three axes. The displacements I thought were good and no prob-

lems with control harmonsyo

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO Pd'ILt Ir nd e

Aileron-only inputs produced a little bit of proverse yaw and you could feel the airplane accelerate a
litlebi i rll bu i gnealth rol esone assmooth and dintral otc'uhdfernebtenwth

and without redder- I wasn't able to coordinate the proverse yaw because it comes in very slowly and then tends to
go out in the adverse direction, either at the end of the rolling maneuver or during a rolling maittuver. I didn't
really have to coordinate very much during the actual rolling maneuvers, but at the end of a rolling maneuver. par-
ticularly if I ended up in a sizable bank angle. I would usually end up with quite a bit of sideslip into the turn. I
found myself having to hold rucdcr in the direction of the turn for a steady turn maneuver. Mostly you end up just
controlling your sideslip with the redder and doing whatever is necessary without really tying into a given aileron
input. As far as oscillatory characteristics are concerned the Dutch roll seems to be very well damped, it was no
problem with oscillations either in roll or in sideslip.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Ability to achieve a bank angle wasn't quite as good as I would have liked. The airplane had a bit of a
tendency for a rapid rolling maneuver to want to accelerate in roll and caused me a very slight tendency to over-
shoot the bank angle a little bit and I would like to emphasize that that's very small, but it was there.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Heading control was one of the poorer features. The airplane tended to slide quite slowly in the direc-
0. tional sense, and I found myself spending quite a bit of time using the rudders just to bring it back. This is a very

slow responding airplane so you just kind of have to feel it back with the rudders until you got the sideslip centered.
The rudders were very strong in creating sideslip even at the reduced control sensitivities so that you had to take it
fairly easy with the rudder.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Performance was fair to good, no real oscillatory problems, but a little bit of a tendency to overshoot
particularly for a large bank angle change, but again this is real slight. The biggest problem again was picking up
sideslip and having to make a conscientious effort to put it back toward the center.
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Xesars Entr~e zocs us bve3 ' ~Ci~a~e.The algplaiwha awcry I rbulence tespoee
-a-- as a ==er- ccfac=. I dm'tthin the'-e was reall any siVnifzcart' Lncieasc in nty Wtark reqi iemze=:sk.tbe pre-,
s~Ce off the C~s:uhsnes.

LONGITUDOXAL -- ARAC1EWSrICS

l jogE--aI Thanmln ccalities were good- &d-4ttin Lh -ieefered'wSith the lateril-directi~ouL

SL7A3SIUTTOF TIrE MRPI-AE CiARACTXERISTICS FOR THE FGHTER .fISSIo
K dnnt belie7c that these characzeristics are satisfactory. I ts-1 the'"re acceptable. bu not sat!-

factoay. Ln the air-to-air role. yv= hame t* spenod qcuite a bit off time wo exinjton the sideslip ard'this slow z'-nr
c=c ay or the ether, afthoch yoV can pca it back to the center. It's a==ojyi and I tiik in=creases tih- ai=uz oa
work. certan-ly a =oderate am=o% yeo hare to comdinally perform= that sideslip cc?.eri=g. "One kood featcre about
these characteristics on the air-to-grocnd would be the lack of turbclence respo--Se s0" that I -i yo;- cZ;ý handle
that part of it pretty wrell.
GOOD FEATURES

Yoe had good roll per-for--ance and fortu-ately-yo: didn't have rnch of an oscillation to hkve to'contend-
with in• th sideslip-

OBJECIONABLE FEATURES

Prixnary objectio.iis the drilting off in sideslip. the fact that you have to hold steady rudder in-th e-turn.
and the fact that the airplane accelerates up in roll.-

SPEnCIAL. F11IOTING x.DIt~

You have to pay considerable attention to the sideslip and continually put it back toward the center, biut
this was reallynot too difficult to a-complisb. so the biggest problem v'as how rapidly you'd beable to getxit ick
towards the center.

PRIMARY REASON FOR'THE PILOT RATING

1 think the airplane is acceptable, however I do not feel these characteristics are satisfactor. 'I think
the deficiencies are slightly more than minor, moderate compensation is required.

CONFIGURATION 3 + 0. 10 PILOT RATING 8 TURBULENCE RATING A

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

My initial impression was that I wasn't going to like it and that it wasn't going to be very good. Lot of-
proverse yaw every time you put in an aileron control input'and a relatively low frequency. it looks like to me that
large sideslip angles-were built up. Had a hard time coordinating the proverse-yawv - in the steady turns the sideslip
comes into the turn and you end up holding rudder in the normal directions. Quite a bit of coordinationn is required
and quite large sideslip angles are developed.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Ability to trim laterally and directionally - I thought were both good. Longitudinal trim was likewise OK;

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

L' Z72 deglsec -in. 22. 5 deg/sece -in.

I ended up keeping what we started out with on aileron sensitivity because it seemed to be just about
kind of a moderate type selection, as I mentioned large sideslip angles were developed with an aileron control input
which are aggravated by the higher aileron control sensitivity so that the value I had seemed to'be in a range that I
could control the airplane in roll to a reasonable degree with forces that were only moderately light. I was able to
keep the sideslip under control somewhat so that there was a bit of a compromise on the-aileron gearing selection
keeping it lower than I would probably normally like in order to keep down the large sideslip angles that were
generated. There was also a tendency on the aileron on the roll control to overshoot and oscillate. A very squeamish
airplane in roll so that keeping the gearing a little lower than normal would help that situation somewhat so there
were a couple of compromises involved in aileron gearing selection. Rudder I ended up going to lighter forces-on
the rudder in order to be able to coordinate the large adverse sideslip that seemed to be there during a steady turn.
In other words when you would initially put in an aileron control input you would get a quite large proverse yaw but
then when you got into a steady turn, the airplane required steady rudder into the turn and the rudder selection was
primarily based on my desire to have light for .es since I was having to hold steady rudder in turns. Displacements
were small, control harmony I thought was go.,d.
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AIRPLANEZ RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Using aileron i-,pt without the rcdder. most noticeable thing was that there was enough proverse yaw
that yon could aýctcally see it in the roll control even though there seemed to be a relatively small roll to sideslip -
you could feel the airplane accelerate i in roll and generated a quite laz;, piroverse-,sideslip initially then as the
airplane rolled and beran to pick cp a steady turn, the sideslip came back into the adverse-direction. Coordinating
this was difficult, such large-sideslip angles were generated it both the proverze and adverse direction if you wish
:o keep the airplane ender7.con-trol in sideslip you had to z:ake an attempt to cross control initiilyi followed by n'ormal
coordination, this was a difficult task to do. The ,irplane. in the Dutch roll, didn't seem to-be oscillatory direc-,
tiozally however there was an oscillatory tendency in bank angle whien you attempted to control bank angle tightly.
It takes I think an inordinate amount of yo.r time attacking the coordination requirements in cross controlling
followed by the normal rudder inputs so that the maneuvering coordination requirements'were quite stringent.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Ws difficult when done agressively. There is a definite tendency to overshoot and also a tendency to

oscillate about the bank angle so that you really have to turn down your inrut on the bank angle and go at it quite a bit-
slower in order to achieve the proper bank ale.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Heading control is quite poor on this airplane and the large sideslip angles that are- generated seem to-
be at a relatively low frequency so that you end up kind of pushing the nose around with your feet.

BANK ANGLE COMMIAND TRACKING TASK

When I lose the cue of the sideslip needle I have more difficulty because I find that I "ussrelying on the
displacement of the-sideslip needle and making a conscientious effort to put the needle back in the center in order to
keep the sideslip under control. When I went to the bank angle tracking task and attempted to use just the ball then
I wasn't quite so good at it. So that the bank angle tracking task performance was only fair and I think the only
reason I could do it fair is by goLng at it quite slowly.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

"The airplane has a very negligible turbulence response, both laterally and directionally so that it was
really no problem there.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal handling qualities were probably the best thing about the configuraticn. They did not
degrade or detract from the lateral-directional evaluation.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I do not feel that these characteristics as I see them are acceptable for the fighter task. The quite
large sideslips generated I think would completely negate any ability on the pilot's part to be able to suit him in a
target air-to-air or air-to-ground. You just have to spend too much time controlling the sideslip. Also, the ten-
dency to overcontrol and oscillate in bank angle I think is a great detriment to the air-to-air task in particular,
perhaps less so on the air-to-ground.

GOOD FEATURES

There were really no good features, longitudinal was perhaps only good feature.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

The major ones, the large sideslip angles generated starting initially in the proverse direction and
ending up in the adverse direction - difficult to coordinate.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

You do have to spend more than the normal amount of time tracking the sideslip in order to keep it
under control. You do have to try to coordinate the proverse and the adverse yaw.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I think the airplane is not adequate - you cannot do the job, it's not acceptable, however, I do feel that
it is controllable. However, you do have to spend a lot of time controlling the sideslip so that you have to detract
quite a bit from your task just to keep sideslip under control.
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CONFIGURATION 8 N T RATING 8 TURBULENCE RATING c

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

Voice recorder malfunctioned. Pilot comments were therefore lost.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

L = 304 deglsec -in. Nj = 17.0 deg/sec2-in.

CONFIGURATION 8 ' - 0.03 PILOT RATING 5 TURBULENCE RATING D

INITIAL ISPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

It was a confusing configuration because there are some interesting things going on and it's kind of hard
to sort them out.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Trim wasn't difficult in either axis. Direc'ional, if anything, a little degraded from the lateral, but
still okay. Longitudinal trim was okay.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

L, 0 = 287 deg/secl-in. VSp= 14.0 deg/secz -in.

There was a lot of sideslip generated to a roll control input. Very difficult to tell if it was coming from
the ailerons or from the roll rate. But I purpose.y kept the gearing a little lower than I would possibly like in order
to cut down on this sideslip problem. It wasn't an airplane that you coulJ really be overly aggressive with. I
ended up with the rudder sensitivity that I started out with. It was real easy to overcontrol the sideslip. By heavying
it up I found I had a little better coordination. In other words, better harmony between the ailerons and rudder input
with the heavier rudder selection. Forces were noticeable. Displacements were still small. Control harmony in
general was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

I didn't look at that closely but what I think I was seeing was a little bit of proverse yaw due to the aileron
input and then a fairly strong adverse yaw due to roll rate. Anyway, it turns out that coordination required is in the
adverse direction. It's a problem, but not too difficult to do. You have to stick with it because of the fact that you
can generate quite a large sideslip if you don't coordinate. But the coordination required is in the proper direction
so that I was able to accomplish it at least. The airplane seemed to be very heavily damped, oscillations were not
a problem, at least in the classic Dutch roll. Rudder is required in the normal direction for most rolling maneu-
vers. That surprisingly was not too difficult to achieve.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Ability to achieve desired bank angle control surprised me a little bit. The roll rate was not real smooth
even with coordination and I had a tendency to kind of work my way up to the bank angle and if I went at it aggressively
enough then I tended to overshoot and I felt that it would take me 2 or 3 tries to settle down on the bank angle. Any-
way, the bank angle control is not as good as I would have liked or has been.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Heading control was not even as good as bank angle control because of the sideslip angles that were
generated and the fact that I had to pay attention to sideslip and put the ball back into the center.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Performance was not particularly good, only fair. I noticed a tendency to work my way up to the bank
angle, a tendency to overshoot. It's kind of difficult to explain. It's not what I would call a classic oscillation about
the bank angle. I think it was the fact that I wasn't able to pinpoint the thing as nicely as I would have wanted to.
Sideslip was a bit of a problem there. Sideslip seems to have a fairly strong rolling moment associated with it.
Maybe the coupling of those two was getting me.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Response to disturbance inputs was mostly in roll. They weren't as bad as I had expected them to be.
It did cause a moderate deterioration in my performance and in my bank angle controllability.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal handling qualities were okay. No problems there.
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suITABiLI2Y o:-T- AIRPLANE CISARACTISE 3ISCS FOR rIHE FZGH-ER MISION

I ts;4 they are acceptable.. Tbey~ccntai=1y are nOt satisfacT0ory. because- Yondcon't hare as line a bank
angle control as Iyou wvi-ld like and yoz doIt have as goix! a ea==eri=X capability as I vicnld lJac to ice. The other
reason is because of the large sideslip angles that can be generated vribocz coordsnatzon0 Air.-to-gro=nd role I

think the bank angle respon-se-to turbulence would be a factor.. However. 1-.h;-1. that the roill Lie uenny. =i-ght allow
you to get thi•ns on target in e•=ogh ti=e to keep fror- having these large distrbanCe- to real•i affect what Vo

were doing.

GOOD FEATURES
Nothing really octtardingly good. I thin the fact that the coord•ination reqrired is in the proper

direction and therefore you have a chance at least to keep the sideslip somewhere in bounds by using just'inormal

control techniqces is perhaps a good feature. Then the fact that the D=tch roll is so well am=ped is a good feature.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Objectionable features revolve primarily around the not really slow directional response, but perhaps it*

is. and the fact that a large sideslip angle can be generated if you don't coordinate and the fact that you have -o
spend a considerable amount of time working at the coordination. I think that the bank angle response to disturbance
inputs falls into the objectionable features category.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

You need to coordinate with the rudder for any maneuvering task and if you don't co-rdinate, quite large
sideslip angles are generated.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT 1tATING

I think that it is acceptable, however, I don't think that it is satisfactory. I think that the sideslip that I
am'seeing and the fact that I have to keep working them out certainly falls in the moderately objectionable category;considerable pilot compensation was required.

CONFIGURATION 8 NVS,/Ls - 0. 0 1 PILOT RATING 4 TURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

It's one where I'm really having difficulty making up my mind. It's got some good points and then it's
got some bad points and the bad points don't show up all the time and that's what concerns me and I'll talk about
that later. My initial impression of the configuration was that it wasn't going to be very good.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Lateral-directional is really very good. The airplane is a little slow responding directionally, but once
I get a trim, it doesn't seem to want to wander away. Longitudinal trim is okay.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

L" = 297 deg/seca-in. I = 16.0 deg/seca-in.

I had a low frequency, lazy feeling airplane that I couldn't maneuver agg:essively. I felt like I was
tuning myself to the airplane somewhat with the aileron gear ratio selections that I wanted. So they were quite
satisfactory, I had no complaints about the selection that I made. This really wasn't a compromise. The rudders,

I heavied up a bit because it was very easy to overcontrol directionally. With the heavier rudders, there was less
tendency on my part to disturb the sideslip. The forces on the rudder then were a little heavier than perhaps I
would have liked, and it you call anything a compromise, it would be that. Displacements were small in all three
axes, control harmony seemed to be good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

The response to an aileron without rudder, the roll response seemed to be very smooth and there was a
little bit of sideslip generated. It seemed to come about primarily due to the roll rate, but it was not excessive.
I coordinated the airplane, the yaw that I was seeing was in the adverse or normal coordination direction. When I

did coordinate the airplane, I had a tendency to overcontrol and forced the sideslip out the other direction. So I
think I tended to keep my feet on the radders, but probably putting in very small, if any inputs. So in maneuvering,
if I tried to coordinate the airplane as I rolled it, I usually overcontrol, however, if I'd stop the airplane abruptly
and maneuver abruptly, it'd look like I occasionally ended up with fairly large sideslip angles which were relatively
slow in coming back to center. That took some conscious attention on my part, had to go into coordinatinR the side-
slip as it built up just because it vwas there and not because I seemed to be putting it there with my aileron control.
Coordinating aileron and rudder together is pretty easy to do with a slight tendency to overcontrol. However on an
abrupt maneuver, when I've stopped putting in inputs, the airplane would occasionally end up in a large sideslip angle
and had to tme the rudder to bring the ball back to the center.
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34.0- A.nGLE CO.TROLLABILITY

Abili:rtyo achieve hank angle was fair to Spor.4 A Litte bit of tendcency to arierrccnrel. pareu~larfr wh4en
sidcsl~i ad se: into the pinucre. Was &zvLnZ a 1:13c :e moe i"iucmLy Ithan I would like to see because dbe airplane.
directiocenly is very slow to r•spvnd so -hat =5= I rol the wings level and expect the =ose to be rig. WLcrc IWan

Ii. occasionally it's slowfly drifting back from the sieeship distizrbance.

HEADLiXG COTROL.LABILITY

s he hfr:Eag control is =o: as good as the hank angZle control.

BAJC-( ANGLE COMMAND TRACKIING TASK

Bank angle tracking task- surprisingly, was I thbought pretty good. I purposely left tZe tracking task on
so that the sideslip reedle wo-jd go away or no: indtcate sideslip to me, •-.n•eer tee aLrplane ab-u-ply. and we
seemed to be doing pretty good. If I worked at the sieslups or d)ofts coordinate at all even, the sideslip seems to
stay relatively sm-all. but on occasion I end n, with these real large sideslip angles.

RESPONSE TO DIST URBANCE LVPUTS

The airplane didn't seem to be excited very much by the rarn.om eisturbance. If anything l'mn seeing a
little more in the bank angle than in the directional channel, but even stat wasn't too bad and we had an airborne
target which we tracked for a while and that was reasonably fair except for the sideslip and the disturbance when I
try to keep the nose right on the target. I'd overcontrol in sideslip. So the response to disturbance did-n.'t cat:se
major disruption in my ability to perform the task.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

Air-to-air - I don't really think they're very good. I think the slow directional response really would
cut down my ability to get right on a target and hold it there. Air-to-ground, I think you'd have similar problems.
The airplane is so slow responding that it just takes too long for it to come back by itself and when I get in there with
the rudder, I tend to overcontrol the directional response and that's not good. So the special problems involved are
in those two things. When I do get a sideslip disturbance and I let the airplane take care of itself, it's slow comifr
back. If I try to take care of it myself, a strong tendency to overcontrol.

GOOD FEATURES

The roll control is certainly a good feature and also the fact that there is only a small zmount of sideslip
generated if you roll the airplane at reasonable, but not necessarily the very rapid, roll rates.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

It's an objection on my part that I don't get in there and fly the airplane as aggressively as I like to fly it
in the fighter mission because of a slow directional response and a tendency to excite large sideslip angles. It's
objectionable to me that, when I do try to coordinate the airplane. I overcontrol in sideslip and again excite large
sideslip angles.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

You have to pay considerable attention. I think, to the sideslip response and keep checking it to make sure
that the sideslip is near zero.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I'm going to say that this configuration, as it stands, is not satisfactory without improvement. I think
that the sideslip response that I see is certainly annoying. I don't think it's a real moderate objection, but I think
it does require, on my part, a moderate amount of pilot compensation to keep checking, getting the sideslip back
to zero.

CONFIGURATION 8 N r , L •, - 0.01 PILOT RATING 4 TURBULENCE RATING C

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

Initial impression of the configuration was that I wasn't going to particularly like it, then I kept going
through phases with the thing where there were some things about it that I liked and some things that I didn't like. I
tried maneuvering the thing aggressively and less aggressively and workine without the random noise a number of
times just to see what was going on and frankly I found it a very difficult configuration to evaluate.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Ability to trim latera!ly seems to be a little better than it is directionally. Directionally th. airplane
seems to be relatively slow although it seems to be well damped. You have to spend a considerable amount of time
looking at the sideslip and making sure you've got it squared away. There were a couple of times there when I
thought I had it trimmed, when it seemed to drift off a little bit on me. So the directional trim wasn't quite s- good
as the lateral. Longitudinal trim was good.
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2Zdegwsecz 1 dtn.zi

I selected a= ailerme Searing Clat was prct~ahl a little Bes an =Ez Iadt =Li a:b tsc:dL4
I needted tat in order to keepr= CWerecotrol!iand as, I We:= C32 co the aierczgalon- e~c t xie
little mare sidesliip. aln=Zhob =at a lou. and dhe sideslip =nrned o=- w be the &iEzts: pro&len= in this comitc:rAtio-m

Thre was a very slizght coc=?romi=se in aileron gearing. b=s to :=T t~imag. C-0 very sig=tlicanL I did find that I
have to cc: dow=a the ruder sen-sitivfty I tnka signifia a~x~ freom the initial rudder stensiiivity that we b24,

aapruarely because it was very ea-Ty Zn excite sideslip with the redrWith th.is cC~igurasioin. I facmd that there
was a need for a little comordireom and I was evercccuuolling the sideslip qcmte a bit and by cutting 60-0 therede
senaitivzeyý it =ade r=y t=ur= ao~~e loa easier Mperfozns. So thbe forces wrere satisfactory in all three axes.

AIRPLA!%_= REESPONSE TO P IO nPUTS

With2 aileron-on-ly inputs it seemad to have a sm=0o12 roll rate- At least what little chazges I was seeingIIIwere small enough or slow enough that they didn't m=ake much difference. A little bit on coor2-;=zionC recu-ired in
the norm.al or adverse direction. bet it was relatively easy to perfortn and once I go: the gearing set somewh"nere =ear.the proper value. I dinthave too mu-ch difficulty with that. 117he airplauc. duringZ rapid iraoeuvering. did see= to
break into a little bit of an oscillation. It was very slow and it didn't persist. but there was about one or two over-
shoots and it took me czite a bit of time for these couple of oscillations that I sz-F to die out. So that was abit of

p BANK ANGLEE CONTROLLABILITY

Bank angle controllability is only good. A tendenc-y for this kind of residual sideslip. I think is probably
agood way to describe it. causes the airplane to roil a little bit away fronm the back angle that I just got. and I could

control it. but it required kind of a secondary input in order to be able to hold the bank angle right on- It wasn't
something that was really difficult to do but something that was noticeable-

HEADING CONTROLLABILTITY

~:~Heading control was only good also. You'd stop the airplane then you'd have this little bit of residual
sideslip or this very slow oscillation with the nose.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

In aseemled to have a fairly noticeable roll response to the disturbance inputs. But more noticeable were the
sielpagesta a seeing as I maneuvered. I don't know whether that built up or what, but I would tend to

endupina otgreater sideslip angle than I really wanted to be. The random disturbance did cause, at least a minor

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

pras The longitudinal handling qualities were good. didn't interfere with the lateral- directional.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION
I d n'tthik t ey'e sitale orthe air-to-air mission primarily because of my poor directional controlor poor sideslip control and when you're trying to shoot another airplane, particularly with guns. sideslip can bequite critical and here the airplane is very slow responding in sideslip. Air-to-ground, you'd have similar problems.perhps ou' hae alitte mre imeto eepthe sideslip in the center. I would think for this configuration you'ddefinitely want some type of sideslip indication whether it's string in the front or needle or something because thesideslip is a little bit insidious and it's not oscillatory to the extent that it's noticeable and you're getting side accele-

rations which tend he very slow.

and Iacudfyitplke hadfghe. Itoggodroll and hank angle control. I could maneuver the airplane aggressively

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Objectionable features - just one that I've been talking about Mostly and that's this tendency to generateor end up with a residual sideslip angle which I found required more attention than I thought was necessary in orderto be able to perform the fighter mission. I thought the sideslip angles generated in the turbulence were noticeable
and t~cessive for protracted maneuvering.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

You do have to pay more attention to maneuvering the airplane directionally than I think is desirable.
Coordination, however, is in the proper direction and if you're concentrating on it you can keep the needle prettyclose to center for making rapid turns, I tend to get behind on the sideslip.
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PRIMAZY R&A-SOVf FOR TcflE PILOT ZATLVfG

I 65e04 tdh- &.is airpr•se t satisfaetoz.-y as • is. I tis- sie slip or di ential -e•t too &Zh d -he to I-

iserertd. ace e at's a =exT gtr te-.r & -ereucoytbol = hE r 5s I oderate P-e-C Co=seesatVtiz.

C XC -FI G U R A T W c N 8 ~*0 .0 2 P I L O T x x r i X . 4 ¶U R E L 'L E XE C E R A T i NG 3

IN!iBAL IXPEu SS!UMION. A~nD GE-nERAL 'ed"*%I

v- e -a.' t-e preesu =3s that it wasz't too larg =ee T=4l. bOt nmt too ba.d I= go•eral I colda prfeorm

ABILITY TO TRIM.

Abilie y to:tr:m I th,-'h was pe•et good boir lateral and direaioas ltly.

S ELECTION OFF AIlE-=RON AND3 R U DDER CONTRO L S ---SIT IVI TIES

=226 deglsec-Lm.r. = 15.5 degisceZz..

I tried aleron with a few differet n I m rs trying to get the sensitivity that wold allow me to manecger
the ai-plane rapidly ane d yet keep the sideslip down to-more reasonable ealteso When went too high onrtie gear
selection there was a very slight tendency to overcontrol in bank, this i. very sn"al. I ended cp with a very slight
coapromise I would say on the gear selection and one that would give me the opportunity to have good. light aileron
and at the same time keep from producing too large a sideslip angle. 0O the rdder. didn't really play with the
rodder very muchr I was not able to coordiate the airplane very well, at least initially. to an aimeron input. It
required steady rudder in the turn. I didn't want to hold a-lot of force ve I found that, beuausk e of tee light
directional stiffness. it was easy to move the sideslip around -pth your feet so there was a bit of a comlpromise in

oin do get sc yome:hing that its sendsitdVe enang to g ordne me reas=abe forces in th! t=des b= "_:on := sensi
causing me to overcontrol the sideslip. Forces that I ended np with on the rudder were a little heavy but okay, the

aileron forces were light no problem. Displacements on back were reasonable, in fact I didn't even notice them.

simControl harmony was good in all three axes.
AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Aileron response without the rudder was relatively smooth roll rate, but a considerable amount of side-
slip generated in the proverse direction at least initially followed by a very slow migration back to adverse direction

once you have reached the steady bank angle. Trying to coordinate the initial sideslip, asn't vry good although you
could do it if you thought about it. I ended up having to coordinate the airplane in the adverse direction oncerece staysaetr.AIa soclaoycaatrsic r ocre h ipaesee ob eldme

recedseadyn stateturn. Afar astl osillatory o chaprateristhaics n ar e conendtrol airplan easee d to be wellowme

and no real oscillations to speak of. The sideslip disturbances are slow enough so that you end up having to push

simply because it seems to hang up and you have to keep pushing it back. The airplane seems to have a moderate

(I roll to sideslip ratio so the sideslip does spill over into the roll but it seems to be generated slow enough so that I
can make aileron corrections necessary to keep it from being a big factor.
BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Ability to control bank angle I thought was good, not super. but good.

diecio al ingson trol a little bit more of a problem than the bank angle control simply because of the slow

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

The bank angle tracking task, I thought my performance was good, the only problem that I had, again,
was keeping up with the steady sideslips.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Tracking response to disturbance inputs was I thought relatively small, a little more in roll perhaps than
in the other channel but I think there was no significant deterioration in my performance although a little more effort
was required.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal handling qualities were good and not a factor in the evaluation.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I think they are acceptable, I don't think at this point they are satisfactory. I think the slow directional
response is too slow so that it is very difficult to get the nose pointed where you. aould like it to precisely go. Also,
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the st~eady SidtSIE? anass Isat 3-0c end C7 Xe=**raEng occasi==lly gez large ard yO= It= to spen~d =Oc ti:
0Z~n sidsI~p haz is necessary. 0= Zbe a!r-=t,. o-grmrede thec loW direct:==I S:!!~s &as been a p.mhl"en

rtracki=X gromz tarsv:. thle =0se sce~s Z* have 3 mlr of its owZit =Z~s tO WaZder 0= way and Z:-= tCIA Cmhr.

GOOD FEATURES

Tbe 1--:' a=gl rc=zrollahil was goad. I thacha ii was a reas-_able =•n•ce-reing airplane a26 Lhe dis-
9trba=C respg~se was snalL

SOJECTIONABLE EFEATURES

P .-imary objectioz c•--cro a-o- •t.e slow directioal s ss of the airplane. t-e fact that sideslip
=Zles are occasionally ge~re-tee. and t&e fact that I I-awe to pce more conz=:Exxs mon-itorin o sidsi hni
n ecessary becanse it's ver-y slow m:owL-4 and it's wery hard to keep np oniith.C-2

SPECIAL FILOTI!ZG TECI'.I•QUES

No the -C=:s

PROMARY REASOC- FOR THE-P--OT RATING

4t tce -'ed these deficiencies aandon te minor h annoying .ategor., I think tat desired performance
Jo •tcertainly reqcires moderate pilot compensztio-. pri•arily in th-e form of looking at the sideslip needle and keeping

nit centered.

CONFIGURATION 8 '= + 0.07 PILOT RATING 8 TURBULENCE RATING C

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

Initial impression of that one was that it was going to be quite bad. That impression remained throughout
the evalzation.

ABILITY TO TRIM

I! Directional was better than lateral. however, it didn't detract from the evaluation. Longitudinal trim

"was good.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

240 deg/sec t -in. = 22.5 deg/seca-in.

The aileron sensitivity selection allowed me not to generate such excessive sideslip angles as tended to be
generated with this configuration, but allowed me light enough forces to maneuver the airplane around. On the rudder
"it was a matter of just getting the rudder feel that allowed me to keep under control the large sideslip angles that were
generated and not overcontrol the sideslip. So the forces, both rudder and the aileron, I thought were acceptable.

I Displacements were small, control harmony was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

I An aileron-only input resulted in quite a large amount of proverse yaw and a significant acceleration type
' feeling in the roll rate. Coordinating this kind of inputs required substantial rudder in the opposite directions and

then as the airplane got banked up, a few seconds later, you ended up holding rudder into the turn, so that coordination
requirements were quite bad. The airplane seems to be quite low frequency so that there is a lazk oscillation; it's
something you can control, if you concentrate on it. You really had to pay attention to sideslip control and every
time you maneuvered, which you couldn't do very rapidly. you had to make sure that you put in rudder opposite to the
aileron input or the sideslip would go right off the scale.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Ability to achieve a desired bank angle was poor. The large sideslip angle does influence the roll control
and you end up fishing around for the bank angle quite a bit, also, because of having to devote •n essential amount
of time to sideslip control, my bank angle control deteriorated.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

t z Heading control I thought was poor. I spent a considerable amount of time pushing the sideslip back
• to zero.

BAN!% ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

I found that my performance was poor, primarily because of sideslip control and I was unable to keep the
needle in the center because I was trying to concentrate on getting the sideslip back to zero.
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RES'OMME.7O DESTUW.XNCE I3(PUTs

oriy m~ore effort was reqcured with =oo uorde tnan a o~eroaioin an already Poor pirfOrz-a-ce.

LO!CCITUDVCAL CHARACTERISTICS,

1,Zi: h ' qaua .ities were good, a=6 did:='zetract fro= lateral--i-ectioalevalcatio.

SUITABIUTY OF THE AIRPLA&E CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSIMON

I dýo no feel zthat Che airplize is acce-pable for the kig! ter miasin. 1 think thai the G'itr- large sideslip
angles generated. the factithat I bid to devote an inordinate amount of tiimne to sideslip control, the-fac. that I had
to =-a.e a conscientious effort to cross control with the rudder in order 0o kieep the sideslip unde. con.-o1 all detract
fromn my ability to do the £iqghter mission. Air-to-gro-nd, Ithink the sideslip would be the major probleumi al•hough
the turbulence response in roll wo••ld be a co.tribrting factor.

GOOD FEATURES

There are no really good features about it. You could maneu-er the thing by cross ccntrolling. but you
corJln't really do it with any precision.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Primary objection was the quite large proverse yaw generated with an aileron input. 'The fact that you
had to devote a considerable amount of your time to just keeping the sideslip under control was objectionable. I
thought the roll response to the disturbance input was quite objectionable.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECANIQ•ES

I had to make a conscientious effort to make sure I put in rudder opposite to the aileron input; in roll
control input I would generate enough sideslip to consider that I had a controllability problem.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

As far as the pilot rating is concerned, it was not acceptabie. I think considerable pilot compensation is
required to keep the sideslip under control.
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CONFIGURATION 9 IDENTIFICATION

AND FLIGHT TEST DATA-ITABULATION

T.R. FA ,, - 11 ,AL,
P.RAS . .. STEP : LEVEL, LEVEL 2 I 1dep

14 -0.14* 6 C - - -200 0.22 22.3 17.0 0.82 213 28.0

-0.07 5 B 0.43 0.946 -230 0.14 25.0 17.2 0.42 310 22.0

0.0 5 B 0.54 1.30 -265 0.0 12.0 7.9 0.27 300 17.5

40.06 4 B 0.62 1A54 -315 0.07 7.0 4.5 0.40 195 25.5

+0.14 7.5 B 0.71 1.81 -348 0.08 12.6 7.4 0.50 262 27.5

*THE CONFIGURATION FOR THIS VALUE OF 0 DID NOT HAVE THE MODAL PARAMETER OR DERIVATIVES

LISTED BELOWSEE TEXT PAGE 33. OFAS

I LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL PARAMETERS AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES

Wd 1.14 N' 1.58 -10.6

,- 0.47 N' = -1.28 M•: •
IV' = 0.0734= 1.73

's 0 . 0.0586 ,A .0.120

Id 50 Y".- 1 .0.988 = .,.015

•• " 67.0 Y+ cjo 0.00308
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CONFIGURATION 9 = - .14 PILOT RATING 6 TURBULENCE RATING C

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

I thought it wasn't going to be very good, primarily bicause every time I putri an aileron input.i'got quite
a large sideslip disturbance and that rpquired'a lot of rudder, to be-able to fly tlhe airplane.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Ability to trim the airplane, both laterally.and directionally was very good. Held its trim very nicely and
longitudinally the trifim was good also.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

L.805 = 213 deg/secZ-in. N/,p 28 deg/sec' -in.

Selection of aileron rudder sensitivities did required a little bit of a compromise on my part. First of all
an aileron stick input resulted in a quite large sideslip disturbance, and consequently I had a fair amount of difficulty
getting a rudder-aileron combination that allowed me to do the job somewhere near adequately. I won't say good
because my performance really wasn't that good. So, in general, I got the ailerons where I wanted them, but really
fiddled around with the rudder trying to get something that was light enough to be able to control the sideslip distur-
bance, but not too light to keep Me from overcontrolling it. And that's pretty much what happened most of the time.
Once I'd get the rudders to the point where I could control the initial sideslip disturbance as Lbegan to stop my roll
rate, invariably I ended up with the sideslip needle out to the other direction indicating overcontrol on my part. So
I think the final compromise was that the aileron forces were a bit heavier than I would like. The rudder felt heavy
initially, but light toward the end or as I began to reach a steady state. Aileron stick input displacement seemed to
be noticeable and a bit larger than I would like. Harmony of the controls - it was okay, nothing super. Aileron-
elevator combination was okay. Rudder combination tended to be a little heavier by comparison with the other two
controls.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Aileron-only input resulted in a quite large sideslip disturbance in the adverse direction. When I coordi-
nated the airplane, I could keep the sideslip near zero during the initial part of a rolling maneuver, however, during
the roll, I could feel slightly the effects of the Dutch roll coming in requiring a little phasing problem uxth the
rudder. As I reached the steady state value, I usually got too much rudder input and the sideslip would head out in
the proverse direction. I flew this configuration both with and without the advantage of the sideslip needle, and
because it was in the proper direction, coordination in general was acceptable, but really not very good. rhe air-
plane does seem to be a bit more oscillatory than I would like in that I could feel, at least in the rudder require.
ments, a need for other than a pure step-type input into the rudder for a corresponding step input into the aileron.
This was noticeable enough to make it feel like I could feel the Dutch roll feeding into the sideslip response. So the
maneuvering coordination requirements were quite large. I find that the rudder inputs required are much largvr
than I would like for them to be, and that my ability to coordinate is not really very good.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Bank angle achievability is really pretty good. I didn't have any oscillatory problenns in bank angle. The
sideslip that I'm seeing doesn't seem to feed into the roll very much so that I was able to acquire a given bank angle
reasonably well.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

When I got the airplane wings level, it was not unusual for the nose to have a sideslip angle, and therefore,
not be pointed precisely where I would like and would require a rudder input to get it back. I'd like to explain that
the sideslip oscillations that I see seem to occur at a reasonable or moderate frequency, and that the damping is not
overly ight, but I'm not complaining about the damping so much, but just the fact that the airplane is usually not
pointed in the direction that I want it to go and requires a rudder input to get it where I want it to be.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

I tnought my performance was reasonably good, however, I could not attack the task as aggressively as
I would have liked because I stirred up too much sideslip, and therefore, my good performance has to be considered
in the light that I was really not fliving the task as aggressively as I would like. The large sideslip disturbances
were noticeable and did require that I cut down my gain on the tracking task in order to keep the sideslip under
control.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Response to disturbance input - really not too bad, not too much more than I wo.!.- expect for an airplane
in this class. It does increase my effort a bit, but the deteriorAtion in my performance is really not very great.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal handling qualities were good, they did.i't ,.nterfere with the lateral. There was no significant
mismatch so that the longitudinal handling qualities were not a factor.
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SUITABILITY-OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I don'ttparticularly feel these airplane characteristics are anywhere near satisfactor." for the air-to-air
missioh. 'My inability to control the sideslip would certainly degrade my weapons capability or nome of my ability
to fire a gun. The large sideslip disturbances decrease the aggression with which I'm willing to Ily the airplane
because the sideslip slips away from me if I fly the airplane really aggressively. And I think thes. comments also
go along with the air-to-ground mission. Special problems, again, centered around the large sideL'ip disturbance
due to aileron control input.

GOOD FEATURES

Longitudinal handling qualities were good. Lateral - I didn't have an awful lot good to say about it. The

bank angle controllability is.probably a good feature.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

One strong and outstanding objection - the large sideslip disturbance following an aileron control input.
Fortunately, this disturbance is in the adverse direction so that I do stand some chance of coordinating the airplane.
By programming my rudder inputs in this, kind of overemphasizing them as I maneuver the airplane, I could keep
the sideslip somewhere near zero, although not really very well. Also this tendency to overcontrol the sideslip
as I begin to phase out my roll rate and the requirement for the rudder input in order to keep the sideslip at zero
during a rolling maneuver.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

A large amount of normal coordination is required and it's required every time you maneuver the airplane.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I don't feel that these handling qualities are satisfactory as they are, however, I do feel they're acceptable
if-we can get them improved a bit. I think the deficiencies that I see are certainly very objectionable although
tolerable and it requires an excessive pilot compensation on my part to get an adequate performance out of the air-
plane. I indicated earlier that the random disturbance really didn't cause much more than a minor deterioration in
my performance even though more effort was required.

A ---- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CONFIGURATION 9 = - .07 PILOT RATING 5 TURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

My first impression was that the handling qualities weren't going to be very good. Turned out that they
weren't really as bad as I thought, but still they weren't very good.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Ability to trim was good both lateral and directional and the longitudinal was good.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

JAS 310 deg/sec'-in. / 2 deg/sec -in.

I selected light forces. There were no compromises on the aileron. I had to lighten up the rudder forces
a little bit. When I get the rudder sensitivity large enough to hold the sideslip near zero for a rapid aileron step
input I find that in the steady state I tend to hold too much rudder and overcontrol the sideslip in the other direction.
I'm not real sure what my problem is but this particular configuration had a quite noticeable amount of adverse yaw,
so I did need the rudder and a quite large amount every time I tried to coordinate a maneuver. But then I would find
out that in the steady ,tate, I guess I was holding in the rudder, still, particularly on some of these protracted high
g maneuvers with the other airplane, I would push the sideslip quite smartly in the other direction and I never really
got very good. The forces on the rudder seemed to be little more than what I would like. I think that is probably
because I just have to use more rudder than I would like and if I had lightened up the rudder forces much more then
I would have overcontrolled the rudder that much more. Displacements for all three axes I thought were large.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Aileron input v ithout the rudder is quite unsatisfactory. You put in aileron input and sideslip builds up
and I'm almost reaching roll reversal with this configuration. If I coordinate the rudder with the aileron I can get
rid of this roll reversal and get reasonable roll rate out of the airplane. Manuevering coordinating requirements
are quite large. It is more rudder than what I would like to use in the fighter mission. The only problem I was
having was the large sideslip angle that I was generating while trying to track the other airplane.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Bank angle control is pretty good - I didn't seem to have any oscillatory problems or difficulty in achieving
bank angle.
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IADING CONTROLLABILITY

Heading contr
6

l;- quite a bitoni'dre difficult-be•auie-jou hav• to make a conscienitious effort tO-et theside-

slip iack tozero to mnake 'suýre the airplini .Wai pointed in the direction yu wantedojt to get h s-

BANK ANGLE. TRACKING-TASK "

I thought my performance was fair to good. No problem in tracking the bank angle. Again, the one
noticeable problem was the large sideslip angles that I was achieving.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Response to random disturbances really weren't that great in any of the axes. It didn't cause any more of a
noticeable deterioration in my performance than I would have expected.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal handling qualities were good. They did not degrade or interfere with my lat al-directional
evaluations.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I don't feel that they are satisfactory for the fighter mission. You have one singular problem: a large

amount of adverse yaw and the sideslip angles that I generated either with an aileron input or by holding too

much rudder after I had taken an input out. Air-to-ground, perhaps a little better suited than the air-to-air, but

the sideslip I think would still be a problem and you would introduce. I think, significant errors in your weapons

delivery because of the sideslip angle.

GOOD FEATURES

I think the lack of oscillatory characteristics and the Dutch roll characteristics are good features. The
fact that I can maneuver the airplane in roll quite aggressively is a good feature.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

The good features are very much overwhelmed by that one outstanding objectionable feature and that's the
large sideslip angles generated with the aileron control inputs, and my inability to coordinate these maneuvers ab
well as I would like. Fortunately the sideslip that's generated is in the adverse direction and so the coordination
requirements are normal and I could keep the sides;lip usually within bounds as long as I paid attention to it. When
I didn't pay attention to it, then I generated some fairly large sideslip angles.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

Coordination is required for all rolling maneuvers. Coordination itself is not very easy and you have to
watch the tendency to overcontrol with the rudder.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I think adequate performance is attainable but I do not feel that it's satisfactory without some improve-
ments. I find that this much yaw is certainly moderately objectionable and I think it requires considerable pilot
compensation in the context of the fighter mission in order to be able to fly the airplane aggressively and keep the
sideslip response at a reasonable balance. Turbulence really didn't cause that much of a deterioration in my
performance.

CONFIGURATION 9 NAf/L.• 0.0 PILOT RATING 5 TURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

Initial impression was that I wasn't particularly going to like it and primarily based on the quick look, a
lot of sideslip generated with the control input and then the fact that the sideslip did seem to show up a little bit in
the roll rate.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Ability to trim in all three axes was good, didn't present a significant problem in this configuration

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

300 deg/sec -in. 1Vje, = 17.5 deg/sec -in.

Didn't really feel there was a compromise on the aileron, however, there was on the rudder. On the
ai _ron I selected a gear ratio which I thought was reasonable, wasn't necessarily very light because I was
generating some larger sideslip angles and the higher gear ratio tended to antagonize that situation a little bit. I
didn't really come up with what I thought was a significant compromise in order to be able to do the task, so aileron
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gearing-wis good. On the rudder, however, there was a lot of.sideslip generated. However., when I went up on the
rudder sensitivity, there was a strong-tendency on my-part to overcontrol sideslip, somewihere arouid the-neutral

.point. then I backed down on the sensitivityand it was betterciordinatingbut there was a reiquiremenzt on-this con-
figuration to hold as'u'bstantial amount of rudder-in a steady turn andholding i fairly; high bank angle tu required

a noticeable amount of force on the rudder-in order to be able to do-it. So that, there was kindof a crnpromise
on the rudder tryinig to come up with something that would fit the sensitivity about the small bank angles and stillno ailer sereessiv ornable ut nth patclarle light an hes forceshon theord der steemed tor eto benerligyt aboute thenot have excessive forces-about the large hank angles, or when holding a steady turn. So. generally, forces on the

small bank agles, near. neutral, and heavy on the large turns. Displacements: they are noticeable on thi rudder,
displacements on the ailerons were OK, Control harmony'in general, though, is good, being a little heavier.on the
rudder in comparison vith the aileron required in the steady turn.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

The airplane response to aileron without the rudder seemed to be quite a bit of sideslip generated. It did
seem to show up in the roll rate and if we 'didn't get roll reversal to an aileron input, we were pretty close. When
you coordinated with the rudder, the roll rate picked up considerably and was quite a bit smoother. Oscillatory
characteristics: the airplane is very highly damped in the Dutch roll and so really wasn't much of an oscillation for
this particular coi'figuration. Maneuvering coordination requirements are quite stringent, you need a lot of rudder.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Ability io achieve a bank angle was actually pretty good.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

The heading control wasn't particularly good because I would build up a sideslip angle. Even though the
Dutch roll was well damped, it seemed to take a while for the sideslip to come back to zero and even when I jumped
in there with the rudder it took a little longer than I would like to g-e the sideslip back to zero.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

The bank angle tracking task performance war only fair to good, leaning toward the good side. Again,
problems with the sideslip and the rudder requirementf were large, but in general I could take the bank angle
reasonably well.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

The airplane didn't seem to respond excessively in either axis to the disturbance inputs. If any
a little more in the roll channels than in the sideslip and I think that is attributed though somewhat to the high
damping that is apparent in the Dutch roll.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal handling qualities were good, they didn't interfere or degrade the lateral directional.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I think it is acceptable but I think it is not satisfactory as it is. Primary reasons are the slow directional
response to the airplane and the large sideslip angles that are ge-ierated with an aileron input. The requirements
for excessive rudder for coordination and requirement for steady rudder in a turn all add up not to make an
unacceptable airplane, but certainly an airplane that is not satisfactory as it is. In the air-to-air role, I thi.nk the
slowness of the directional response is a problem because you would really like to pin down the bank angle and the
directional response of the airplane much faster than I can do here. In the air-to-ground role, I think you have a
little more time than you do in the air-to-air fighting. You might be able to get away with these characteristics alittle better.

GOOD FEATURES

A combination rudder and aileron coordinated rolling maneuver gives you good roll performance, bank
angle control, although not excellent, is I think good.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

I pObjectionable features primarily revolve around the slow directional response and the amount of coordina-
tion that you need to keep the ball somewhere near the center. I worked with that quite a bit and found that just for
general maneuvering I could do a reasonably good job, but when I tried to do it without my feet I did build up a large
sideslip angle.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

Rudder is required for all maneuvers and a bit more attention to sideslip control than I think is warranted.
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I
PRIMARY REASON FOR-THE PILOT RATING

- I think the aiiplane is probably acceptble. I don't feelthat it is-satisfactory. I-think certainly defi-
ciencies that Isee lie moderately objectionable thid I thiWk considerab~lpilot compenss~ation is "reoiured. With
radbom disturbaihces alittle more idffirt'was -required in tlie:rollchannel but I-didn't think there was any really
signficant'deterioraiin-from'-what was already not a-really good peifornmahc.

------------ ----------... . . ------------- . ..-----.----- "--------------" -----. . ---- -

CONFIGURATION j9 = + 0.06 PILOT RATING 4 TURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

I thought initially that it was going to be pretty good and that held pretty much through the evaluation,
except there are a couple of things that bother mi and present a little bit of a dilemma for me as to whether or not
it's satisfactory.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Ability to trim was better than most in both the lateral and directional. Longitudinal was good.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

L 195 deg/sec -in. = 25.5 deg/secz -in.
5As =ep

There was a very slight compromise in the aileron sensitivity selection in that when I went to higher
aileron sensitivities or lighter ailerons, I tended to pick up a slight tendency to overshoot in bank angle. So I ended
up I think backing off from the maximum value that I looked at. Sensitive ailerons result in a tendency to overcontrol
in bank angle. A little bit of a problem on the rudder. The airplane appeared to me to have proverse yaw due to
ailerons, however, it had a requirement for adverse rudder in a steady turn. What I'm saying is, initially the
reedle would go out of the turn and once I got into the turn and established in the turn, there was a requirement for
steady rudder into the turn. So that I ended up selecting the gearing that allowed me to hold a~reasonable rudder
force in the steady turn rather than having to hold a lot of force for a high bank angle turn. However, when I did
this I ended up with a real strong tendency to overconirol the rudder initially. The forces I inded up with on the
rudder felt a little heavy holding them in a steady tu-n, and they felt light initially, upon turn entry if I happened to
inadvertently coordinate in the proper direction for an aileron input. The aileron forces were not real light, they
were noticeable; I could feel that I was having to put in a little force. So that they weren't as light perhaps as some
that I have selected. Displacements, however, were not a problem with either rudder or aileron and the control
harmony I thought was still good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

With aileron-only inputs it looked like there was proverse yaw initially followed by adverse yaw as we got
into the turn. The roll rate seemed to be pretty smooth, however, if I didn't coordinate, or if the proverse yaw
seemed to give me enough, the fact that you could feel the airplane accelerate a little bit in roll and this was more
pronounced when I coordinated in the proper direction initially, the airplane would really wind up in bank angle.
Okay, when I coordinated it, at first I have to put rudder out of the turn and then rudder into the turn, but sur-
prisingly enough, that wasn't too difficult to do and I could, as long as I'm thinking about it keep the sideslip needle
pretty well near the center and actually got, it was kind of a 1-2 thing, right rudder, left rudder, say for a left
turn. So that if that's all you wanted to is to make a rapid turn, you could coordinate the thing pretty well. However
in doing things like the tra -kine task and so forth where I can't devote my full attention to controlling sideslip then
there was a tendency to coordinate only in the proper direction and have the airplane accelerate in roll. As far as
oscillatory characteristics, there were no significant or noticeable ones. The Dutch roll seemed to be very well
damped. Coordination is really the thing that's causing me the biggest problem here. To do it properly, you do
need cross-coordination initially followed by coordination in the proper direction and as long as you're not doing
anything but thinking about that, you do a pretty reasonable job. But when I get to the point where I'm doing other
things and distracted, I almost invariably ended up coordinating in the proper direction and accelerating the air-
plane up in roll and that wasn't very good. When you maneuver the airplane then, you do need opposite rudder
initially followed by holding steadier rudder in a turn.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Ability to achieve a bank angle was pretty good, depending on what I was doing. If I was just working to
achieve a bank angle, I could roll up and stop, then the sideslip would be excited and I could easily put that back in
the center, so that wasn't much 6f a problem. But bank angle control in general was okay, or pretty good I would
say.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Heading control was good. No special problem encountered there.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

The bank angle tracking task was a bit more of a problem than when I had a good sideslip reference like
the sideslip needle and I tended to overshoot the bank angles a little bit. So that my performance there, although
good, was certainly not excellent. Biggest problem again was tendency to overshoot bank angle.
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RESPONSE TO-DISTURBANCE INP.UTS'

Respjonse to disturbance input didn't seem to be a major problem. A little'more effort required,,but no
real signfi-caiide'terioration i n i tsk perfoirsn'an-be.

'LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudi•Lal handling qiiilities were good, didnoi depiadt or degrade thei.ateral-directio.ial-e aluation.

SUITABILITY 6iOFITE AIRPLhANE CHAR.6TERiSTICS'fOR THEFIGdhTE'R MISSION_

1-think they're acceptable, the~re's no doubt there, but I thirnk really we're kind of on the borderlifi'firsatisfactory. I'm-eveh willing tsosay it s not satisfaciory without some~improvement and as-faraa the air-to-air
role, I think this tendency to accelerate in roll, if you don't coordinate properly, so that I think in 'the air-to'-air
-rolewhere the fights get a little hot, ,there'd be less than a-tendency to be able-to coordinate this' thing properly °
ard'ouid , baihk'angle iontrolýwould'be sornie',whi ddgrde'd. On' the air-ito1ground-ioie, vyou might get along a. little
easiei-becau'seou can use"your feej jo ' -trbl the-sidi'slip ,in'*of directly. so I think it would p'robably be a better

air-ttb-gr 4iid'weaponis'sy~stem 'thii aiur-to--air".

GOOD FEATURES

The airplane was quite maneuverable. Could fling the airplane and the sideslip it would generate didn't

get too far out of hand. The fact that I could get the sideslip back to center pretty well is also a good feature.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

The requirement for cross-coordination initially followed by proper coordination which you can do and
you can keep the'sideslip near zero, if that's all you're trying to do. But when you try to maneuver the airplane
rapidly, there's a tendency for the thing to roll up on you.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

You need opposite rudder initially followed by rudder in the normal or adverse direction and you can do
that if that's all you're trying to do.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE-PILOT RATING

I think I'm going to say that certainly the deficiencies are minor, they're a bit annoying and I'm stuck
on whether it's moderate piloi compensation. I'm not real sure it is.

CONFIGURATION 9 Ns /4 = + .14 PILOT RATING 7.5 TURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

I thought it was really going to be a bad one and that held. It seemed to have quite large proverse yaw
generated to an aileron control input and seemed to be relatively low frequency, and quite large sideslip angles
were generated if you didn't really work to keep up with it.

ABILITY TO TRIM

It was easier to trim directionally than it was laterally which surprised me a little bit. Directionally it
was pretty good, but the lateral was not so good but not to the point that it caused any real problem with the con-
figuration. Longitudinal trim I thought was good.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

s = 262 deg/sec2 -il. N 27.5 deg/sec, -in.

It was one of those kind of configurations where sensitivity wasn't going to solve many of my problems;
however I did find that I needed more sensitive rudders than what I started out with simply because the sideslip
angles were so large that it took a lot of rudder to get the sideslip needle back to the center. I didn't really look
at aileron sensitivity too much, it was comfortable. I worked mostly just to get an aileron sensitivity that allowed
me to do the job and that didn't generate such large sideslip angles that I couldn't keep the airplane under control.
I didn't work very hard at getting an optimum aileron sensitivity because it was one of those configurations that
I'm not really sure an optimum aileron sensitivity exists. I ended up with forces on both the aileron and the rudder
which were acceptable; the rudder seemed a bit heavy because of the large sideslip angles that were generated
but it was still okay. Displacements I thought were small in both controls. Control harmony was good, not a factor.
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AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Without using the rudder, the most noticeable thing was a very large amount of proverse yaw generated.
The airplane seemed to be sensitive in roll somewhat to the sideslip generated, however, the sideslip'that was
generated, although quite large, seemed to come on relatively slowly, so that it was something you could keep up
with using roll control. Trying to coordinate the airplane required rudder in the opposite direction to the aileron
input - something I'm not very good at. The airplane seemed to be well damped and the Dutch roll did seem to be
very slow but no real oscillatory characteristics to speak of. Half of your time Is spent chasing the sideslip. if you
do wish to coordinate you can make a conscientious effort and put in rudder opposite to the aileron but I can't do that
when I'm doing rapid maneuvering. I spend too mucd time coming back to and correcting for these quite large side-
slip angles.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Because the large sideslip does spill over into the roll control, my bank angle control is not particularly
good. On the good side of the ledger you find that because the sideslip that's generated is quite slow you can keep
up with the roll control. When you try to do things rapidly there was a tendency to overshoot the bank angle, it's
not so much to oscillate about them but to overshoot them. I was having more difficulty holding the bank angle than
I was achieving the bank angle because I'd have to devote my attention to the sideslip and I would h se track a little
bit of the roll control.

NOTE: No further comments because of malfunction of tape recorder
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APPENDIX IV. 2

MEDIUM DUTCH ROLL FREQUENCY CONFIGURATIONS

CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION AND FLIGHT DATA TABULATION

TRANSIENT RESPONSES

PILOT COMMENTS
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CONFIGURATION 1 IDENTIFICATION
AND FLIGHT TEST DATA TABULATIONI; LOS P.R. T.R. ___ __ I_ 1AE~ LEVEL2 0 8 L/ N'

, PL

-H.10 . 025 2.3D -200 0.004 11.5 8.0 0.0 310 64.0
- -P 3.5 B 025 2, -200 DAN 7.8 52 0.02 360 55.0

-0.01 3 B 0.26 2.35 - 260 0.0 3.7 2.5 0.01 355 27.5

-0.01 2 A 0.26 2.35 - 260 0.0 3.7 2.5 0.01 162 19.5

+10.06 6 C 0.26 2.3W - 330 0.=0 3.2 2.2 0.02 358 27.5

+0'.06 3.5 B 0.26 2,39 - 330 0.00 3.2 2.2 0.02 275 39.0

• 1'.09 7 B 0.26 2.41 - 355 0.006 5.4 3.9 0.05 370 21.5

LATE RAL-DI RECTI ONAL MODAL PARAMETERS AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES

FOR CONFIGURATION 1

•d= 2.36 Alý• 5.53 L• -2.55

• 'd 0 .2 5 1I, , .0 4 L , .. =

.0.39 A 0.0194 .2.55

r = 594 " = 0.0586 y/j = -. 6

0 2.36 N' o0.539 .2.155
N7. + .09

S = 47.0Y 0.0038
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CONFIGURATION 1 NO,/Lý T. o10 PILOTRATING 6.5. TURBULENCE RATING D

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

It had a lot of adverse yaw. At first I thought I wgs going to be able to'coordinite this, it got better as'we went along. I had the rudder gearing turned up quite a bit to stay with it; but there were times that we got quite
a large sideslip angle built up.

ABILITY TO TRLM

Laterally and directionally were both good. Longitudinal trim was okay.w

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

y h e t g te= 310 deg/sec aoin. tri pu w 64 deg/sec' -in.

I went one high on the rudder from what we started out with in trying to trim out this very large adverseyaw that seemed to be generated every time a roll control input was put in. There was quite a compromise on that
and I again feel that I didn't get-really good at it but I think I was getting better as the flight went on. On the
aileron: from where we started out, I think I went up a little bit on the ailerons but not very much because the
larger the aileron input the more sideslip I generated and I also got to the point on the aileron sensitivity at the high

values where the controls were getting too sensitive and getting very jerky. The airplane was getting twitchy in
roll so I had to back off on that. Forces: ailerons were medium - they were good though. Rudder forces were
heavy even at the higher sensitivities because of the large yaw that wds generated. Displacements were noticeable
on the rudder. Control harmony not quite as good because the ailerons were a little lighter than the rudder. But
it was still okay. It's not a major gripe.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Aileron only - as I mentioned, quite a bit of adverse yaw generated from an aileron input. So quite large
sideslip angles were generated if one didr't coordinate. I couldn't really feel any effect in the roll control be-
cause the airplane didn't seenm to have a very large roll to sideslip ratio so that roll control wasn't all that bad.
Coordination requirements are quite stringent. Lots and lots of rudder, fortunately in the normal or adverse
direction. Then again I wasn't very good at it but I was getting better as the flight went along. As far as oscillatory
characteristics are concerned, the airplane seems to be well damped in the Dutch roll and wasn't a real oscillatory
airplane to fly.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Only fair to good and primarily because you had to spend, I think, too much attention on the sideslip to
be able to peg the bank angle as well as I would have liked.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

There was a problem there because every time you put in an aileron input the nose really wanted to move
and you have to keep up with it on the rudder. So heading control I'm going to say is poor.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Performance is still in the fair to good category. Sideslip, again, the biggest problem that is encoun-
tered, and because you have to divert attention to that I found that I wasn't keeping the needle for the tracking task
as near center as I would have liked.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Mostly in the directional modes. So it was hard for me to tell whether it was turbulence or whether itwas my aileron inputs. Anyway, it's quite noticeable that large sideslip angles are generated in the presence of

disturbances.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Good. Didn't interfere with or degrade lateral-directional.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I think that the characteristics as I see them are marginally acceptable for the fighter mission. Pretty
much borderline case. The biggest problem Is the large adverse sideslip that's generated, Fortunately It's In the
adverse or normal coordination direction, I think that a guy could eventually get to the point where he could hack
it. Heading control is not all that good but I think you could possibly learn to fly this thing well enough to hack the
program. Air-to-ground, I think you would have lots of problems there because you tend to make small corrections.
With the aileron generating such large sideslip I think you would generate more sideslip to make your air-to-ground
tracking quite poor.

GOOD FEATURES

$ Roll control Is fair to good, not outstanding, Your roll performance Is cut down a bit because of the
large adverse yaw, You really have to step on the rudder In order to keep your roll rate up. I think that It Is
fortunate that the sldesllp doeo not tend to degrade the lateral any more than It does,
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OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Primary objection is the quite large adverse sideslip generated any time you put in a control input. The
fact that it takes lots and lots of rudder to coordinate the thing and the fact that I have to spend more attention to
sideslip control than certainly I would like to. It kind of detracts from my ability to maneuver the airplane as
aggressively as I think I would like to be able to do the job.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

Lots and lots of rudder in the adverse direction required for any aileron input and you really can't fly the

airplane without coordinating it.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I'm going to give you a borderline rating on this one because I think that the deficiencies that I see are
somewhere between the very objectionable or intolerable to being somewhere where my performance is not quite
goad enough. Turbulence I think compounds the alr~ady poor sideslip control problem that I see. There is at
least a moderate deterioration in my performance; certainly more effort is required.

"CONFIGURATION I N%[IL..s = -0.06 PILOT RATING 3.5 TURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

I thought I was going to like it. It was quite maneuverable, good roll performance. There was
however a little sideslip generated which was necessary to contend with. The airplane seemed to be stiffer direc-

A ttionally than the previous one and seemed to have a little bit of an oscillatory Dutch roll response, but in genera!
you could maneuver the airplane quite well.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Good on all three axes.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSIVITITIES

360 deg/secZ -in. 55 deg/sec 4
-in.

Aileron gear selection: was able to pick nice high aileron gearings without what I considered any com-
promise. There seemed to be initially a very small amount of proverse yaw followed by what seemed to be quite
a bit of adverse yaw so that most of the coordination required was in the adverse direction. Consequently, I had
to lighten up the rudders quite a bit from what I started out with initially to be able to coordinate it. I flew, ca I
guess three-quarters of the evaluation with the one sensitivity and then had to lighten them up again because the
sideslip in the adverse direction was quite large, and for the rapid roll maneuvers the sideslip got to be significant.
So by lightening up the rudders, I was more able to coordinate it. Fortunately most of this coordination was in
the proper direction so that I was able to keep the sideslip down. So with the second selection on the rudders,
the forces were bet- - not quite as heavy as on the first selection. So the forces ended up to be quite reasonable.

lv, A fair amount of rudder was required, however. The forces were, I might say, noticeable but not heavy. Dis-
placements seemed to be small for all three axes. Control harmony I thought was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Response to aileron-only input: there seems to be a very small amount of proverse yaw followed bywhat I thoughta fairly healthy amount of adverse yaw. When I coordinated it (you get coordinated almos' tmme-

diately) rudder and aileron in the proper direction I could keep the sideslip small. I never was able to keep it
quite perfect, but it was small. Oscillatory characteristics: the Dutch roll really wasn't overly oscillatory, but
there was enough there to see that the airplane was responding. However, it was not objectionable. In maneu-
vering coordination was required and it took quite a bit of rudder during most of the rolling maneuvers. However,
the rudder requirements weren't necessarily out of line.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

I could go at it quite aggressively. If I went at it too rapidly, there was a little tendency to overshoot.
but going at it a little more normal manner, I could stop the bank angle pretty well. So I'd say my bank angle
control was good.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Good, The airplane, as I said, had a little bit of an oscillatory tendency, but it dampened itself out
quite rapidly and the sideslip that was generated did seem to die out quite rapidly so that I didn't end up with any
large sideslip angles during the maneuvering.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

I thought the performance was not outstanding, but good. I could do it quite rýpidly and get the needle
in the center reasonably well. The only problems encountered there again were the sideslip and I just had to
make a conscientious effort to coordinate that each time.
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RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

About what I could consider normal for this type of airplane. There was a Ittle itore, effo~rti:iuired,,
but I didn't think any real significant deterioration in my performance with the.presence of~the ran4om.diituer
bances.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Good; they didn't degrade or interfere with the lateral-directional.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I think they're acceptable, marginally satisfactory. I could really maneuver this airplane. I did,
however, generate quite large sideslip angles if I didn't coordinate. Fortunately the coordination was-in the proper
direction. The Dutch roll was stiff enough that the sideslip angles didn't persist and they tended to danipen-them-
selves out reasonably well. So I think it's on the borderline for being satisfactory w~ithout improvement in the air-to-
air mission. In the air-to-ground, I think you'd probably have a little easier task with it because your maneuvering
requirements are not quite as strong.

GOOD FEATURES

I like the maneuverability of the thing. I could really maneuver the airplane around. I thought the bank
angle controllability was good.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

The large sideslip that was generated if one didn't coordinate and the fact that it did take quite a bit of
rudder for coordination and you had to kind of make sure you stayed with it all the time.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

The one I just mentioned, you do need to coordinate the airplane for all maneuv_. . fortunately the
coordination is in the normal or proper direction.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I think the deficiencies are just slightly more than fair. I think that some pilot compensation is re-
quired. It's a borderline case.

CONFIGURATION I 4A5 ILA = -0. 01 PILOT RATING 3 TURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

I thought that it was going to be pretty good.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Laterally wasn't as good as it was directionally, but it wasn't bad. It wasn't a factor, anyway.
Longitudinal trim was okay.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES
3dge-nV? 27.5 deg/sec' -in.355= d eg /sec ? -i n. , --

On the aileron I was able to pick nice light forces. I don't think I ever went back down on the gearings
from what I started out. It felt to me like when I coordinated the airplane, my roll control heavied up a bit, so I
ended up picking a light force. Coordination was for the most part in the adverse direction, but I didn't have any
problem with feeling that it was heavying up on me with the forces that I selected. What I was really trying to
say was that the rudder, when coordinated in the normal direction, had a tendency to cut down the roll rate, so I
picked an aileron sensitivity that ?.llowed me to coordinate the airplane and not feel like it was being cut down by
coordinating. On the rudder: a little coordination was required, but when I lightened the rudder up. I tended to over-
control a bit and using rudder in the normal direction had a tendency to cut down the roll rate so that I picked a
sensitivity that was kind of a blcnd between being able to coordinate the airplane well and not beinp overly sensitive
so that I didn't over-coordinate. Forces on both the aileron and the rudder were good. Displacements were small.
Control harmony was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Aileron-only, the roll rate seemed to be quite smooth without using the rudder. However, adverse yaw
was generated ultimately and I'm willing to speculate 'hat there was just a little bit of pro% erse yaw initially, butnot very much. followed by adve,se yaw. So that the predominant sideslip response was in the adverse direction,requiring coordination in the normal direction. When I coordinated it, I could feel that the roll rate was reduced

a little bit. These things that I'm talking about are kind of minor, but I was able to keep tie sideslip in the r.ormal
direction and what little proverse yaw, if there was any, was quite small and the predom-nant yaw response was in
the adverse direction. As far as oscillations are concerned, the airplane was well damp% d in the Dutch roll and
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no oscillatory characteristics to speak of. Maneuvering coordination requirements were definitely in the adverse
direction and it was noticeable that you had to coordinate the thing, but you could do a pretty good job with it. It
was a pretty reasonable blend with the ailerons to get the thing to do what you want and keep the sideslip in the
middle.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Quite good. You could roll right up and stop and do it aggressively with, if anything, a little bit of a
tendency to overshoot, but that was very, very minor.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Good. That was no problem. Dutch roll was well damped and you could point the airplane right where
you wanted to.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

My performance was quite good and I was going at it quite aggressively. So the aggression probably
accounts for the small overshoot as much as anything else. Okay, problems encountered; sideslip was the only one
and you had to coordinate the thing for each maneuver or you ended up with a fair amount of sideslip into the turn
and when you didn't coordinate you could feel a little bit of reduction in the roll rate and this wasn't particularly
good, but the coordination wasn't much of a problem.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Reasonable. I would say there was really no significant deterioration in my task performance, a little
more effort required.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Good, didn't detract or degrade or interfere with the lateral-directional evaluation.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I think they're acceptable; I think they are also satisfactory as they are. In the air-to-air role, the
bank angle controllability is quite good. You do have to keep up with the sideslip. Fortunately the coordination re-
quirements are in the normal direction so that I think'a guy could get quite good at controlling the airplane. Air-to-
ground, I think the same thing holds. Looking at the ground target, I was able to put the nose pretty much where I

f:• wanted to. So, no special problems included in either one of those.

GOOD FEATURES

The airplane is quite maneuverable. I can really rack the airplane around the sky and I can get perfor-
mance that I want.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

¢ -A minor objection is the fact that you do have to coordinate; it's a little more coordination than I would
like to see. If you don't coordinate, your roll rate is not as smooth as it should be and causes you a bit of a problem.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

Normal coordination required for all maneuvers, but that's pretty straightforward, so I'm not sure
that's special.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

The airplane is acceptable, I think it's satisfactory, however, I think it's only fair, I think the coordina-
tion~ requirements are certainly mildly unpleasant. Very little pilot compensation required.

CONFIGURATION I N As 0 z -0.01 PILOT RATING 2 TURBULENCE RATING A

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

In the lateral-directional, handling qualities were very good, excellent roll control and very little
oscillatory characteristics to put up with and the coordination requirements were small.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Directional was quite good, lateral was good, but not as good as the directional. The longitudinal tends
to be worse than both of them. It's just that for some reason I don't seem to be able to put the nose right where I
want it and I get a little up or a little down out of the thing each time on the longitudinal. So the ability to trim there
is good but it's not as good as it could be.
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SELECTIONMOF AILERON-AND RUDDERCONTROL SENSITIVITIES -

12= 6 deg/sec -in. 19.5,deg/sec
5

-in.

Aileron control sensitivity: I liked and picked very light aileron sensitivitiei here. Thetendency to
couple with the aileron response seemed to be less for this configuration than for, others. So-that again there-was,
no comoromise-on my selection. It was strictly what I thought I would like to have as, far-as f6rces'anrd roll-control
capability with this particular airplane. Because the dynamics were so good,,I wasable to: select the°light aileron
forces that I would like to fly the airplane with.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

With the aileron-only inputs, what I'm seeing is very little yaw due to aileron in the initial input anid then
as the roll rate picks up, I'm seeing very small amount of yaw due to roll rate. So that as the airplane begins to
roll, there's a need to feed in rudder in the proper coordination direction. In other Words, it looks like the sid6ýlip.
is adverse due to roll, but it's very easy to coordinate here and with a little coordination, I can stop it. Making-
coordinated inputs, if I come on with the rudder as soon as I start to roll the airplane, then I seem to overcontrol
the sideslip in the proverse direction. So that really what I need to do is feed in the rudder as I roll the airplane.,
That's natural in this configuration and not too difficult to do. The roll rate itself is very, very smooth and Lwas
able to roll the airplane up, stop at a bank angle with ease. In the steady state, there is little or no requirement for
rudder and I found that it was rather easy to coordinate the airplane.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Outstanding. I really like the roll control particularly because on this one I don't get any sideslip
built up with it.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

I can stop the airplane on a given heading and the nose will stay pretty much where I want it to.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Quite easy to perform and my performance was relatively good. There were no real problems
encountered.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Seemed to be quite compatible with the lateral-directional. Certainly they do not degrade or interfere
with the evaluation o! the lateral-directional handling qualities.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Quite suitable for the fighter mission and acceptable and satisfactory without any improvement required.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

Noticeable, but no more than what I would expect to see for a fighter class of airplane so that my perfor-
mance is not as good as I can do in smooth air, but thbre's a certain amount of degradation that I expected to see.

GOOD FEATURES
Quite excellent roll control and the small amount of sideslip oscdlation or Dutch roll oscillations that I

see. The smooth roll rates following an aileron input are outstanding.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

A very minor objection is the small requirement for coordination in the turns but if you don't coordinate,
the sideslip really doesn't build up very much. However, it does require a little bit of rudder input to keep the ball
in the center.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

No special piloting techniques involved. Fly this airplane as aggressively as you would like with no
problem. In general it was quite pleasurable to fly.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

It has only negligible deficiencies and the only one that I can see is that small requ.rement for coordina-
tion as you roll and the fact that the faster you roll, the more input that you need. I like the airplane very much, it's
certainly satisfactory as it is and pilot compensation is certainly not a factor.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------.---------------------
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CONFIGURATION I /SA5.0 =+0.06 PILOT RATING 6 TURBULENCE RATING C

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

Kind of mediocre, it was going to be very good or it was going to be very bad. Surprisingly, the more I
flew it, the more little things I'd begun to notice about it that seemed to be problems.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Surprisingly good, both laterally and directionally. Longitudinal trim likewise was good.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

LAs 358 deg/seca -in. t/ p = 27.5 deg/sec-in.

On the aileron there was a little bit of a compromise because of the quite large proverse yaw that seemed
to be associated with this configuration so that when I went up on the sensitivity, even though I didn't get into the more
classical bank angle oscillatory characteristics, there was a tendency to overshoot in bank angle. But, the primary

factor was just the fact that quite large sideslip was generated and the airplane kind of felt that it was scooping; I
could feel the airplane kind of fly sideways when you made a rapid bank angle input because of the substantial proverse
yaw generated. It didn't look like the sideslip had much effect on the roll control. So, the gearing was selected to
make the forces light without allowing the sideslip from getting too great. On the rudder, the coordination require-
ments were kind of fritty. There was a fair amount of proverse initially, followed quite rapidly by a sideslip in the
adverse direction. It was really a 1, 2 type of thing and rudder sensitivity allowed me to cope with the adverse, not
the proverse, because I really wasn't able to keep up with it that well. Forces that we ended up with were reasonable
in both axes. I thought !he displacements were small, control harmony was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS
Without the rudder, didn't put an awful lot of sideslip effect on the roll control. However, you did

generate quite a substantial proverse yaw. Probably saw about an equal amount in adverse yaw in the other direction.
However, roll control seemed to remain relatively smooth. Trying to coordinate this situation was really screwy
because you had to kind of switch feet in the middle of an input and I find that very difficult to do. It was almost

.Al rudder in one direction, followed by an equal amount of rudder in the other direction for a given aileron control input
so that the coordination problem was significant, I think. As far as oscillatory characteristics are concerned, the
"airplane seemed to be pretty well damped in the Dutch roll. The oscillation that I really had to contend with was

this change in sideslip from proverse to adverse. Maneuvering I really couldn't keep up with the proverse, I ended
up using mostly coordination in the normal direction and consequently I was overcontrolling the airplane from the
initial control input and then keeping up with it pretty well once I got established in the turn maneuver. The coordina-
tion requirements were stringent, difficult for me to do.

V, •'iBANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Fair to good, a little bit of a tendency to oversoot but it wasn't very difficult and primarily a function of
my aggression.

t ak'/ HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Wasn't as good as the bank angle control because of the sideslip that was generated but fortunately it
did take itself out rapidly so you didn't feel that you had to come in and force the airplane to the point where you
wanted to. The airplane was kind of sashaying back and forth, and I found that degrading on the heading control.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Performance was fair. Again, I kept having to devote some attention to the sideslip problem which ISreally did make worse for each initial aileron input. I think you could generate some rather large sideslip angles
when you went at this one aggressively.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Wasn't very great; it shows up more in the sideslip than the roll. Only a minor deterioration in the
performance resulted although more effort was required.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Good. They didn't detract or degrade lateral-directional eva,.ation.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

The characteristics are acceptable; however, they are not satisfactory. You've got quite a bit of side-

slip to contend with. Every time you put in an aileron input it is something that you can't coordinate, at least I
couldn't coordinate very well. In particular, I didn't like the requirement to change rudder from one direction to
another, and if you didn't do this quite right you ended aggravating the sideslip. So I think in the air-to-air role
the sideslips and repeatability with which they are coming in would greatly degrade your ability to track Air-to-
ground, I think you have similar problems in the fact that sideslip gets to be rmportant and this continuous move-
ment back and forth for every atieron input I think would degrade your air-to-ground capabilities.
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GOOD FEATURES

It was reasonably maneuverable. The sideslip that was generated didn't seem to have a real significant
effect on the roll control.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

I didn't like the fact that the sideslip coordination problem was a complicated one that I really couldn't
accomplish very well. The large amount of proverse yaw associated with each initial aileron input was quite a
detractor and I think it greatly reduced my accuracy.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

Coordination was a problem; you had to use a cross-control followed by normal coordinating control
inputs. I found that very disconcerting and difficult to do.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I think the characteristics as I see them here are certainly wanting improvement. I think they are
objectionable and you could probably get along with them. How essential pilot compensation is, is difficult to say.

CONFIGURATION I At• $,5 = +0.06 PILOT RATING 3.5 TURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

I thought it was going to be a pretty good configuration. We had another T-33 to chase this afternoon
and it worked out real well. It gave us the chance to do a couple of things. It was kind of interesting. As I said,
my initial impression was that they were going to be pretty good. As I flew the thing more, my impression
deteriorated a little bit from what I had at the beginning.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Lateral-directional and longitudinal, they're all good, no special problems involved there.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

L 2a. = 275 deg/sec' -in. N 39 deg/sec' -in.

On the aileron sensitivity selection, I was able to pick nice light aileron forces. It's kind of interesting
that while tracking another airplane I'd fVnd that I probably didn't select as high a gear ratio as I have been. But it
was nice and light and comfortable. Small displacements and no compromise involved because of the airplane
dynamics. Rudder wasn't much of a problem because I didn't use the rudder very much and kind of accepted the
forces that I started out with without very riiuch iteration there on. Okay, the forces are light, the displacements
are small, the control harmony is good. Toward the end of the chase of the other airplane, we joined and flew
formation on him for a bit ai.d it was obvious that the aileron sensitivity was quite light in that trying to make very
small corrections that you normally make in formation, I could feel the jerkiness in the airplane. Now, that
wasn't unacceptable, it wasn't uncomfortable, but just worthwhile pointing out to you that I noticed that the sensitivity
was light at that point. Then, we looked at the longitudinal and it was obvious that my longitudinal characteristics
were different from the other airplane and the sensitivity was a little light, but it was just barely noticeable that I
was a little more jerky in pitch than the other airplane was.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

With aileron only, it appears to me that I have a slight amount of proverse yaw followed by adverse yaw
as the airplane begins to roll. Trying to coordinate that kind of maneuver is difficult for me because if you wanted
to keep the needle in the center all the time, you'd find yourself having to change rudder inputs from one foot to the
other. So it was very difficult to do without thinking about it and only if I'm flying straight and level or thinking

'i which way I'm going to turn can I even begin to keep up with it. It looked like the adverse yaw overwhelmed the
proverse a little bit so that to get reasonable coordination, if I just delayed my rudder input a bit after I put in an
aileron input I could coordinate the airplane pretty well. When I was tracking the other airplane, I felt the need
for rudder and just kind of ended up see-sawing the rudders and not really accomplishing very much. I guess that
I probably brought up some pretty noticeable sideslip angles. Nothing ever got out of hand or was really a problem,
but I didn't keep the needle anywhere near the center or keep the ball anywhere near the center while tracking that
other airplane. And really found out that I can do just as well without coordinating as I can with coordinating the
airplane.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Pretty good. There was no tendency to overshoot; I could fly the airplane aggressively, but it looked
like when I did, the tendency to overshoot was more a function of my aggression than of the airplane dynamics
themselves.
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HEADING

Good. When I roll out, I have created some sideslip, the airplane does pick up about one or two cycles
of oscillation, it looks like, bui then dampens out real well. The headingcontrol is good even when I d6nt coordinate.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

I- thought my performance was pretty good. I got carried away-with aggression there and tried to out-
guess the needle, and so gave you a pilot induced,, non-minimum phase response. So there wereno real problems
involved. Lcould feel-the sideslip generated, but the sideslip didn't seem to carry over into the, roll very much.
One problem that I had-when I stopped on a bank angle was that I could feel the Dutch roll, but mostly in sideslip,
and it would settle down real quick. Itwas annoying certainly, but whether it really affecte'dmy bank angle tracking
task -. I don't believe that itdid.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

I thought they were reasonable and just about what I had expected of the fighter class of airplane and
didn't seem to deteriorate my performance to a significant degree. It did require more effort because the airplane
is now bouncing around and I'm having to put in additional inputs but it was not a major factor in this evaluation.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Good. They didn't detract or degrade the lateral-directional evaluation.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I think they were suitable with some reservations. In other words, I don't think it's really an outstanding
configuration, but I think it's at least an adequate or acceptable configuration, and at this point, I'm willing to say'• that it's marginally satisfactory. In the air-to-air role, I had good roll capabilities, good roll performance and no

real problems created by the airplane dynamics in bank angle. I did have problems created in sideslip response
which was excited every time I put in a control input and really was not able to coordinate these sideslip disturbances
that I saw very well. I think it is probably a little better suited for the air-to-ground role than for the air-to-air
role simply because you're normally not as aggressive and and you have a little more time for your sideslip response
to die out. Fortuna~tely, the sideslip disturbance dampens itself out in a nice reasonable length of time without a
bunch of oscillations and that's kind of a saving thing for this configuration.

GOOD FEATURES

I like the roll control, I like the roll capability and I like the fact that I can fly the airplane aggressively
even without coordinating it, and not generate large sideslip angles.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

I dislike the requirement for cross-controlling followed by normal coordination to keep the ball in the
center and, as a matter of fact, that's an objection because I don't do it very well and I don't think most people
would. I noticed that when I did track the other airplane, that I didn't even attempt to do that. It was mostly
rolling the airplane. The adverse yaw seemed to overwhelm the proverse so that the coordination I used was gener-
ally in the normal direction which created some problems initially, but tended to help out as the rolling maneuver
developed. But in general, the coordination requirements, I think, are too great for a pilot to follow without a
strong conscientious effort.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

If you want to coordinate, you have to cross-control and then put normal rudde-: in to keep the needle in
the center and I can only do that if I'm just concentrating on doing just that and not on som4'thing else.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

It's kind of a tough one because I really think it's a borderline case. I thin L the coordination require-
ments and the amount of sideslip that I saw is more than just mildly unpleasant and I reilly couldn't compensate for
it very well. It's a borderline between being satisfactory and not being satisfactory foy the fighter mission, pri-
marily because there may be times in there when you'd like to shoot your gun as soon as you get on the target and if
you ca ,t coordinate it, you end up with a lot of sideslip and you're not going to end up with the weapons trained on
the other airplane. Okay, turbulence rating, as I said I didn't think there was any significant deterioration in my
performance although there was more effort required.

CONFIGURATION I N+ + 0.09 PILOT RPATING 7 TURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

Wasn't going to be too bad. When we engaged, I seemeo to be doing pretty good; then, as I tried to be
.ggressive with the airplane and tried to do tight tracking maneuvers, the real problems began to show up. So I had
real trouble figuring out where this one was going to lie.
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ABILITY TO TRIM

All three-axes, I thought was good.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND -RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES
#

/• =370 deg/sec' -in. 2 21. 5 e/e -n

On the aileron; I looked at values both above and below the initially given values and ended up takingthe

lower value because it tended to reduce some of this overcontrol tendency although I never-could really- get rid of it
with this airplane. It gave me nice light forces because the airplane itself was quite maneuverable. You could fly
the airplane around the sky quite aggressively, if you were careful about what happened to the sideslip. On the
rudder; tbhat was kind of a strange one. The airplane seemed to have proverse yaw aissociated with it-and maybe a
little bit of adverse toward the end, but the sideslip really needed coordinating. It took quite a bit of cross control
initially and I'm not very good at doing that consistently. I think I tended to overcontrol the sideslip with the rudder
somewhat, so I ended up not using an awful lot of rudder except to make corrections on the sideslip when it got too
far away. So I don't think I even changed the rudder gearing from what was initially given. The forces were light
and the displacements were small. The control harmony, in general, was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

For aileron only, quite a bit of noticeable proverse sideslip was generated on initial input and you could
feel that the roll control, or the roll rate itself was not very smooth. There was a little bit of tendency for it to
accelerate. Trying to coordinate that was difficult, the sideslip would go way out in the proverse direction and start
coming back to the adverse direction. So that I wasn't very good at coordinating, and usually what I ended up doing
was augmenting the sideslip. The Dutch roll itself directionally didn't seem to be oscillatory. However it was
quite noticeable in a tight tracking task. You will be able to see that from the tracking task records. There is a
quite dramatic tendency toward bank angle oscillation - not real PIO's since the thing is convergent. But, it is
oscillatory in bank angle. In maneuvering coordination, quite a bit of cross coordination is required - I wasn't very
good at doing that, I think I tended to augment the sideslip.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

With any degree of aggression this airplane is quite poor. You can feel the airplane oscillate both
laterally and directionally, in other words, kind of like in the bottom of a dish, sloshing back and forth when you try
to track the bank angle tightly. I think that was happening back there when we were tail-chasing 101's, and maneu-

vers were fairly general, i.e., I wasn't trying to be very preciseyou just kind of keep up with them, these prob-
lems didn't show up. You can maneuver the airplane, do a pretty good job until you try to do something tightly and
then bank angle problems show up; and I had significant ones there.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

The Dutch roll seemed to be fast enough that the sideslip angles that were generated pretty much took
care of themselves. So I didn't have any trouble getting the airplane pointed in the direction I wanted to go. It was
interesting though when I tried to make any corrections about the level flight attitude you could see the nose move
back and forth off the target. So rather than saying heading control is good, we will call it fair.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Performance was lousy - it was very poor, primarily because of this tendency to overshoot and oscillate
about the bank angle and I think that will come out quite dramatically for you on the records. Problems encountered
there resulted primarily from the proverse yaw, and the fac(t that I wasn't able to coordinate that, created ctgnificant
bank angle control problems.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Kind of about what one would expect I think for a fighter type airplane. There was really no significant
deterioration although a little more effort was Y -quired in my performance.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Good; did not detract or degrade from the lateral-directional.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

Not very good and I think I'm willing to say they are not acceptable. I think the poor bank angle tracking
capabilities and the large sideslip angle that I saw generated in the proverse direction were sufficient to call this
not acceptable. It's kind of a borderline but I would say that in the air-to-air role where I put quite a bit of emphasis
on good bank angle tracking, this airplane doesn't hack it. In the air-to-ground role, you might have a little better
chance where things tend to be done a little less rapidly in bank angle. But you've got this nose moving back and
forth with aileron control inputs on the ground tracking, so that's not very good either. Primartly, the problems
that you encounter are the oscillatory tendencies in bank angle, the large proverse yaw which gives you, I think,
quite noticeable nose displacements.

GOOD FEATURES

You had what I thought was reasonably good roll performance. You could maneuver the airplane around
t and if you didn't try to do things very tightly, you could probably put up a good get-away flight.
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OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Major objection is the large pioverse yaw which-causcs bank~angle control problems. The oscillatory
ij tendency in bankankle, and the -. ct'that I can't coordihatithe-sideslip arebobjecý-ionable features.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

Xoa might be able to learn to coordinate the proverse yaw:but I didn't do a very good job in the short
time I had to fly. b g

PRIMARY REASON FOR THEPILOT RATING

It's kirid of really on the borderline.' My dilemma is whether or noi'you could really do the job with,it.

The control problems that I see are objectionable, whether I can do an adequate performance in the sense of pilot

compensation and interpreting that in this case, toning down my inputs and doing things more slowly -•- I don't think

I can do that. I'm going to take a stand and rate this a 7 rather than a 6;5 and say adequate performance is not

obtainable when I maneuver the airplane aggressively. These bank anglo oscillations are quite noticeable. 1owould

say that that's not adequate performance, and I will give youa pilot iating ,of 7. As far a's the turbulence rating - it
really wasn't much effort required - I will give you a turbulence rating of B.

i8
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CONFIGURATION 5 IDENTIFICATION

AND FLIGHT TEST DATA TABULATION

__Pos Aj~max/ AP.R. T.R. ?__ ___I L N'.LA S 50SEP P6
,V LEVEL I LEVEL 2 Of, A S R

-0.06 4 C 0.23 2.37 -190 0.005 6.0 4.0 0.13 425 32

-0.03 3 B 0.23 2.45 -225 0 4.4 3.0 0.04 425 29

S0.01 2.5 B 0.24 2.49 -255 0 4.0 2.6 0.04 404 26

-0.01 2.5 B 0.24 2.49 -255 0 4.0 2.6 0.04 125 19.5

+0.05 3 B 0.26 2.54 -320 0.020 3.9 2.5 0.07 380 26.5

+0.05 3 8 0.26 2.54 -320 0.020 3.9 2.5 0.07 304 20

+0.08 5 C 0.26 2.70 -350 0.025 4.4 3.0 0.12 295 24

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL PARAMETERS AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES

S2.50 N = _ 6.31 -11.8

0.24 Nr' -1.05 L = 2.36

0.42 IV -0.068 = .2.36

S1 0 0 4 0.0586 -0.172,•• .1o'v = y

M = 1.61 Y-1 = .0.99 --1.015

l~d r Y.

50.2 y 0.0029

*UNSTABLE SPIRAL
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CONFI RATI6N' ;5. Wi/L" s-,06 PILO TING 4 TURB ,LENCE-'RATING. CI

INIýýAL'IMPRESSIONIANDGENEREAL-CTMbetENoSo

Initil' inpressi6n was ihat.it wasn't going to be-,t6oa.db•it wain't goingto',be very;good:eithir-because

it did have kindof aliuriy.,-sidisliý,resbonse. ;ft-tur'ned out to be 'icooddiiatab. 1, buthte airplane did have'stmi
problems. t

ABILITY'TO TRIMW

-Lateially arid-directionally-good,. as.it was;lo.,gittdtinaiy.

SELECTION OF AILERONAND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES"

.-. 4Z5 Aeg/sec2 -inI 32l d'egsecAn.

On the aileron,, no real cnompromise'there. The Dutch roll that..Isa.wdidn'ttseemto affect-the roll con-
trol very much, so that I %as ,selectfig-the value of aileron sersiiivity that I liked.' The rudder, however, presented
a problem because f6r rapidfn&rineuvering itiooked~likei I needed ý.faii'mounitto co6rdinate the sideslip"but then,
when I did that, at the-star't of a'roll maneuver, JI 'as pushingthesdeslip out theother'side. It took me a while
to figure out that the airplane-seemned to hiave a small'amourt-of itiitial'prove'Fse yavrdue. to•aileron. This was
creating a problem for me both starting mai euvers'and also-around-the srallo'r'near' aro ideship conditions. So
I had to back down on the-rudder sensitivity, and-,that made life a'little b~etter. The'forces in all three axes were
good and in general light; displacements were small; control harm'ony w.as good.

AIRiPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT-INPUTS

For an aileron-only input, there seemed to be fairly smooth roll rate with no real problems with Dutch
roll showing up in roll r'ate. However, you did-get fair amount of sideslip going out in the adverse direction although
it looked like initially it was proverse followed by a stronger adverse response. To, coordinate that with the rudder
you just kind of delayed a little-bit and then came in with the rudder. I could keep the sideslip reasonably small but
I never was able to keep it. right~at zero. The airplane did seem'to have a little'bit of an oscillation to it, but it was
showing up almost exclusively in sideslip an'd very little in roll. In maneuvering for the most part the coordination
requirements were-in the normal-or adverse direction and not too difficult to accomplish. However, I was not able
to be very precise with keepirig,the zideslip near zero.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Pretty good, and there were no outstanding problems involved there. I could roll to and stop at a bank
angle with ease.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Little bit of a different story, although not too bad. The airplane was oscillatory at a medium frequency
but sideslip was excited both starting and stopping roll rates and you noticeably felt the airplane move in the direc-
tional axis. This happened to me every time I put an input in, kind of shook your head around a little bit.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

My performance was good; no real problems there with the exception of the sideslip. It was just that I
wasn't able to coordinate the sideslip very well, either because it was Joing something I didn't expect it to do, or I
wasn't very good at it with my feet.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

The airplane had about a normal response for the fighter mission. .1 don't think it really caused more
than a minor deterioration in my ability to perform the fighter mission.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Good and did not detract from the lateral-directional.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOP THE FIGHTER MISSION

-fhe characteristics are acceptable, but I'm going to say they are not satisfactory primarily because of
the goings o; in the sideslip response. I never was very good at making sideslip come out precisely ane occasionally
when I got distracted from other things, I built up some fairly large sideslip angles. In the air-to-air role, moving
around in heading every time you put in an aileron input or took one out, it would be enough to degrade my precision
with which I could attack an air-to-air target. Air-to-ground I think you've got similar problems because every time
I move the stick, the nose would do something that was a little bit different to what I would like for it to do and I think
that would cause you some problems in hitting ground targets.

GOOD FEATURES

The roll control was good; the roll performance was good.



OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

I couldn't coordinate the sideslip; the nose did things otherthan what I would have liked for it to do and,
I seemed to have very little control over being able to make it do something differently.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

You do need coordination in the adverse direction. It was not the easiest thing to do and I couldn't always
keep the ball in the center. When you didn't coordinate, you could end up with some large sideslip angles.

i1 PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

The airplane is acceptable. However, I do not feel that it is satisfactory and I think the deficiencies that

I have talked about warrant improvement. They are really minor but I think they are annoying. In turbulence, more
S'effort is required but there is only a minor deterioration in task and again that's primarily in the directional mode.

CC:-FIGURATION 5 N-0.03 PILOT RATING 3 TURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

It was a pretty reasonable fighter-type airplane in that the lateral-directional handling qual.ties in general
would be pretty good.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Lateral-directionally was good. I still have a little problem with the lateral getting it trimmed just as
perfectly as I would like. On the longitudinal, the trim was okay.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

, = 425 deg/sec -in. Nsp = 29 deg/sec -in.

No compromise whatsoever on the ailerons. I picked nice and light forces like I like so that I have good

roll performance with very light and very small displacement inputs. The rudder, however, was a bit more of a
problem. Because I was exciting a little sideslip, my first thought was to heavy up the rudder but that made things
worse. I started out heavy and then lightened them up a bit. The final selection was of course. pretty good. Con-
trol harmony in all three axes was good. The displacements were small.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Roll response seemed to be very smooth and I thought I had good roll control, both with and without
rudder inputs. There did seem to be adverse yaw associated with aileron input requiring rudder coordination into
the turn and a little more than I would like, but not bad. The airplane had only one or two evershoot oscillations
associated with very rapid maneuvering. The airplane dampened itself out in yaw very easily. I did have to coor-
dinate the airplane to keep the sideslip small, but it was in the proper direction and not difficulh to do. If I maneu.
vered without coordinating, I would generate sideslip but the airplane seemed to be damped enough that the sideslip
went away reasonably fast.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Very gocd and had no problems getting the bank angles that I wanted, doing it quite aggressively.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

No problem either. I could achieve a bank angle, roll the airplane out and I'd get a very small overshoot
in sideslip but the airplane would settle down pretty much where I wanted it to go.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

I wasn't quite as good as I wanted. I don't know why. I tended to oscillate just ever so slightly when I
tried to stop the needle right in the center. And I never could really figure out why. If I toned down my gain on my
aggressiveness a bit, that overshoot tendency went away. Performance was nevertheless good and really there
were no serious problems involved.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Showed up mostly in the sideslip and a little in roll. In the sideslip, disturbances that were there damped
out reasonably quick.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Good; a good match with the lateral that I had.
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SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS.FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

They're quiti ac~epiable and I thifik they're, satisfaicory foi, the fighter mission. In the air-to:air- role,
my, initial stop on the target is;n6ot qdite as-Predise as!i would like because ofthis.siiallsidilip disturbance. I'saf•
the saime thing when attacking groundtargets. I think it's-less of a problem-on the gro'undmi'so thani-it'i' ionthe'
air-to-air because on the former you usually have more time-in that initial st6pping; it is-n'is-criticali

GOOD'FEATURES

I like the fact that the roll was very smooth, that I could maneuver the airplane aggressively, arid select
nice light forces without any problems. I like the fact ihat the sideslip disturbances that I do see tended to0damitpen
themselves out quite nicelyand my.roll control was good.

OBJECTIONABLEFEATURES

The ohly real objection was the fact thatsideslip was generated duting abrupt rolling maneuvers.' I
could coordinate this, coordination was in the proper direction, but I would prefer to see-an airplane without any
sideslip generated.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

No special piloting techniques required.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

The airplane is acceptable and satisfactory without improvement. The sideslip disturbances thatdl see
fall in the category of being mildly unpleasant. I think that very minimal pilot compensation is required. Turbu-
lence did increase the effort because it increased the amount of rudder that I required, but really no significant
deterioration in my performance.

CONFIGURATION 5 N ,, -L', -0.01 PILOT RATING 2.5 TURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENEItAL COMMENTS

This was indeed a good airplane and fun to fly.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Lateral-directionally was good. I don't know if it's because the aileron trim gain is too high or what, but
I don't seem to be able to put the airplane right on an even keel and It doesn't ;o!)Y like it's the spiral characteristics.
I think it's just the fact thp. I overcontrol with the trim. The directional trimr was real good, though. Longitudinal
trim was also good.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

LI = 404 deg/sec' -in. 26 deg/sec -in.

On aileron sensitivity, no compromise is involved. I just selected the light forces so I could make the
airplane do what I wanted it to with very small inputs. You kind of think the airplane through. If anything, I feel
like I'm a little high. In the tracking task, I have a tendency to overshoot a little bit in roll, primarily, I think,
because of the light sensitivities and my aggressiveness. But, there were no compromises really on the aileron.
There was a littie sideslip generated but I never could really keep it zero. Fortunately the airplane was stiff enough
so that the sideslip never really got very large. The forces, all three axes, were light. Displacements were small.
Harmony was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Roll rate was very smooth. The little bit of sideslip generated with roll seemed to be in the adverse
direction. Coordinating really didn't seem to make too much difference. The sideslip generated was small enough
that I couldn't really see any significant change either in the roll rate or the Dutch roll with the coordinated inputs.
The airplane seemed to be well damped, no oscillatory characteristics really stood out. In maneuvering, it looked
like it needed a little bit of coordination in the proper direction. However, when I did coordinate, I didn't really
help things very much and if anything tended to get as much sideslip in the other direction.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Vory good. I could roll up, stop the airplane wherever I wanted to and the overshoots that I did see in
bank angle were primarily a function of the aggression with which I attacked the rolling maneuvers and not so much
of the configuration.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Good; the airplane seemed to be well damped directionally and the little bit of sideslip that I was seeing
dampened itself out rapidly enough not to becomr, a problem.
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BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING -TASK

My performance was good and, as I mentioned earlier, when I really w.nt at it aggressively, which I
could do, there Wa's a slight tendency to overcontrol primarily due to the light sensitivity of the controls and the~fact
that I could put in abrupt inputs to do the task. So no real problems were encountered.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

No outstanding feature stood out in lurbulence. Effects seemed to be about all equal in the three axes and
not much more than what I would expect to find for a fighter-type airplane.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Good. Good combination, good harmony with the lateral-directional.

SUITABILITY OF T.JE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

These characteristics are suitable; I like the nice smooth roll control, I think you would do a good job in
the air-to-air. A little bit of sideslip is excited, but it's not a major problem. Air-to-ground, 1 think you could
probably do an even better job than you could in the air-to-air because the small amourt of sideslip that I see dampens
itself out so rapidly and you've got a little more time in an air-to-ground run.

GOOD FEATUR ES

I like the smooth rol c:•rtroli I llihe the fact that very little sideslip was generated and that it was in the
adverse or proper coordination direction making it easey t:c cc.rdinate. I like the fact that the Dutch roll was well
damped so that there V:i: .-rn real oscillatory characteristics.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

The only minor objection is the fact that some sideslip is generated; I was never really quite capable of
keeping exactly at zero as I maneuver the airplane abruptly.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

No special piloting techniques involved. You could fly the airplane by coordinating the sideslip that was
generated or simply by not coordinating it.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING
The airplane is acceptable and satisfactory as it stands. I think the small amount of sideslip that I did

see is a negligible deficiency. In turbulence, I think the little more effort required, but no significant deterioration
in my performance.

CONFIGURATION 5 N /A = -0.01 PILOT RATING 2. 5 TURBULENCE RATING -not available
I! INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

This was a practice evaluation and no artificial turbulence was available.

ABILITY TO TRIM

"Both laterally and directionally quite good. It holds its trim well and natural turbulence seemed to be
quite compatible with the airplane that I have. So the ability to trim is very good. Longitudinal trim is likewise good,Inow that I've cut the elevator sensitivity down.

jSELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES
L. I IZ5 deg /s ec - in. N1~ -"Z 19.5 deg/3ec'-in.

The forces are light, quite comfortable on both the aileron and the elevator. Rudder seems to be pretty
good. The control harmony is very good. It was interesting, we started off with heavy aileron forces and the light
elevator. I was bobbling the airplane in pitch every time I made a turn. Now that I've gotten the aileron forces
lightened up, elevator forces aie quite compatible. On the aileron I just selected control forces that I :hought were
light enough to roll the airplane at any rapid rate that I wanted to. There was no compromise with airplane charac-
teristics. When I initially lightened them up, I found that I tended to overcontrol in yaw a little bit. When I initially
roll into the turn, I don't seem to need any rudder inputs. As a matter of fact it looks like the yaw is ever so slightly
proverse on initial aileron input and then as I roll, the yaw is very definitely aiverSe so that I kind of have to feed in
the rudder as I pick up the roll rates, and end up in a steady turn holding a little bit of rudder to keep tht needle in
the center. It's very easy to accomplish and haun't bothered me too much although it's noticeable.
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AIRPLANE RESPON'SE TO PILOT-iNP1JTS

For anaileron-only input, I get the impression that the noP !..tait5-ff ever so slightlyin the ýo~er'sL-
direction or in the direction of the turn and then the sideslip needle stays pratty close to~the-cent.r. Ase'he roll
rate picks up however, the needle comes into the turn indicating adverseyaW. If coodinate a ne withh
rudder,- Ican ceepthe needle in'the center. todir an ihave no osci 't response-thatvresulis 'froom

my inputs. The airplane is well damped'and I haven't gotten myself into any lateral or direc'tioraissci!lations evei
when I maneuver the airplane somewhat rapidly. However, coordination is required if I want to keep thc-sideslip-
perfectly zero in constant bank angle turns, say 60.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Bank angle controllability is very good. 1 find that I can stop the airplane most anywhere in roll that I
want.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

No comments.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

My ability to track bank angle is very good, although with the high sensitivity that I have selected, I do
tend to overshoot when I go at it aggressively. However, that is no real problem.
RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

No comments.

LONGITUDINA: -WARACTERIS FICS
In general the longitudinal handling qualities do not detract or degrade the lateral-directional at all. F

like the light stick forces.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

They're very gcod. I like the rapid roll capabilities. I have goad bank angle control to stop the airplane
almost any place that I want. I can track ground targets laterally quite well. The onl) objection that k see is the
little bit of coordination required on the rolls and the little bit of requirement to hold the steady state rudder in the
turn.

GOOD FEATURES

I like the smooth roll rates, the fact that there is very little or no Dutch roll showing up in the roll rate,
giving me nice smooth bank angic control. I like the fact that I don't see any oscillatory characteristics as I maneu-
ver abruptly. I like the fact that I can pick light aileron forces.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Minor objection: the requirement for rudder during the rolls and the fact that it appears to me to be a
function pf roll rate. Again the amount of sideslip that I'm seeing is very smill.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

A little bit of technique in that for aileron inputs you just hesitate a moment on the rudder and you come
in with rudder as the roll rate picks up,

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I think the airplane is satisfactory without any improvement as it is. I think that the deficienc is that I
see are som'ewhere between negligible and mildly unpleasant. A real good airplane, I enjoyed flying it.

CONFIGURATION 5 At I ,,6 = + .05 PILOT RATING 3 TURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

As I flew the thing, it was a little better than I had initially thought it was going to be.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Good, in all three axes.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

L I s=380 deglsecZ -in. 26.5 deg/secZ-in.
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"-I was able,2o select nice light aicion~ a, rudder senrtaivities. On theiileron, light sensitivities didn't,
create any problems. Rudder created pro:len)6 for or~e because I started-out trying to cboodinaite'the sideslip that
I ws generating wi th te ailcrons and theb finally gav, ,p, 7d cided the airplane was doing a betterjo6'of,•odrdrl-
nating than I was. So rudder sehsitivity really doesn'tf baý,,a--lt of meaning. forces were fightiý displacements
were small in all three axes.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

For an aileroh-only input, it appeared that I-was generat:ng a slight amount of proverse yaw and that I
could irtized feel;the- roll.rate accelerate a iiH'le bit for rapid, roll maneuvers. One of the good thingsý aboutthe•con-
figuration hwas the rapid roll capability for this configuration. I tr'd to coordinate and I only-made things worse
because when ! flew~the airplane aggressively, n genei'al, I tended to coord'inate in the normal direc:o.iand'with
the slight amount of proverse yaw this would 6nly make things wors6. Without coordination, the side:slip neverg.)t
very much out of h.0d and really didn't seem to feed.into' the roll response verj much. So. it turned oat better not
to coordinate. Therie v/ere'n't really any oscillatorycharacteristics that wer bbtflersoule, although-they wdri
n -igeakle. For maneuv~,,4ng, coordination requiremer.t( were nil Sideslip was, in fact", generated for each rolling
maneu;.t- It's just that whý_, I tried to cbpordinati, I ginerally made it worse.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Good, but not- excellent by any means due to a very slight tendency to overshoot sometimes on the bank
angle.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Only good. I would roll out and have the slight sideslip oscillation which wmould dampen out in a very few

cycles.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Performancz was, in-general, good. If anything I had a very slight tendency to overcontrol in bank angle,
"but this I emphasize was only very small. Sideslip again didn't create any significant problem, but it was noticeable.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Relatively small and didn't seem to create any particular proiblms in either axis and only a minor prob-
lem as far as task deterioration is concerned.

LONGITUDIWAL CHARACTERISTICS

Did not affect the lateral-directional; they were good.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

Acceptable, and satisfactory, but only marginally satisfactory for the a ..- to.air role, You've got real
good roll capability, you don't have real good sideslip control, but the sideslip :%ng,'s generated are not really
large. Air-to-ground, I think you'd probably have a reasonably good airplane too. .. no real special problemils
with either of those two roles.

GOOD FEATURES

The roll capability I think is really great. BAnk angle controllability is good, but not outstanding.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

The small amount of proverse yaw that's generated and the fact that enough sideslip is generated that I
feel like I'd like to coordinate it, but when I try to coordinate it I seem to make things worse, so I ended up just
putting up with the sideslip that was generated.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

I ended up flying feet on the floor.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

The airplane is acceptable and it's only marginally satisfactory, it falls in the fair category. In tur-
bulence, more effort is required but no significant deterioration.

CONFIGURATION 5 NEAs 4As = + .05 PILOT RATING 3 TURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

It was a reasonably good configuration. I couldn't maneuver the thing as rapidly as I wanted to for some
reason and I don't understand why.
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fiILITY TO TRIM

Good on all three ages, there was-no pr6lern.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL'SENSITI-'ITIES
I I

304 deg/secl -in. ý = 20 deg/sec -in.

Didn't seem to lc any compromise involved. I selected quite lightailerons;still didn't get-quite as light-as
I would have liked. I had io wait for the fuel to come down in order to get ,what I th-ought 'iee good aileron forces.
It seemed ,i me that some proverse yaw was generated every time I put in an aileron inp At, followedhby some adverse
yaw once I got into the turn. The sideslip that was generated in either direction wasn't vzry 6luch so-that I really
didn't spend an awful lot of time coordinating. SoI a-cepted the in'tial rudder aensittivity selectibn. Forces on
ailerons were a little heaviei than I would have liked Ad I had some pioblem beca,,.e I couldn't irianciiver the air-
plane as rapidly as I would like. Rudder forces were r~all) not too noticeable'because I-didn't use the rudder that
niuch. Displacements were small on both controls. Con:rol harmony was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Aileron input witlhout the rudder resulted in a fairly smooth roll rate generating a little bit of proverse
yaw followed by adverse yaw. When I tried to coordinate this, there was a cross control maneuver. I wasn't very
good at it. The Dutch roll seemed to :e of reasonable enough frequency that the sideslip was centering itself before
I really had a chance to keep up with 11. So sideslip was generated but it didn't seen% to be a major factor. fhe air-
plane seemed to be very well damped in the Dutch roll and oscillations didn't seem to be a problem. In maneuvering,
there wasn't much rudder required and you could fly the airplane essentially with your feet off the rudder and do just
as good as you could b•" using the rudder. So coordination requirements were very small.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

A :*tle puzzling. When I really went at it, it looked lii t- I would have a tendency to overshoot the bank
angle. But fol the rn.-.st part I was able to roll up and stop with the ,ol! rates that I was able to achieve, so that the
bank angle contro!L I though: was good. HowLver, I think if I had been db,:- to maneuver the airplane more rapidly
I could have gotten r.Tself into some slight overcontrol problems.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Good. The Dutch roll was well damped. TI" frequency was moderate so tLat tbc heading control didn't
seem to be a problem.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Performance was pretty good. I could stop the bank angle quite nicely.

RESPONSS TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

5eemed to be fairly minimal. I really didn't think there was any significant deterioration in my task per.
formance and only a very slight more effort required.

`,')NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
PVin't detract from the lateral-directional evaluation; they were good.

SUITABILITY OF TIHE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I think they are acceptlahz,e. I think they are satisfactory. I think for the air-to-air role, we've got a
little bit more sideslip than I would like to see generated and this would cut down on your precision a little bit, but
I think it is something you could live with. "n the air-to-ground role, I suspe'ýi the airplane to be a little better.
The turbulence response is low and the sideslhe generated is low so there are no special problems involved.

GOOD FEATURES

I like the fact that you could maneuver the airplane wit.,at having a lot of rudder Coordination required.
I like the maneuverability.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

The small amount of proverse yaw followed by the adverse yaw is objectionau. because you can't coordi-
nate it effectively. It is there and I think it would have a tendency to cut down your precision.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

To coordinate the airplane requires rudder out of the turn and into the turn if you want to keep the side.
slip in the center. That's very difficult for me to do unless I am concentrating specifically on that task.
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PRIMARY'REASON FOR THE PILOT RATilNG-,

I think the airplane iisacceptable. I think itis satibfactory, !hinikthe, sideslip~thatilsee generated-falls

intothe mildlý -unpleasant category.

CONFIGUATION. 5 t -,+6.08 'PI1'OTsRATING -5 TURBULENCE RATING C

IN1VAL, IMPRHSSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

I thought it wasn!t going to be too bad. It looked like a good maneuverable tybe airpllan6_Sideslip-generated
wasn't too bad. However, it was 6bvious~that it was in the proveree direction. As I flew the thingl began-to have
mlsg=ivngs either way, good idbad. I dldhdve-a-tendency't6 oiershootad-gdt one-or twoocillations~about the
baitangle. " LRO N 2 :,2 ' 2

ABILITY TO TRIM

-Good.'

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES.

L',s 295 deg/seel-ini. Ate = 24 deg/sec'-in.

I think I went up a bit, just a little bit from what I started out with in the aileron, to see what Increased
sensitivity might do for me. It turned out that I liked that a little better so I ehded up picking a sensitivity that 1,
thought allowed me to keep from overcontrolling the airplane too dramatically, and at the same time gave me nice
light forces for maneuvering. There really-was not much of a compromise there. I think that If I hadn't had the side-
slip problem and the overcontrolling problem I might have gone higher on the gearing. On the rudder I had to decrease
the sensitivity from what we started out with because I was overcontrolling the sideslip initially. The reason is be-
cause there was proverse yaw initially which gave way to adverse yaw and I ended up having to hold a little bit of rudder
into the turn. With the lighter rudder sensitivity I was overcontrolling, making the initial sideslip excursion greater
and then pushing the sideslip away from the turn. So, decreasing the sensitivity on the rudder helped that problem
somewhat. The forces that I ended up with were a little lighter than medium; displacements were small; control

Foharmony was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

For aileron only, there was proverse sideslip generated initially and ended up in the adverse sense. I
didn't get a whole bunch of oscillations, nor did it take a lot of time for the oscillations to die out. Ahtho..qh I really
felt the need to coordinate, I wasn't able to keep the needle in the center. So, I ended up accepting the initia: sideslip
excuraion in the proverse direction and then using just a little rudder to tone up the sideslip in the steady state, i. e.,
help the side6.,, 1c. pet back to the center sooner. This had a tendency to reduce the accuracy that I think one mighi
be able to achieve 4lth thic airplane.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Only fair; there was a tendency in inu::• Tbe airplane aggressively to overshoot causing about one or
two oscillations before it would settle down on the Li.nk angir, tjlt. I wanted. The sideslips generated however didn't
seemto affect my roll control all that much.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

At least fair; it is certainly in the 4 category because the oscillations are there. However, they are quite
reasonably damped and the frequency is fast enough so that I don't end up with the airplane pointed in a direction that
I didn't want it to go.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Only fair again. I had a tendency to overcontrol slightly and set up a one or two oscillations before it
would settle down on a bank angle, but I could perform the task.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Jut• about what I might expect for a fighter type machine - it didn't seem to cause much of a problem. If
anything, a littie snore effort is required but it causes only a minor deterioration in my ability to perform the task.

LONGITUDINAL CHAHAC tERISTICS

Okay; didn't detract from the lateral-directional.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I'm willing to say the characteristics are acceptable. They are not good; they are certainly not satis-factory as they are. The sideslip that's generated would cut down my ability to put guns on the target as well as I

would like. However, I think I could do tt because the sideslip excursions are small enough and seem to be fast
enough. Air-to-ground, I think you might do a little better job because you can take things a little slower.
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IL
GOOD FEATURES

The airplane has good roll peropimance; you can rie•lly-iack the-airplaiie arouhd. Turbulence response

wasn't bad.
OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Primary objection, is the *proverse yaw which is~the~thing bn~which I-ain blaming my, cbntrol'problems~i ,n
bDank angle. The fact-that my bank angle control-isn't ats precis~e -as I like, and the fa6t that enough• sideslipls

generated degrades my accuracy but I think I can still do the-job. ,

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

You might be able to coordinate the proverise yaw. However, I wasn't:gobd enough to do "it-

-PRIMARY'REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I think the airplane is acceptable. However I don't think that it is really very good. Certainly,! think the

characteristics that I see are to the point of being moderately objectionable and would have to be improved. For

adequate performance, this is up in the 'considerable pilot compensation" category.

- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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CONFIGURATION 5A IDENTIFICATION
AND fLIGHT TEST DATA TABULATION

L6A S .ps ,l N

.. 7S P.R. T.R. :ý )0 7 LEVELA'LEEL 2 kf1 ,R!PIAS i
-0.08 6 B 0.23 e.38 -178, 0.009' 4.7 3.2- 0.10 486 "45"

-0.04 3 C 0.23 2.48 -110 0.004 1.6 1.1 0.02 430, :251,

+0.04 3.5, S 0.25 2.67 0 0.013 4.1 2.8 0.06 295 15.5

+0.13 6 C 0.26 2.86 -60 0.034 7.5 4.8 0.13 450 32

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL PARAMETERS AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES

-Jd = 2.50 N/' = 6.60 / =12.1

A)
S= 0.26 N' = .1.06 L 1.95

0.42 = 0.164 = -2.4

= 00 - = 0.0586 = .0.175

= 1.60 0.989 . o1
d Id

4(4 =44.6 Y +c 0.0020
'Pid p 0
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CONFIGURATION 5A N- /L. " -0.08 PILOT RATING- 6 -TiURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSIONAND GENERAL COMMENTS

It wasn't going to'be a vetr, 46od configuration because itWseemed to have'a lbt of sideslip excited with
aileron inputs. Turned out the coordination was-in proper direction so I coulddo a-little beterjob with lt'than IInitially thought that I might be able t6 do.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Lateral anddirectional: seemed to be okay. HoWever on alot of these records, you start off in a
reasonable trim and develop a quite large rolloff to the left and you don't know why. Longitudinal trim was okay,
not a problem.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

L's = 480 degl/ecO -in. N = 45 degl/sca-in.

Aileron sensitivity probably not quite as light as would have liked because of the large amount of
adverse sideslip that's generated to an aileron input; there's a slight compromise there. Rudder sensitivity - I had
to lighten it up, I think a fair amount. From what I saw you ought to be able to control this large amount of adverse
sideslip. Forces that I ended up with were light on both controls, displacements were Small. In general,, the control
harmony was quite good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

An aileron input without rudder resulted in a quite large sideslip disturbance; however, i4 didn't seem to
be an awful lot of carryover into the roll response. Coordinating aileron with rudder inputs, you could fiel that the
roll rate was faster and a bit smoother. Coordination that was required was in the proper direction and , equired
quite a bit cf rudder input. To maneuver the airplane, you had to coordinate it in the proper direction. l"V.6 core
difficult than I would like, but not too excessive.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Fair to good, n- tendency to oscillate about a bank angle, however you did get a slight sideslip oscillation.
Although the oscillations damp out quite rapidly, the sideslip was notieable and I could feel the side acceleration when
I maneuvered abruptly and tried to stop smartly at a bank angle.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Reasonably good. Oscillations that I saw died out quickly and in general you can get the airplane pointed
pretty much where you wanted to go.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Performance was only good. I could stop at the bank angles, but I'd get a sideslip disturbance going
which was uncomfortable. So, I consider that a problem and something that should be fixed.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Really uasn't much greater than what I would have expected. There was more effort required, b•t no
real significant deterioration due to turbulence itself.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Good, they did not interfere with the lateral-directional.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I think these characteristics are acceptable, but only marginally acceptable. The large sideslip din-
turbance to an aileron input requires an awful lot of coordination, fortunately it is in the proper direction and I never
really got good at keeping the airplane coordinated, but I coald keep it in the ball park. Air-to-air, I don't think your
performance would be very good, although I think adequate performance could be attained. Air-to-ground. similar
problems, a• lWt of adverse yaw so that you'd have to watch your weapons and then your release points and make sure
you weren't making rolling maneuvers at this point.

GOOD FEATURES

Thc. roll control, and the bank angle control are certainly fair to good, you could swing the airplane
around, coordinate it sufficiently enough to adequately perform the task, but certainly r.ot very good at it.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Major objection is the large sideslip generated with an aileron input and the fact that th.s excites enough
sideslip to cause a slight sideslip oscillation when attempting to maneuver the airplane aggressively and stop at a
given bank angle.
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SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

Lots of rudder with the aileron inputs to coordina"- it.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATLT'qG

Airplane is only barely acceptable. The-sideslip that•I see is getting to be in the very objectionable
c. tegory. Adequate performance. I think requires a lot of rudder and I think extensive pilot compensation. Tur-
bulence didn't really cause much of a problem. More effort is required. However, as far as deterioration due to

t14•e disturbance itself, it's not very much.

- ----------------------------------------

CONFIGURATION 5A NSAS 1L $ = - .04 PILOT RATING 3 TURBULENCE RA•iZ C,

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

Initial Impression: I was really going to like it. As I flew it a little bit there were a couple of minor
things About it that I didn't like and I'll point them out as we go along, but in general, it's a good co•figuratio-a.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Good, no problems there.
SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

SE = 430 deglsecl-in. N,-,., 25 deg/sec4-in.

Aileron sensitivity - no compromise involved; was able to select a high sensitivity so I could maneuver
the airplane aggressively and with small light forces. Rudder sensitivity - I had to heavy-up the ruddern from what
we started out with. There was a small amount ol sideslip so it looked IIke it needed a little bit of coordination.
However, when I tried to coordinate it with high sensitivity I overcontrolled and got more sideslip in the other direc-
tion. Heavying up the rudder allowed me to put in a small amount of coordination with a compatible aileron/rudder
combination and keep the sideslip quite small. The forces I ended up with were heavy on the rudder, light on the
aileron. Displacements were small and control harmony in general w-; good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

An aileron input only resulted in a very smooth roll rate; there seemed to be a very small amount of
adverse yaw generated following a control input. I don't really know if that was yaw due to roll or yaw due to aileron
or what. When I coordinatee I really didn't see too much difference because the sideslip generated was quite small.
The Dutch roll seemed to be reasonably well damped but when I flew the airplane aggressively, I would occasionally
see a small Dutch roll oscillation primarily in sideslip as I attempted to abruptly stop at a given bank angle, and this
caused me a little bit of a problem. Maneuvering coordination requirements - I could fly the airplane without
coordinating. It would help to coordinate the sideslip. Coordination was in the normal or adverse direction and notdifficult to accomplish.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Good, a little bit of a tendency for me to overshoot and I think that was primarily because of the
aggression with which I was going at the task. So the bank angle control wasn't really as good perhaps as I would
like for It to have been.

,4EADING CONTROLLABILITY

Good; Dutch roll seemed to dampen out rapidly, seemed to be a reasonably high frequency so that the
airplane was usually headed pretty much where I wanted it to go.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Not quite as good as I would like and I'm not sure whether that's the combination of ,he high sensitivitiesI ; and aggression or wbether there was something going on with the Dutch roll, but still quite good.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Pretty close to what I might expect for an airplane like this; there was more effort required; and I
think there was a minor deterioration in my performance which was particularly noticeable on the air-to-ground run.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Good, did not detract from the lateral-directional evaluation.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I think they are acceptable and satisfactory. In the air-to-air role, I would like to feel that I had a
little better control of bank angle and I would like to get rid of this small Dutch roll oscillation In sideslip so that
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tkre is n0 real cordinxtioM require~nent. Air-to-gnoend I tbouf- was q±EM good& 311e Sidtslipý angls generated
-were quite Smill anMd tke eCr-baelee respe=se per-haps detracts froca that just a little bit.. bet1 I &O't thbink tLhat
issieici

GOOD YEATURES

I likea the fact that I could really zaneuver this coufiguzraticc_ I liked the fact tOat the sideslips
generated were --- a"l and I 1liked th-e fact that the little bit of sideslip th-;at was generated was in the norm-al or
adverse direction and cocld be coordinated.

oBjEcTIO)NABLE FEATUrS-_

They are minor objections. I would like to feel that I had better bank angle.Fontrallability. It
wasn't as good as I would like and I --would like to see a little less sideslip gene-rated for control input-s.

SIPECIAL PILOTING TECHN-IQUE:3

No special piloting tech=' qmes required. Normal coordin-ation is a help but =at absolutely necessary..

CO_%LIGJRTA-ION 5-A =t5 L5 , 40.0; PIFLOT RATIING 3.5 TURBULENKCE RATrN-G B
I-1T7AL IMPRES!ON AND GENERAL COMAMENTS

I thbfugh it was going to be pretty good. It bad real good roll performnance. It w-as quite noticeable thatthere was a pretty good anount of proverse yaw due to an aileron input- and this =reated a little bit of a-problem.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Pretty good directionally and longitudically and little bit sensitive laterally but still o~kay.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SZXSI-IVITIES

Jos5 = 295 deglsect -in. N, =15.5 deg/sec t -in.

Aile~ron selection; I was able to select nice Be.' , aileron sensitijites. However, they weren't reallyhigh because there was a very. rcry slight tendency to evershboot, but I really fle tha confgurtio qut- zgrssively. I think. So whether or not it was my ov-er-aggressiventess or the rensitivity, that's difficult to say. I don't
think there was any real zonipromise, eve,*n with the stuistantI&l amount of p.-everse yaw generated. on the rudder
selection - I had to have the rudder heavied up from what we started out with because there was a tendency toput therudder in the same direction as the aileron and this only aggravated what was already~a substantial amount Of pro-verse yaw. I didn't use very much rudder, but for what I used, the forces were not necessarily light, but certainlyreasonable. Control harmony was good and I thought the diirplacements wsere small in both axes.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO P11.4) INPUTS

For aileron-only inputs, the airplane rolled quite rapil~y. Proverse yaw wasn generated. However, theproverse yaw didn't seem to affect the roll control all that much. Trying to coordinate the thing, you needed to cross-control and I pla.yed around witha that a bit and only by making a conscientious effort could I keep it coordinased byputting in rudder opposite to aileron. Maybe if you had a chance to tly this airplane dy ia and dy ouyo wol
evenualy gt s yo cold ly he hin lie tat.But, I don't think it's really desirable. There* didu't seem to beany real noticeable oscillations, either ir' bank angle or sideslip. ictch roll seemed to be a high anough frequency orthe airplane was stiff enough so that the sideslip angles tbiz. were generated tended 2o dampen themnIlves out quits

rapidly. For maneuvering, you would really like to learen t cross-control because whon you did you could keep thesideslip quite a bit smaller than when you didn't coordinate. But, if you did coordinate in the normal adverse direc-tion. you certainly aggravated the situation, as I did a number of times.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Quite good; a very, very slight tendency to overshoot but hardly noticeable, It's probably as mucha
function of my aggression as airplane characteristics.

HEADING CONTROLLABIUTY

Only good, primarily because sideslip was generated znd It would take a little I.Lme for it to take Itself
out, but really wasn't that much of a problem.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

My performance was pretty good. TIe generated sideslip was noticeable. However, I flow the task
quite aggressively, and could keep the needle centered pretty wel.11
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RESP0USE To DZSTURBANCE V;PUTS

Airplane responded only , -- 5, rzely za the rand~om clstnbance i=puts I don't th-I:k there wzis any real
sf:ifz-v=- deez1 *=erirai in my perform:ance. I .'-k that more effort was required. hot- tha's, all.

LONGTUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

CUTr. they didn't detract from- the lateral-directionzal evaluation.

SUITABILITY OF 'THE AIRPLANE C.-HARA.C7E3ISICS FOR TIM FIGHTER am5S0li Air-to-air, t•ey're certainly accepable; we--t.cr they're satisfactory is the quettioi-. "d-'.5 that I'=
willing to say they are satisfactory. Got azother *.-e of t•ozse borderline jobs. b= rake a sta"- and say it's satis-
ftc1ory- Ln the air-to-air role. yoo've got real good mi ecrersbi-lity- A little bit of a problem wit:h the sideslip
that's generated and I gress occasionally it was quite la;.ge. In the air-to-g.- , - role - again sideslip is a bit of
a problern because every time woo p=• n an aileron izp. you itzd to excite sideslip in the proverse direction.
Forta-uately, it doesn!t see= to affect te r-oil c=-nrol very =chb. The rando dis:rba=ce effects are 4uite small,
so that possibly Ln the air-to-gro:nd role. you could do that pretty well.

GOOD FEATURES

Really had good rol pe:r-o.rn-.-Zce.

OBJETIONABLE FEATURES

'F IOne major one. and that's the fairly substanzial proverse yaw generated with this confi•mration. I
--J coldn't coordinate very well. b=t it doesn't seen to affect the roll control very much. and the airplane seems to be

stiff enough so that it comes back.

II SPECIAL PILOTING TECIHNIU ENS

If you can learn to dco it. you can cross-control this configuration and keep the sideslip reasonably smalL

PRI14APf REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I'll give you a margizal ratng on that. Whe= I look at the rating scale, the sideslip *hnt's generated is.
I guess. more than just mildly unph.tsant. bat not down to the point where it's moderate pilot compensation required.

CONFIGURATION SA l0,,.13 PILOT RATING 6 TURBULENCE RATnG C

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

Really wasn't going to be a very good configuration, primarily because it appeared to me to have a fair
amount of pro-verse yaw due to aileron inputs.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Good, in both dir.ettions, laterally and directionally. Longitudinal trim was Eood.

SELECTION GF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

= 450 deglseca-in. 3Z deg/sec t -in.

Had almost a tendency to accelerate a little bit in roll and you can feel that as you started around it and
it seemed to pick up just a little bit, but It really wasn't dramatic and the roll felt relatively smooth so that I could
pick fairly high aileron gearing. However, the sideslip generate I in the proverse direction due to aileron input
seemed to be quite excessive so I think I would have picked a sligatly ligntc aileron force than what I might have
liked to cut down on the sideslip disturbance that resulted from the aileron input. So that's a compromise but a very
small one. Forces on the ailerons were light. I think I'd make light forces on the rudder to try and combat this
sideslip disturbance that I saw even though the coordination requirements were in the wrong direction. So that the
forces on the rudder were perhaps a little lighter than I would have liked in order to try and get the coordination.
The displacements were good. Harmony ow tm. control forces was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Roll rate itself was reasonably smooth but a large amount of proverse yaw was generated. When I
coordinated this, I could actually do a pretty good job, but I had to think and make a conscientious effort to do that.
The airplane seemed to be not -Aell but sufficiently danitAd in the Dutch roll so that lateral or directional oscillations
were not a significant problem. When I tried to manem. , C. e airplane the coordination requirements were very
difficult because of the reversal required between the rudder an., :e aileron input.
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IINK
BANK ANGLE COPI•TROLLAEII•"l

Poor. T=ere wrs a der en to overcoct.-oi the la --ne and a tend.ecy to oscillte abo-- a
given ta--k a-le.

57ADLUG CO. TROLLABImITY

PrerTy good because --hen I did freez.e the ailero=s it daiped itself omt reasonably welL The Duzch roll
seeicie.Z to be fast enoughB so that beading coutr-ol didn't see= that much of a proble..

33.Ar.iK ANGLE COMMA.D TRACYING TASK

Difficult and I though:t my per ormaoce was poor. The p.oble-s that I saw were a tendency to over-
cc=tlol and to oscillate scie=1eaz aboz- the ba.k a=gle and my tenden3cy to generate sidslisp disturbances was the
second problem. The sideslip tBat was g--e-erated r-eally didn't seem to feed that much into the roll respose. not
as an oscila:io= anyway.

RESPOWNSE TO DISTURBAHCE IBNPUTS
Nciceable the airplane =vred equal a.•oc=ts in all three axes but really required little more effor.

Only a moderate deterioration from w-.at I have already concloded was a poor perforn--a-ce o the fighter missi-..

LONGITUDI)AL CHARACTERISTICS

iOkay a better part of the co-figuratio•.

SMTAB.L'TY OF THE- AIMRPLA.NE CHRAC-EEP.ISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

Air-to-air role. really not very suitable. The oscillatory bank angle tendencies and the large sideslip
disturbances certainly would-n't allow you to perform the fighter mission without some improvements. You would
have to i=pro-e this in or&--r to make the airplane a good airplane. In the air-to-air you've got p-oblems with beig
able to control the bank angle to fire on other airplanes with the tendency to oscillate about the bank angle. You have
similar problems in the air-to-gro-nd. When I flew the airpla.ne agg-essively I would invariably coordinate the
airplane in normal direction and this c.;mpo_-ded my problem. For.cately the airplane seemed to be directionally
stiff enough that the sideslip disturbances didn't really ever get completely out of hand. So that I think that it is
possible to do the task but you wouldn't do it very well.

GOOD FEATURES

There are no rare outstanding good features on this one. The fact that the airplane is stiff enough so

that the sideslip disturbances don't get excessively large and that they dampen themselves out in a reasonable length
of time may be considered good features.

OB3ECTIONABLE FEATURES

There are a number of objectionable features. The inability to control bank angle pr.tcisely and the
tendency to get slight bank angle oscillation when tracking bank angle tightly are objectionable features. My inability
to coordinate the airplane in the proper direction is an objectionable feature. Of course these aU stem from the
major objectionable feature and that is the large amount of proverse yaw generated to an aileron control input.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

You can coordinate the airplane if you make a conscientious effort to get rudder in opposite to your
aileron input and spin your thoughts therein. So that would certainly be considered a special piloting technique, but
one that w-as very difficult to do.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

The controllability is not in question. It's very marginal but I think I can get adequate perfcrmance out
of thus thing if you learn to control the 'miscoordinations' in here. In turbulence, as I said there was more effort
required but with only a minor deterioration of what was already a poor perforrrance.
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CONFIGURATION 5B IDENTIFICATION
AND FLIGHT TEST DATA TABULATION

P-j T,- L ' Pcsc A m /t 16 L± X'
STEP V LEVELI LEVEL2 I•, 1 A ,,, L 6,ep

-0.02 3 8 0.27 2.4 -215 0.010 6.9 5.0 0. 315 39

+0.01 . B 0.28 246 -300 0.016 62 3. 0.06 265 32

+0.01 35 B 0.29 26 -300 0.016 62 33 0.06 245 28.5

+0.10 4 B 0.31 2.65 -325 0.017 5.8 4.0 0.13 292 22

+MIS5 6 C 0,3 Z75 - 360 a.=8 6A 4.0) 0.15e 364 26L5

INDICATES DATA FROM COMPUTER GENERATED TIME HISTORIES

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL PARAMETERS AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES

4) d = 2=f2 A/ 5.91 =.10.6

1' 0.25 *1 = -1.17 3.01

=0.41 = -0.073 = -2.34

S.5 = 0.0586 y = -0.168

6 Id = 1.55 - • = -0.988 = .

"" i •= 59.3 + 0.G(o

UNSTABLE S;PIRAL
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"-CONFIGURATION 'SB, ?4 AsI14s = O. OZ PILOT RATING 43 TURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERALUCOMMENTS

-I thought that-was, going to be a pretty, good'airplane, turne d'out it0was.

ABILITY TO TRIM-

Good in all three axes, no problem.

SELECTION OF AILERONMAND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

L/JAs = 315 deglsec -in. NiRP =,39 deglsecl-in.

No compromise at all on the ailerons. You could pick nice light forces. On the rudder, however, I'm still
having a bit of a problem. This configuration seemed to have adverse yaw, so it required coordination in the normal-
direction and for !arge rolling maneuvers, it required quite a bit of-rudder. SolI had a tendency to go up on the
gearing to make the rudders more sensitive, but when- I did,1I got the problem of overcontrolling around the near-zero
sideslip. Particularly when I terminate a rolling maneuver, I have a tendency to'push the sideslip out in the proverse
direction. So the rudder gearing is a bit of a compromise there where y6u're trying to find something that's good
enough so that the forces aren't too heavy when you make-large rolling maneuvers and not too light when you're in
the near-zero sideslip position. The forces on the ailerons were nice.and light. The-rudder forces I thought were
light. The displacements are small for both and the control harmony for the combination of all three axes. I thought
was quite good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Seemed to be a noticeable amount of adverse yaw generated with an aileron control input. However, the roll
rate seemed to be reasonably smooth. When I coordinated, didn't seem to make too much difference in the roll
characteristics and fortunately the coordination was in the normal direction and I could do a pretty fair job with it.
not perfect, but fair. Didn't seem to be any real oscillatory characteristics; it's all in my mind because I was over-
controlling with the rudder. I occasionally ended up in a slight sideslip and would have to work that off, but the
damping in the Dutch roll seems to be reasonably good. Frequency seems to be reasonable enough so that it wasn't
a serious problem. For maneuvering, you do require rudder coordination in the direction of the turn and if you don't
put it in you can build up some pretty good size sideslips.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLI.ABILITY

Really quite good. I could do it abruptly and I could stop at the bank angle. The only 4,roblem I had was a
little bit of residual sideslip either in the adverse or proverse direction, depending on whethei or not I had over-
controlled with the rudder.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Good, No problem with getting the proper heading and like I say the Dutch roll seemed to be damped reason-
ably well at a high enough frequency so that the airplane would settle down without my having to work at it very much.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

My performance was really quite good on that. I can fly the airplane aggressively in the task; I got carried
away a couple of times and I dumped the system; but could really go at it and stop the bank angle quite nicely. So
no problems except again some of 'he residual sideslips that I didn't particularly like.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Really not significant, pretty much along the lines of what I might expect for a fighter-type machine. So
there was a little more effort required, with no real significanw deterioration in my task performance.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Good, they didn't degrade or detract from the lateral-directional.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

These characteristics are acceptable. I also feel they're satisfactory. I think they're also satisfactory for
the air-to-ground. I put a lot of emphasis on the ability to control bank angla and this configuration has good bank
angle control. Objections I have are the fact that I have to coordinate the sideslip and I can't do that as perfectly as
I would like, so I ended up with sideslip disturbances in one direction or the other most of the time. Air-to-ground,
I think the sideslip is more of a problem than it is in the air-to-air.

GOOD FEATURES

Bank angle controllability is quite good. Roll performance is good. You can really fly the airplane aggres-
sively. The Dutch roll seems to be well damped so that you don't have any oscillatory characteristics.
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OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

The sideslip I-could not coordinate anywhere near as perfe-tly as I would have liked. There's a fair amount
of adverse sideslip generated for. each roll control inpt -and this created some problems because I have a-tendency.
to overcontrol it a bit and end-up with sideslips that I think would reduce y accuracya little bit.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

You do need to coordinate-eich maneuver. Fortunately, it's-in the proper direction so Wt's not too difficult to do.

PRIMARY -REASON FOR -THE PILOT.- RATING

I think the airplane-is acceptable. I think it's satisfactory. The deficiencies that I ae fall in the mildly
unpleasant and minimal pilot compensation is required.

--CONFIGURATION 5B N- //-- = 40.01 PILOT RATING 3.-5 TURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

It wasn't going to be too bad, did have a couple of problems.
ABILITY TO TRIM

Surprisingly good. The lateral and directional trim I thought was better than most. The longitudinal trim -likewise was good.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

L~rA5265 eg/sea-in JV1= 32 deg/sec' -in.
I ended up increasing the sensitivity on the ailerons from what we started. Didn't seem to be any real com-

promipr involved. There appeared to be proverse yaw initially on an aileron input followed by adverse yaw as theroll rate began to develop. The sideslips that were generated were not large, but they were certainly noticeable,enough that I wanted to try.to do something about them. On the rudder, had a bit of a problem there because I wanteda rudder that was sensitive enough to be able to handle the predominant sideslip which was the adverse part. Butbecause I did end up having just Q little bit of rudder in the steady turn, getting a sensitivity that was light enough tomake that comfortable, I ended up with overcontrolling the sideslip initially probably due to the initial proverse yawthat I saw. The forces that I ended up with on the ailerons were quite a bit heavier than what I think I've been used toflying. They were still comfortable. Displacements were small, control harmony was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS
There was initial proverse yaw followed by about an equal amount of adverse in the other direction. Didn't

seem to have a real tremendous effect on the roll. The roll seemed to be reasonably smooth. Trying to coordinate
the thing required i cross-control maneuver which wasn't particularly easy to do. I think I finally ended up justusing coordination in the adverse direction, kind of delaying the input; a little bit of a complicated input, but some-thing you can do. As far as oscillatory characteristics are concerned, the fact that the sideslip btarts out in or..
direction and comes back and centers itself giving you the feeling that you can feel the sideslip in motion really asyou make rolling maneuvers, but it's really not an oscillation that persists, you can feel it come across and go back.The Dutch roll seems to be fast enough that the yaw dampens itself reasonably well. Okay, maneuvering coordination
requirements, primarily adverse required for the most part in turning maneuvers with a tendency to overcontrol the
sideslip initially.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Reasonably good, you could roll right up and stop. Ever so slight tendency to overshoot, but this wasn'tmuch of a problem, primarily a function of the aggression.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Fair. Tendency for the airplane when you're stopped rolling wings level to kind of sashay in sideslip backand forth, reducing the heading controllability to only fair, I would say. It did dampen itself out in what I thought wasa reasonable period of time because the frequency seemed to be good.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Performance was pretty good, I thought. Again, you can feel the sideslip moving around, but it doesn'taffect the roll control very much.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Really didn't think there was any significant deterioration in my performance, perhaps a little more effortrequired, but not, certainly not an outstanding feature either way for this configuration.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Good, didn't detract or degrade the lateral-directional evaluation.
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SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

It bothers me a little bit. In the air-to-air role, I don't particularly like the fact that the sideslip is

sashaying around. I think it would degrade my performance, but I certainly can do the task. I think the airplane is
acceptable as it is. The question I have in. mind is whether or not it's marginally satisfactory and I think I'm willing

to say that it's marginally'satisfactory. 'Your-roll performance is good, your bank angle controllability is good, the

biggest problem is the fact that the sideslip is moving back and forth. Okay, in the air-to-ground role, I think the

sideslip is probably more of a problem for this configuration than the roll control. In turbulence, seemed to be more

sideslip response than roll response and perhaps this would be detrimental or degrade your air-to-ground tracking
capability.

GOOD FEATURES

The roll performance was good and the bank angle cotrollability was good.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Center around the fact that the sideslip is generated first in the proverse direction and then in the adverse

direction so that it's not something that I could coordinate easily. Fortunately the sideslip is not very large, seems1V to dampen itself out in a reasonable amount of time and it doesn't seem to affect the roll control very much.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

I think it's a difficult airplane to coordinate properly because you require kind of switching feet in the middle

of a roll maneuver and that's not easy to do. Ended up using coordination almost solely in the adverse direction.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

The airplane is acceptable and I'm going to say it's marginally satisfactory, but you have to spend more time

controlling the sideslip than I would like. Sideslip response is somewhere between mildly unpleasant and annoying.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CONFIGURATION 5B N'/Ls 40. 01 PILOT RATING 3.5 TURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

It wasn't going to be too bad, however, there did seem to be adverse yaw associated with the configuration

which was going to require coordination. In general, it didn't look like it was going to be too bad.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Good about all axes.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

S 45 deg/sec
5 

-in. = 28.5 deg/secal-in.

As I came up on the aileron gear selection making it more sensitive, I seemed to also have to increase the
rudder sensitivity to help take care of the adverse sideslip that seemed to be generated to an aileron input. It really

wasn't a compromise, it was just a matter of keeping up with the configuration. So I was able to select light aile *on
forces and, I would say moderate rudder forces with displacements that were small. The control harmony was Food.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Aileron-only input resulted In fairly smooth roll rate. However, I did excite the sideslip. Sideslip did seem
to be in the adverse or normal direction. When I coordinated the airplane I could reduce the sideslip, although I
never could quite keep it at zero. This was one of my bigest problems. There seemed to be a changing requiremont
for rudder as roll rate picked up. In other words, if I put in a combination step aileron and rudder inputs, I usually
overcontrolled in sideslip pushing it out in the proverse direction. But as a rule I picked up more sideslip in the
adverse direction with the requirement for more rudder. This Is beginning to be a bit difficult for me to do with my
feet. I couldn't keep the sideslip at zero during a rapid rolling maneuver because there seemed to be some changing
requirements for a rudder input as the airplane rolls. The Dutch roll itself seemed to be relatively well damped,
and what few oscillations I saw showed up mostly in sideslip that lasted one or two cycles. Maneuvering coordina-
tion requirements I thought were a bit of a problem, and for the reason I just mentioned the kind of changing rudder
requirements as the airplane picked up in roll rate was something I never really got the hang of.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Pretty good. The sideslip that was generated didn't seem to carry over into the roll very much. Con-

sequently, any oscillatory characteristics I saw appeared to be in sideslip rather than roll rate.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Fair to good. The sideslip oscillations that I saw seemed to be well damped, and didn't seem to persist and
the frequency seemed to be fast enough that the sideslip did come back pretty close to zero in a relatively short period
of time.
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BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Performranceewai good. L could-roll the airplane and-stop'thi bank angle right where-I'want it- I did, on
occatioh however, enco~unter-a-sideslio buildup and you'could feel-a side-acceleration as this sideslip centered itself
through, fit own daripi-igi through my coordinatlo•.

RESPONSE TO'DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Jfust about w~hat I might expect, maybe-a-bit more in sideslip than in roll but didn't rezilly create any signlfi-

cant problems on it's own.
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Good, did not tend to interfere! or degrade-the lateral-dir•ectional.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION
Looks like a borderline case to me as far as being acceptable and satisfactory. In'the air-to-air role, the

inability to coordinate the sideslip precisely for rapid rolling maneuvers I think would dLgrade your ability to hit

another airplane somewhat and even though-the coordination requir'ements-were'in'theý*rcpe6r directioni this-Rind of
changing rudder requirement as the airplane rolls was difficult for me to keep-up with so that-usitally when I tried to
stop the airplane at a-given bank angle there was a residual-sldeslip buildup with an oscillation or two which died
out but it could be the critical moments in there when you are trying to'hit'someone. Air-to-ground role, similar
comments for that. No problem stopping the airplane in bank angle or rolling out on the target but then again this
slight problem due to my inability to coordinate the airplane precisely would still be there.

GOOD FEATURES

I have got to have good roll control. I think the fact that the sideslip that I see does not affect the roll very
much is a good feature. I can roll the airplane aggressively, mop it pretty close to the bank angles that I wish.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Only one, and that is my inability to coordinate the airplane properly and the requirement for a changing
rudder input as the airplane rolls.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

Do need rudder in the direction of the turn but it is in the normal direction. But again it is difficult to do
because there scems to be a changing requirement on the rudder.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

A borderline case; marginal and not quite satisfactory. Really no real significant deterioration in perfor-
mance with turbulence, More effort is required however.

CONFIGURATION 5B IV' /LI + . 10 PILOT RATING 4 TURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

No pilot comments due to malfunction of tape.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER "t1NTROL SENSITIVITIES

: =•292 deg/sec' -in. 2Z~, 22 deg/seca-in.

CONFIGURATION 5B N'S4/L - +0.15 PILOT RATING 6 TURBULENCE RATING C

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS
Wasn't going to particularly like it. That also wis my final impression. Most noticeable thing about the

configuration~there appears to be a fair amoL 't of proverse yaw due to aileron control input. It was very difficult
to cross-control the airplane to keep the sidesip near ?,ero. Any time I tried to do anything without concentrating
on keeping the sideslip zero, this airplane dumpeo in the sideslip. It indicated to me that the skdeeLp was quite a
problem.

ABILITY TO TRIM

No comments.
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SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

= 364 deg/sec2-in. 2-, Z6.S deg/sec -in..

Nice light aileron control forces that I liked. On the rudder - I fieavied them up a little bit because I was -

tending to-coordinate in the same-direction a lot of times. With heavier rudders, mynputsA,:nd~d.to be leis so I
think- that there was'a small compromise on the rudder and I made them heavier to cut down o:n ýmy overcontrollný "

sideilip. Fcrces on ailerons were quite light. The displacements were small. On the rudder. the forces were
medium. They weren't heavy by any stretch of the imagination. Displacements likewise were small. Control bar-
mony-in general was pretty good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Roll response, seemed to be reasonably smooth. I didn't see very much oscillation superimposed. The
sideslip looked like it went in the proverse direction smartly initially. The airplane didn't seem to be very oscillatory
in the Dutch roll; seemed to be well damped. Coordination requirements - I think were excessive and in the wrong
dZroction which is very difficult for me to get used to in a short period of time. I have been speculating whether or
not a pilot flying an airplane like that continuously just might get utsed to it. I don't know. I'm assuming that that's
not thte case.

BANK AiNGLE CONTROLLABILITY

1 had some-difficulty achieving bank angle; a bit of tendency to oscillate about the bank angle when I roll up
and stop an.' this -is particularly noticeable. I think you will notice it on the flight rec---As that we took,there was a
tendency to cscillate about the bank angle rather than being able to roll right up and tack it. The roll rate itself seeined
to look reasoeaably smooth so it's hard for me to justify.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Only as good as the bank argle control; the airplane oscillated about the heading once I tried to stop but the

Dutch roll seemed to be reasonably damped. Primarily a function of the tendency to overcontrol in bank angle which
is also related to rolling wings level.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Performance is very poor on that. Trying to roll up and hold a bank angle, I did oscillate about the bank
angle. Problems encountered were primarily that I was unable to apparently coordinate the -irplane well enough in
the bank angle tracking task to keep from oscillating in bank angle.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Disturbance inputs didn't seem to be excessive in any axis and really wasn't much more than a minor decay

in my performance which wasn't very good to start with.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Were okay. Didn't create any particular problems.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

Air-to-air, I think not very good. The sideslipping tendency which I thought was relatively large with
the reasonable amount of input and the fact that it was in the wrong direction and I was having extreme difficulty in
coordinating the thing, really degrades from my ability to track and set an air-to-air target. Air-to-ground, I
think you would have similar problems to a lesser degree. Even if you are off a little bit and the Dutch roll is
damped enough and the frequency Is high enough so that the sideslip I think would die out in time to hit air-to-ground
targets. Special problems relate back to my getting aggressive with the airplane and not thinking directly about
cross controlling the airplane. It was easy to hav6 the airplane pick up excessive sideslip angle.

GOOD FEATURES

The roll control was reasonably good. Longitudinal was good.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

One primary objection and that is the proverse yaw which I couldn't coordinate very well. The bank angle
oscillation thatIgot myself Into on the tracking task and the tendency to lose the airplane in sideslip when flying the
airplane aggressively and not concentrating directly on the sideslip.

SPECIAL PILOTING TEC.*NIQUES

You do have to cross-control the airplane to keep the sideslip near zero.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I do think that adequate performance is marginally attainable if I concentrate on cross-controlling the air.
plane. But there is a fairly healthy amount of sideslip generated and you really have to work at it with your feet
and I found that when I stopped concentrating on it I tended to lose the airplane. So I'm going to say that adequate
performance is attainable, however, it apparently is not satisfactory without improvement. I think the deficiencies
are tolerable but fall in the very objectionable range. Adequate performance does require extensive pilot com-
pensation. Turbulence response as I said earlier wasn't bad. More effort is required but it's only a minor deterio-
ration from an already poor performance.
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CONFIGURATION, 11 IDENTIFICATION

AND -FLIGHT TEST DATA -TABULATION

P.R. T.R.__ _ s __ _____ LVL2 1 II L L A!

-0.06 5 D 0.22 1.~-180 0.22 7.6 58 05 1 76

-0.03 4 D 0.24 2.11 '-215 0.07 5. 4.1 0.29 30 -3D.0

0 3.5 C 0.27 2.39 -268 -0.05 3.8 2.6 0.11 330 24.5

40.03 4.5 D 0.29 2.63 -337 0.09 3.1 2.1 0.17 355 24.0

40.08 7 E 0.3 3.0 -365 0.09 3.1 2.1 0.31 203 24.5

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL PARAMETERS AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES

4)i- 2.44 A = 5.65 = -40.9

ýd- 0.22 Nr4 = .1.12 L. 8.10

rR = 0.42 Al' zx 0.0131 L'4-22

00 a.- 0.0586 .0.165

-~ 5,7 Y 1u.0.989 y.1.015

d8+ 0.0035
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CONFIGURATION 11 -0.06 PILOT RATING 5 TURBULENCE RAING D

INITIAL INM-PRESSION'AND GENERAL COMMENTS

My initial'impression was that I'wasn't going to like it. That tuined-bo&,to be my finalimpres'siohalso;

ABILITY TO2TRIM

It was quite good, as a matter of fact. You had to pay a good amount of attention to the directional trim
because the directional hadconiiderable effect on the lateral trim, but once you got the directionaltriinrned'up, the-
lateral was easy to trim up. Longitudinal trim was not a problem, and was okay.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

315 deg/sec3 -in. i, = 47 deg/secz-in./$ns

It was a bit more of a problem onthis configuration than some that I've seen in the past. I could not
get the aileron quite as light as I would like, but there was a certain amount of compromise between the aileron
sensitivity and the ruddersensitivity. So by making the rudder sensitivity a little lighter, 1 was able i6 get an
acceptable aileron configuration. I did run out of, gain on the aileron initially and simply.waited until the fuelwas
down toward the end of the evaluation where the aileron gearing felt pretty good. It wasn~t much ofea'*problem event
with the fact that we did run out of gain on the aileron. It was not a significant problem to me. Okay, aileron forces
were light. However, the amount of roll rate that I was able to get out of the airplane for, a given Input on'the ailerons
was a strong function of whether or not I coordimln.ed the airplane. In other words, the rudder was quite strong in
producing roll rate, so if I did coordinate-the airplane, the roll-rates for the forceinput I put on the aileron were
quite good. If I did not coordinate, there seemed to be a fair amount of adverse yaw due to aileron and I would find
that the roll rate for the given amount of force was not enough and made the forces feel heavy. 'So in coordinated.
turns, the aileron forces were quite good and I was very happy with them. In uncoordinated turns, the aileron
fdrces were heavy and I didn't like that. In general, the force combination including the coordination, was good. The
displacements were small. The harmony of the controls in all three axes werequlte acceptable and also satisfactory.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

For aileron response without ruider, the airplane had a very low amount of roll rate for a reasonable
size input as I generated considerable amount of sideslip. If I coordinated the airplane and the coordination was in the
proper direction, the roll rate was much smoother, the rates were a lot more compatible with the size input than I
thought I should have. The airplane doesn't seem very oscillatory, although sideslip Is generated. It dampens out
reasonably quick, but the effects of the sideelip that'I see are quite strong and we'll talk about that. Coordination was
required to do any reasonable job with the airplan,. The coordination was in the normal direction, although, it was
tied a little bit to the roll rate. I'd put in an input and as I began to slow down the roll rate, if I didn't take out the
rudder that I had in, the sideslip would overbhoot and I'd get one or two oscillations in bank angle, about the desired
bank angle. So that coordination was required and it was not really as easy to do as I would like even though it was in
the proper direction.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Somewhat degraded because of my inability to coordinate the airplane as well as I would like, but it
wasn't completely unreasonable.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

That was no problem. The sideslip that was generated dampened itself out reasonably well by itself
and if I coordinated the airplane properly, sideslip generated was not excessive. It really wasn't very difficult to
achieve a desired heading.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

It surprised me a little bit. I thought my performance was reasonably good. I didn't see this tendency
to oscillate about the bank angle when I was aggressively making reversals up to 60* one way to 60' the other. So
perhaps I flew the bank angle tracking task at a lower gain and my performance was reasonably good. When I tried
to fly the tracking task coordinating, I thought the performance was good.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Quite noticeable in roll tvid the airplane oscillated in bank angle. With the high gearing that I had
selected I tended to overcontrol the random disturbances In roll and consequently, the airplane was quite affected,
I thought by the combination of the turbulence and my inputs. Sideslip response to the random disturbance didn't seem
to be too great in that I didn't feel that I had to attack that by itself since the major effect was in roll.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Not a problem and I thought were quite compatible with the lateral-directional that I have and did not
detract from the evaluation at all.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

A bit of a question. The airplane is certainly not as precise in bank angle control as I would like. A
lot of sideslip is generated for an aileron-only input. The coordination required is more difficult than I would like to
see and I never was really very good at it. So I don't think these characteristics are particularly well suited for the
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fighler mission. I think itwould be more of a problem in'the~air-tom-air combat, ioe, -,where kcieu're rquzred'to make,
less prosraned inpats and stand a-chance of not getting the airplane coordinated as- w•l-as you wýouild tike. Andr'lIr•:thereforet. that these characteristics are less suited for the air-to-ai~r missi~o~n~thin,pbriiipi-f6r thiE •ir-t6_`

grou--d where you're a little more aware and have ahlittli more-lead time as to whaiyou're'doing. TheI bIggest prob-
le=. agaz• if you didn't coordinate-the airplane, the roll rates were low. The bank angle was-nbt reallyjratchetty'
becacs&. the airplane Dutch foll charaiteristics seemed to be' ieasonably-well damped. The r~llirates -weie low,' bt
itez the sideslip did oscillate, it did change your bank angle; I couldn't really keep the sideslip in- thceieter fo-'x
aggressive maneuvers So I wouldconsider those special problems.

GOOD FEATURES

It had good roll performance ihnthat using the combination of rudder and aileron to roll the airplane,,
you can roll the airplane quite well. The fact that the'sideslip-was in theadverse direc tion so thaV:te cobidinaiion
required was in the normal manner, would be a good feature.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Primarily the large amount off sideslip that's generated and the fact that I couldn't coordinate the side-
slip as-wellas I would like coupled with the fact that the sideslip seems to have a-strong effect ulon' the bank angle
controllability of the airplane. I'd also include the fact that the random disturbance seems to have a quite significant
effect upon my ability to control the bank angle.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

Coordination is a must and a fair amount of rudder was required to keep thi sideslip disturbances-low.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

The characteristics as I see them are adequate. However, I do not feel that they are satisfactory-with-
out improvements. I would say that the deficiencies, and primarily the sideslip control'was certainly a moderate
objection and tl.at it requires. I think considerable pilot compensation to give you even adequate performance and
even that performance is really not sterling. It's, I think, flyable in the mission, if I hada real high periformance
super-duper airplane. I wouldn't like it, but I could do the job. I think that there is certainly more effort required
in the presence of the zandom disturbance and that it gives me at least a moderate deterioration in my performance.

C•NFIGURATION II Als IL'SJ. =-0.03 PILOT RATING 4 TURBULENCE RATING D

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

It wasn't going to be very good, but it wasn't going to be very bad either. And as a matter of fact it

turned out, I thought, to be a little worse than I initially thought it might be. Problems were in the gearing selection.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Lateral-directional; both axes, is good. Longitudinal is also good.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

360 deg/sec" -in. 30 deg/seca -in.

Started flying the airplane with a relatively low gearing and because of the low gearing. I wasn't maneu-
vering the airplane very rapidly nor was I exciting very much sideslip with aileron control inputs. As I got the gear
ratio up to what I thought was a more desirable gear ratio, I began to notice that I was exciting a substantial amount
of adverse yaw with each aileron control input and this began to create a few problems for me although they weren't
really tremendous problems. So don't really think I compromised on the aileron. I think I ended up probably just
bringing up the rudder control power to make things better. In other words, I gave myself more sensitivity on the
rudder pedals so that I could coordinate the sideslip response that I saw. The forces turned out to be light in all
three axes and the displacements relatively small and the control harmony between the three axes was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS
To an aileron stick input without the rudder, I did excite some adverse yaw and it got stirred up. I

think, not an inordinate amount but certainly a noticeable amount in the roll rate. When I coordinated with the rudder,

I noticed that my roll rates were considerably greater and smoother. Okay, as far as cscillatory characteristics,
they weren't overwhelming. I did notice on the tracking task, when ! would have to operate the rudders to get the
sideslip back to zero, that I would get a one or two oscillation in bank angle going, so that there is a very slight
oscillatory tendency here, but not again really overwhelming. The airplane did require coordination. The sideslip
tended to show up in roll iate more in this configuration than some I've seen and consequentlyo it was to my advan-
tage for a couple of reasons to coordinute. One, I could increase the roll rate, and two, I could smooth out the roll

rate with coordination.
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BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILNTY

Fairrto good. As I mentionedearliersI noticed sometimes when Italitd to stop at r aonk angle withouti
having the sideslip near zero, that 1would oscillate a couple of tiees.before the~bank-angle would'aetle down.
HEADING-CON TROLLABILITY

Seemed to be'pretty good. The,sideslip oscillations dismtalking a inutreally werefift taembendoui.'So
that I could achieve a heading and holdrit quite well.

BANK ANGLETCOMMAND TRACKTGRTASK

Performance isgonly fair tongood also. Again, becauseof my inabititye lip,
tended to cause me some bank angle problems.

RESPONSE-TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

The airplane he ac t uhte strong roll response t to random dist urance inputs and does affect my ability
to track, at least to a moderate degreer

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

They were good, aid not interfere with the lateral-directional.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I think they're acceplable, at this~point, I don't believe they~re satisfactory. In the air-to-air role, -the
inability to maintain and achieve precise bank angles rapidly, I think would be a bit of a problem for tracking other
airplanes. I think the fact that I do excite a noticeable amount of sideslip with each aileron input, 13 also a factor.
In air-to-ground, I think the turbulence response would tend to degrade the ai-.-to-ground capabilities of this machine
quite noticeably. Special problems involved in both of these missions is coordinating the sideslip generated to anaileron input and smoothing out the roll rate so that you can be precise.

GOOD FEATURES

I like the fact that I have a real good roll performance with this configuration. I like the fact that I can
,augment the roll with the rudder inputs.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

I think the random disturbance inputs in roll are objectionable and I think the fact that the sideslip that
is excited, even though it's not a whole lot, does tend to show up in bank angle, is also objectionable.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

Coordination is required. Coordination Is in the proper direction so that it's not difficult to do, but youdo have to pay attention to it.
,i• PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I don't believe the airplane is satisfactory without improvements, however, the deficiencies that I have
pointed out, I feel are only minor, certainly annoying, but it does require a moderate amount of pilot compensation
to fly the airplane. In turbulence more effort is required; there's at least a moderate deterioration.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CONFIGURATION 11 N0 PILOTr RATING 3.5 TURBULENCE RATING C

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS{ Pilot comments lost due to malfunction of voice recorder.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

A4 330 deg/sec -in. N' = 24.5 deg/sec t -in.

----- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CONFIGURATION 11 NJAS LAS = + ' 03 PILOT RATING 4.5 TURBULENCE RATING D

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

It wasn't going to be too bad. Seemed to have good roll performanct. Had a bit of proverse yaw but a
relatively fast Dutch roll and relatively good stiffness so that I couldn't coordinate the thing. But the sideslip angles
that were generated were not very large and so I pretty much flew the thing feet-on-the-floor.
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ABILITY TO TRIM

Goodin all threeaxes. ýNo particular;problems-either way. A'llttle:bit sensitiveto directional trimt
in that the directional trim seemed to~have'a strong inflaence•cn the:lateral response. Longitudinaltrimowas•OR.
SELECTIO•N OF. AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES.

really 24 a h dd t tnde-/sec-in.

A little bit of a compromise on the aileron but it was 6nly slight. There was a tendency at a high sen-
4iiaty on the ailerons to 3etup &,little bit of an overshooting tendency on bank angle-control'andto~oseillate a little

bit about a given bank angle. So by cuttingdown on the aileron sensitivity just a little bit I could allevia~te some of:
this ove'rshootihg-tendeincy although I' never could completely~get rid of it, -nor'eouldI completely-get rid'of the ten-
dency to os'cillate about the bank angles. On the rudder, I really couldn't co0idinati" he' thing-so I didn'tLusei very

much rudder. Consequently I ended up takihg pretty much what I was given, although I think I did back offo on the
sensitivity a little bit. This was because you did end up with a slight amount of'alherse-yaw toward the end ofa
rolling maneuver a nd so it helped a little bit to be able to control that and by cutting down onthe sensitivity I dldn't
tend to 6ver6dntrol So the forces onthe ailerogn ended up to be-comfortable and light. On~the rudder.tthey were
comfortable, agair -,.a didn't use them very much. Displacements were good and control harmony.in general among
those three controls was quite good.

AIRPLANE RESP'ONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

,A ileron only; roll rate seemed to be pretty smooth, as I mentioned earlier there was a noticeable
amount of pre verse yaw due to an initial ailron input and Itftended to back'off a little bit and I think become'slightly
adverse altl,.ugh I didn't really look at it that closely. As I mentioned, normal coordination tended to aggravavate
the provt rs,- yaw situation, so I ended up not coordinating at all. The airplane is not overdamped but seems to be
reasonably wMll damped so that oscillatory-tendencies weren't very great and didn't seem to cause much of a.prob-
lem. In maneuvering, coordination was required but it wasn't something that I could-accomplishbecause it vas~a.
left-right type of thing depending on which way you were rolling, so I tended to accept the amount of sideslipthat I saw.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

A little bit degraded because as I mentioned, there is a very slight tendency to overshoot, or over-
control in bank angle. It's not something dramatic but a slight tendency to oscillate about a couple times before
the airplane settles down on the bank angle.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Good, the Dutch roll was fast enough and reasonably well damped so that I didn't have any real problem
getting the airplane to point in the direction I wished to go.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

The performance wasn't really super, again because of these bank angle overshooting and overcontrolling
problems. Sideslip was not much of a problem because I couldn't do anything about it anyway.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUT'

Were a bit dramatic in roll, the airplane had a fairly strong roll response to the disturbance inputs and
did cause at least a moderate deterioration in my ability to perform the fighter task because the airplane was moving
quite a bit in roll.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Did not interfere or detract from the lateral-directional - not a factor.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

They are acceptable, however I don't feel that they are satisfactory. In the air-to-air role I think you
would like to have real fine contzol of bank angle and be able to pinpoint the bank angle precisely and not have to
worry about overcontrolling or overshooting so that my performance in the air-to.alr mission is degraded a bit
because of this bank angle problem. On the air-to-ground role, similar problems, but I think the main problem
there would be the turbulence response which I thought was quite noticeable on this configuration and I think would
cause you difficulties in pursuing the target with the wings rocking as much as they were here.

GOOD FEATURES

The roll capability and roll performance I thought were good, there was no problem doing anything I
wanted to with the airplane.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

As I mentioned, I could not keep the sideslip at zero. When I tried I only made it worse, so it's objec-
tionable to me that I have to end up accepting a sideslip disturbance and one that I really can't do anything about.
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SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

It ma•y be possible io come up with i tichhique to coordirnate thatcrazy-sidtslip 'responie - I
wasn't able to do it.

PRIMARY. REASON FOR THE'PILOT RATING

Ithink the airplane is acceittable I don't feei however~thii the airplane is ,atisfactory~for the fighter
misson and I think~tfit the charteristics that Ihi seeing are somewýhere between minor' and moderate, I think'you
codputupwth them. With turbulence, ,certainlynmore effort is required with aomoderate deterioration i task,
performan~ce..

------

CONFIGURATION 11 4 4S : =+0.08 PiLOT RATING 7 TURBULENCE RATING E

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

That it's r.ct going to be too bad. It had good roll performance and it was obvious that it had a lot of
proverse yaw with aileron input. It didn't look like it was going to be too bad. However, as I flew the thing it was
quite obvious that there was quite a dramatic tendency to overshoot, overcontrol and oscillate In bank angle. I think
I -oncluded that it was too much to be able to do the job well.

A11ILITY TO TRIM

Late ral-directionally was very good. it was one of the easiest to trim that I had for a while.
Longitudinal trim was good.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

L' = 203 deg/seca-in. P = 24.5 deg/sec -in.
On the ailerons, I think I ended up accepting what I started out with. I did try both higher and lower

gearings on the ailerons. When I went to higher gearings, my overcontrol and osciliatory tendencies during closed
loop bank angle tracking got quite a bit worse. Backing down on the sensitivity help,,-d a little bit. I never really
could track bank angles tightly without setting up a bit of an oscillation. So I ende; up accepting not a heavy aileron
force but perhaps a little heavier than what I would prefer.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

I really couldn't coordinate this airplane. It required cross coordination initially followed by coodina-
tion in the proper direction, the major sideslip response being in the proverse direction. So that I really couldn't
coordinate it. However, the sideslips that were generated were within bounds so that I wasn't getting any real large
sideslip angles. But there seemed to be enough sideslip generated that it did affect my roll control. Oscillatory
characteristics - the Dutch roll is not heavily damped but it's not what I consider light damping either. There does
seem to be a tendency for a closed loop oscillation with this configuration which is quite marked. Maneuvering - I
did better if I left my feet on the floor because Invariably I tended to overcontrol by coordinating. I decided not to
use my feet for maneuvering.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

It's very poor. You can't do it aggressively. You can ease into it if you come up on it. But if you try
to roll right up and stop on a bank angle, you set up 5 or 6 oscillations before you get settled down and then if you get
disturbed from. that, you go through the same procedure again. So the bank angle control is what's unacceptable for
this airplane.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

It's tied to the bank angle control but the oscillations are pretty much symmetrical about a selected bank
angle, such as trying to hold wing level. No problem once you get there, you can just let go and stay there. But
trying to roll rapidly to zero bank angle and stop it, there is a tendency to oscillate. These oscillations are pretty
symmetrical so heading control really isn't affected that much if you are just taLking about pointing the airplane at a
point up in the sky.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Performance was quite poor. You should be able to see from the records that there is a marked ten-
dency to overcontrol and oscillate in bank angle.

!• RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Tends to complicate the bank angle control problem so that the turbulence, although It's not moving the
airplane around that much, disturbs the airplane sufficiently from a given bank angle that I think the combination of
the pilot, airplane, and running disturbances are quite significant in the lateral mode anyway.
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Good. It certainly did not detract from the lateral-directional evaluation.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I don't think-they are acceptable for the air-to-air role in particular because I put a sir6ng emphasis on
being able to control bank angle because if~you are going to track another airplane and-launch weapons, fire guns at it.
you've-got to have good bank angle control and-this airplanes doesn't have it. There's too much cou~pling between
the airplane and the-pilot when trying to track bank angle tightly and I think a significant enough oscillation to say
that it is unacceptable. Air-to-ground I think you would have similar problems perhaps to a lesser degree because
you are probably using heading and bank angle changes to a lesser degree and probably tracking bank angle less
tightly. The special problems involved are the oscillations in bank angle. Very poor bank angle control.

GOOD FE.ATURES

It has good roll performance, you can roll the airplane around, you can maneuver it. Do a pretty good
job until you try to do something precisely.

OBJECTIONABLE FE.AiTURES

The imr,.cise bank angle control and the fact that I set up pilot induced oscillations. The fact that the
sideslip that was gv.nerated was in the proverse direction. I really can't coordinate that very well.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

I didn't use my feet because I usually tended to make the sideslip worse rather than better when I tried
to coordinate the thing.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

Main reasons for the pilot rating is that I don't Lhink that I could get adequate performance because of the
very poor bank angle tracking capability of this airplane. In turbulence - I think more effort is required. I think
I'm going to say that the best efforts are required. The turbulence does tend to ýompound the lateral oscillations
that I am seeing.
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CONFIGURATION 11A IDENTIFICATIOP4
AND FLIGHT TEST DATA TABULATION

AkS T. ~P a/* __ _NI l

.R" STEP PV LEVEL I LEV EL2 I OA

-0.06 5.5 E 0.18 1.96 -i75 0.13 6.4 4.9 0.42 305 39

-0.03 4.5 0 0.19 2.30 -160 0.03 2.5 1.8 0.10 325 32

-0.03 2 C 0.19 2.30 -160 0.03 2.5 1.8 0.10 360- 19

+0.01 2.5 B 0.20 2.68 -310 0.07 1.8 1.2 0.10 276 23

+0.03 3.5 C 0.21 285 .005 0.12 3.2 2.2 0.13 288 19.5

LATERAL.DIRECTIONAL MODAL PARAMETERS AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES

Sd 2.46 N' ' 6.72 L = .48.0

ýd 023 N, -0.853 L. = 4.65

0.37 = 0.109 L 2.84

7 =s 29 v = 0.0586 Y. .0.176

JI. ~ 5. Yr- I .0.99 Y. .1.015

S(-)d 43.0 .+ c = 0.0025
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CONFIGURATION A• = -_06 -PILOT RAtING 5.5 TURBULENCE RATING E

INITIAL DMPRESSIOJ; AND GENERAL COMMENTS

I didn't think that I was going to particularly like iL Itseemed to have a lot of adverse yaw associated with

an aileron control -nput and it seemed to have a fairly high roll to sideslip ratio and the combiration of the two made

for a pretty heavy airplane in roll. I think this is brotght out by virtue of the fact thati selected maiximum aileron
gearing and then had to wait till the fuel burned down till I really got the gearing effect.that I thought was acceptable.

ABILITY TO TRIM

All three axes were good. was r problem.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

4 - 305 deg/sece-in. AVje_= 39 degIsecJ-in.

On the aileron there was no real compromise. I wanted high aileron gearing because the airplane seemed to

feel heavy in roll and I speculate.that that's probably because of the adverse yaw associated with the high roll to side-

slip ratio. I ended up with a gearing that gave me a little heavier ailerons than I'm used to having. but it was okay

9 and no problem. The rudder was a bit of a problem. There was a lot of adverse yaw associated with the aileron

inputs, so that I felt that I wanted light rudders to be alble to handle that. However, when I got the rudders light

enough, I had a real tendency to overcontrol the sideslip about the center-position of the side-,lip needle. There was
also a tendency on my part to want to use the rudder todaugment the roll which felt heavy wi'n the ailerons cnly. so

th-.. I ended up using a fair amount of rudder. There war ;,bit of a compromise on the rudder. I backed dcwn.

making them heavier than with the initial setting that we •..d. Okay, the forces tnat I ended up with weren'. real light,

but they were okay for what we were trying to do. Displacements were small. The control harmony w-as food.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Aileron-only, there was what looked like to be a fair amount of adverse yaw associated with an aileron con-

trol input which showed up very definitely in the roll characteristics in that the roll rate was noticeably ratchety.

When I coordinated the inputs, the roll performance was better and some of the ratchetiness went away, but as I

mentioned, I had a tendency to overcontrol somewhat with rudder. As far as oscillatory characteristics are con-
cerned, the bank angle wasn't smootho but it wasn't something that I would ':ive to describe as oscillatory. The air-
plane had kind of a funny sashaying feeling about it, but never really i.,comfortable. The airplane felt like it was in

a combination of roll and sideslip most of the time when I was maneuvering it and this was a little bit uncomfortable.

In maneuvering a lot of rudder is required. Fortunately it's in the adverse direction so that I was reasonably able to
keep up with it.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Wasn't as good as I would have liked. The roll rate wasn't particularly smooth and if I tended to overcontrol
with the rudder, then I could occasionally go past the bank angle that I wanted. So the bank angle control seemed to be

a strong function of hb;w good I was with my feet. Since I had to use my feet almost continuously when I was maneu-

vering, I wasn't particularly good at it. So the bank angle controllability wasn't as good as I would like, with a

tendency to either end up working my way up to the bank angle or 3tepping in too much rudder and overcontrolling.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Wasn't much of a problem. The Dutch roll seemed to be reasonably well damped, not over-damped but

certainly good enough. The bank angle excursions, even with the large sideslip inputs, died out rapidly so that it was
no problem.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

As far as keeping the errors low, it's no problem, but I wasn't able to get right on the bank angle and stop

it. I had a tendency to end up either working my way up to it or backing down to it from having overcon, i olled it. So

even though the errors may have been small, I wasn't really able to roll right up and stop at the bank apgle as well
as I would have liked.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE

The airplane has a quite noticeable roll response to the disturbance input so that you're almost continually

fighting the aileron: And I kind of feel like you're down in the "best efforts required with probably a moderate

deterioration" of my task performance. That's particularly noticeable when attacking a ground target. There was a

tendency for my wings to be wobbly and then as I attempted to counter these rolling disturbances, the nose would move

back and forth because I was not able to perfectly coordinate the sideslip generated from my aileron inputs.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Okay, they didn't seem to detract from the lateral-directional evaluation.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I think they're probably acceptable. They're certainly not satisfactory. In the air-to-air role, this con-
tinuous roll-sideslip motion that I find myself in would detract considerably from my ability to get bullets into a target.
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-The fact that the bank angle control or roll control is not smooth detracts from the air-to-air capabilities:of the
fnachin. Air-to-ground. I think one of the biggest factors would be.the large rolrreipinse to the iindom distuir--
bance =puts. So ingeneraL,.1 don't think my accuracy for this configuration was as .good a I would like for it to be.

GOOD FEATURrS

Really no outstanding good features about it. Fortunately the sideslip that was generated is in the adversýe
direction and therefore I had some chance of being able to counter these sideslip disturbances.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

I think this continuous kind of roll-sideslip motion,- that seemed to be present most of the time when I'm

maneuvering the airplane, -is objectionable. The large amount of adverse yiw- is objectionable anzd I think the roll

disturbances to turbulence inputs are quite objectionable. Another- objection and the oi.e that realy detracts from
the mission is the kind of ratchety roll respoase that I have and the fact that I can't roil right up to and stop on a
bank angle.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

You very definitely need a lot of rudder tocoordinite this configuration. -Fortunatelyit's in the-adverseý
direction. You do have to be a little bit careful, however, about the near zero sideslips.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I.think it's acceptable. I don't feel, however, . that It's satisfactory. The deficienciec that IDsee are some-
where between moderately objectionable, maybe a little stronger than that. Adequa:e perf6r.nance requires, I'd say
slightly more'than just considerable pilot compensation because you really have to i.tay on the rudder. Just notquite
as good in there as I'd like to be.

CONFIGURATION I IA / = -. 03 PILOT RATING 4,5 TURBULENCE RATING D
I INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

I was going to like it pretty well, however, as I flew it, there were a couple of things about it that I didn't
like that I think warrant a little fixing.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Reasonably good but I would like to point out that I have some trouble getting the thing trimmed perfectly,
even after we've reduced the gear ratios. Longitudinal trim was good.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

/,4 = 325 deg/secl-in. M~2 = 32 deg/seca-in.

I don't believe there was any compromise on the ailerons, could pick them nice and light. There-did seem to
be a little bit of tiny adverse yaw due to an aileron input, but it didn't seem to be excessive. Selection of the aileron
gear ratio was strictly to give me nice light aileron forces which I like for maneuvering. On the rudder however, I
had the gearing cranked down quite a bit because I needed just a little bit of rudder. With the initial sensitivity that I
had I was overccntrolling so by making the rudder less sensitive-I could get a more compatible rudder/aileron input
combination that allowed me to coordinate the little bit of sideslip that I was seeing reasonably well. The forces were
light on the aileron. Displacements were small in both axes and control harmony was good. An aileron-only input

seemed to generate a reasonably smooth roll rate. There did seem to be a small amount of adverse yaw due to the
aileron input. Coordinating with the rudder definitely tended to speed up the roll response but Its smoothness didn't
change very much. The Dutch roll seemed to be well damped; it wasn't much of a problem. I didn't even notice it
until I started trying to track bank angle tightly and there was a slight tendency to set up a I or 2 cycle oscillation
about a bank angle as I tried to stop it. In other words it was hard to pin down a bank angle as perfectly as I would
like. In maneuvering it helped to coordinate. If you did coordinate you could feel that you did speed the airplane up
in roll and it made for a real maneuverable airplanp.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

I wasn't able to pinpoint bank anywhere near as good as I would have liked. There was a tendency to over-
shoot and have to hunt around to get the airplane to stpp precisely where I wanted it. This showed up also In the bank
angle tracking task.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Good. The Dutch roll seemed to be reasonably fast and well damped, so that the airplane in general was
pointed pretty much where you wanted it to go.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

My performance was only fair. I would roll up to a bank angle, and think I had it pinned down, when it would
move a little bit one way or the other and I would have to correct for this. I suspect that this may be due to my
exciting a little bit of sideslip and with what seemed a relatively high roll to sideslip ratio, this sideslip would reflect
in bank angle and cause me a bit of a problem.
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RiESPONSE TO DIESThif~BANCEi INPUTS

The airplan6 had a Very marked 'roll iespbnse diie todisturbance inputs -- thisis.pa'rticularlýy.nloitklable'in,

tracking gro~und targcts. It reallk moved aiound and tendedto'degrade ' ,perfornce a~mooderate aimouin.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERiSTICS

Did not degrade 6r interfere width the evaluation af the 'literal-vilrecti6nal they were-g6od.-..

SUITABIUTYýOF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIdGHTEA MISSION

"they are acceptable. However, I do h6t feel that they are iaiisfactoiy without sorie improvenent., For:an-
aileron roll, irmy iibility to tra'ck-bank-angle piecliely oi-roll to>and'st6jý at a- bank angle is aýb~it~degiading a-sis-ihe-
large roll respbnse to disturbance irputý. Air-to.ground- simili' problems, moIstly due, to the roll response; Soý

that as far as my ability to perfoi-ni the .ighter missi6o, -it-levsis-a little-bit'to6bedesired. "

GOOD FEATURES

I like the fact that the Dutch roll excitation was well-damped and that the sideslip angles that were generated
were small and I liked, in general, the maneuverabilityof-the.airplane and also my ability, to, speed up the roll rate
with the rudder inputs.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Primary objection is the impreciseness of my bank angle control and the fact that what little sideslip I'm
gene6rating and what little Dutch roll I see tends to show up primarily in roll. This-tends to degrade myability toroll
to and precisely stop at a bank angle. I think the larger roll response-to disturbance inputs is likewise objectionable.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

A little bit of normal coordination helps. However, it's not absolutely necessary. The sideslip angles that
we generated were reasonably small.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

The airplane is acceptable, but I don't feel it's satisfactory for the fighter mission. The deficiencies that I

note are somewhere between minor and moderate. Moderate pilot compensation is required and the deficiencies are

getting a little more than minor principallv in the bank angle control and the disturbance response. I think there is

quite a bit of work required keeping the bank angle under control with certainly a moderate deterioration in perfor-
mance.

CONFIGURATION IlA AWa•LS. = -. 03 PILOT RATING 2 TURBULENCE RATING C

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

I was going to like it and that remained throughout.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Good directionally but I had a problem laterally. Longitudinal trim was good, no problem.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

. 360 deg/sec'-in. 19 deg/seca-in.

I was able to select nice light aileron forces with no compromise there. I did crank up the aileron gearing
and then I ended right back where I started froni. What I found was a tendency to overcontrol the airplane essentially
about a midpoint for the high gearing selection, not anything serious but just the fact that the aileron was too light.
I was able to selLct what I thought was a nice comfortable gearing. It gave me nice light forces. Rudder was required
in the normal direction for coordination. I ended up heavying up the rudder so that I didn't overcontrol, because when
I did overcontrol with the rudder I could feel it in the roll rate; the airplane accelerated up on me. Heavying up on
the rudder allowed me to get a more harmonious input with the aileron and keep the sideslip somewhat near the center.
Forces, quite light on the ailerons. On the rudders, forces were not really light but comfortable. Displacements
were small and control harmony I thought was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

For aileron only. there seemed to be ,,ery little sideslip generated. For the most part the sideslip ended up
in the adverse direction and the roll rate to ailei'on input was quite smooth. Coordinating the small amount of
adverse yaw that I saw helpid a I ttle bit, but didn't make too much difference because there wasn't much sideslip
generated. It was quite notict.Rble that using rudder into the turn you could really increase your roll rate. As far
as oscillatory chara.cteristics, there were none in roll or bank angle worth mentioning. In maneuvering, you just
have to use a litt}•d rudder, in the normal adverse directior,.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

I thought was good. You could roll right up ane, stop on a bank angle quite well.
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HEADINGCONTROLVABILIT.'

SWis ibod. 'Thi Dutichrollsgeemed to be-of'high enouih-requenck nwill darnpedib-that:theie,•as,,o,
iindenCy t powaadrTll'.- . .
BANK-ANGLE COMMAND TRACKIN•G TASK

Periormance was 46iie-goocLd1. ud,thai I wasflying quite, aggressively andtere was a little tendency to

ovirshibbt, siipl beicause"FIvi getting the airplane' to.rol1 quite:ripidly. No •realpioble'ms'encounteie.d~there. I
,T did cordinate the rudde~r'with,the"aillerons inthe tracking task but I'really'w8u'dn't~stake toormuch.money,

on that.

RESPONSE-TO DISTURBANCE' INPUiS

Most noticeable-response is the~ioll and that's kinid-6f-interestlng., I noticedthat wlth'theiseisitivlty,,thatlI
had and hence the'airplane getting these r•ather crisp roll inputsithat I coupledvwithd thereslponseevery. nowan&then.
I don't know whether I was helping-or making it'worse. The airplane-is quiteireiponsIve In-roll towdlsturbanee'inputs.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Good, didn't detract from the lateral-directional.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

-Quite good. I think you've got good maneuverability In rolland I thinkyou've gotgoodbank angleicontrol-and
very small sideslip generated. I like the idea of being able to bolster up the roll rate-with-the radder to speed-things
up because you can really get good performance and thus you don't have to have the aileron sensitivity up really high
to do~that. Air-to-ground, I worry a little bit about the crisp response to the disturbance Input onhow it might be in
turbulence. However. you've got real good control, so I think you could probably put those out.

GOOD FEATURES

Good roll maneuverability coupled with the good roll control. I like the fact that very small sideslip is,
generated and what is generated can be coordinated by putting rudder In the proper direction.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

If I had to glve any objection I would say it would be the quite crisp, quite noticeable response in roll to the
disturbance input.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

There are none.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I think the airplane is acceptable. I think everything Is satisfaitory. I don't consider the airplane an excel-
lent one, I think the only deficiency I can see Is the turbulence response in roll; pilot compenuation is not a factor.

More effort is required in turbulence. However, I think because of the good roll capability there was only a minor
deterioration in my pe,-formance.

CONFIGURATION I IA Nj$' Slfj + 0.010 PILOT RATING 2.5 TURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

I didn't think I was g, to like it. Then as I got to flying it, I found out that I really enjoyed it.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Lateral-diractionally was really very good. After I got the airplane trimmed up, it just didn't seem to want
to move in sideslip. Laterally, I didn't have any problem either. Longitudinal was a more difficult trimming prob-
lem than was the lateral-directional, but that Is not a degrading thing, I don't believe.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

L- 138 deg/sec3 -in. / 23 deg/seca-in.
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Z
Fy selection of the ailero-s was not dictated by any particular airplane characteristic in that no compromise

had robe %s&de I sel-cted the ailero.s nice and light like I like them. primarily, to give me smooth fly'g light*Sziktrecs. This ce c•-d with th li:F elevator forces gave me a ,e31 harmonious set of Controls. The displacements
seemed to be very lo-w w!.ich I lke and the forces seem to be very light. So that I think that pretty well explains the
'3 1 z-irg SCIWhin it -as P-rely my perso.al desire and not something that was a result of a characteristic/that1i-had
t cc= rc:iSearocze.

p ~A!EPLANI RESPONiSE TO PILOT L'-- JTS

For aileroa.. witho-t the rudder there's very little sideslip excite,! z.ud what little bit I see initially. seems to.
be prore-se, in odher words. as soon as i put in an aileron input, the turn needle wanits to take off in that direction
rig-- away. so, it looks like a little bit of initial proverse. It's very difficglt to see sideslip in the steady state.be-
cause what itiz-e Dutce: roll I se see--ns to danmpen out in such a short period of time that I don't really see much jYaw
2ji-"- 25s Ch.e roll devi lops. I would like to talk about one point though. When I first started flying this airplane,
mek!=z raid rolls say from 9O* one = way to 90 to the other, it seemed to be a little bit nonlinear, in oth.r words,
the airplanec- feh .le zi wanited ao take off a little bit right in the middle of the roll. I felt the roll wasn't assmooth an
I w=lad ike and when- I fir-t started fly-ing the airplane, I had some difficulty stopping it right on the hank angle that
I warted. After I practiced a bit. I seemed to be able to do it pretty well. I do just as well or better if I keep my-
fee: ocf *-e rodder. When I did try to coordinate, I tended to overcontrol the sideslip a little bit. So I was just as
gui-ty of n4 =siZg the ru-dder as I was to use the rudder. I :.nd It . very easy configuration to-coordinate, so I simply
edzid't ccordi-ame

Ba 'K ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Good to very good. I tended to overshoot the hank angle a bit initially and then as I began to catch on as to
wto Hf the configuration better, I got so I could tag the bank an~les pretty well, but for some reason, still not quite

as good as I won'd have liked to have seen.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Ve.-y good because the airplane has very littie tendency to oscillate or to move even in sideslip, so that onc
you get it in ihe direction you want to go, it looks like it's there to stay.

BANUK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

I thought that was very easy to do. There were no problems encountered with that, no sideslip to speak of
excited during aggressive attempts to get the needle back to the center. So in general, the bank angle tracking task
was -'ery easy and I thought my performance was good.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

The airplane was really not too bothered by the amount of turbulence that we had, which I thought was quite
reasonable, if anything on the high side, but as far as my having to really work at it, the airplane seems to be
directionally stiff enough that it wants to keep pointed in that direction and again the sideslip exciters were small.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

0i Does not degrade or interfere with the lateral-directional. I -itill don't like my poor trimmability, longi-
tudinally, it's really not poor, but just not as go3d as I would like.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

These particular characteristics are quite suitable for the fighter mission. I like the rapid roll capability
'I and I like the fact that very little sideslip is excited.

GOOD FEATURES

The sideslip thlut I see is very small, and the airplane t-.,ds to dampen it out in a very short period of time.
I don't have to coordinate, and the fact that the sideslip stays very small are good features.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Only had one minor objert~on. It was t&e tendency to oveiontrol in bank angle a bit and the fact that the roll
didn't seem to be quite as linear as I would have liked.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

No real special piloting techniques involved. If you want to say not having to use your feet for coordination
is a special piloting technique, that might fall in that category.
PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I think the airplane it satisfactory without improvement. I think that the nonlinearity that I find in roll falls
into the negligible to mildly unpleasant category primarily coming about from not being quite as precise in rull as I
would like it to be. So I'm going to say that there was a little more effort required, but no real significant
deterioration.
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CONFIGURATION 11A 1/$•s = + 0.03 PILOT RATING 3.5 TURBULENCE RATING 'C.

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

I thought that it was going to be a pretty reasonable configuration. I thought that it had good roll perfor -
mance. It has one problerri that really is bugging me and I'll talk about that as we go along.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Directional was good. Lateral was only faIr. Longitudinal was good.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

288 deg/seca-in. lxp 19.5 deg/seca-in.

I looked at values both more sensitive and less sensitive than the initial starting value on the ailerons.
Turned out that when I went more sensitive, I had a real strong tendency to overcontrol the airplane in roll and set up
a noticeable two or three cycles of oscillation prior to settling down on a bank angle. I then backed down and went
below what we started out with and found that It cut down on that tendency but then the ailerons felt heavy to me. So
that I think I ended up going back to what we started out with on the aileron gearing. You might say thzt there is a bit
of a compromise here. If you get the-m too sensitive, you overemphasize this tendency to overcontrol in bank angle
and if I go below that, it's too heavy f.-r me. I didn't want to use a rudder on that configuration. The sideslip that
was generated was in the proverse direction but not very much, and it seemed to dampen itself out pretty well. I
didn't get very much adverse sideslip, and I didn't really attempt to keep up with the airplane, crosscontrolling to get
rid of that small sideslip angle. Sideslip seemed to dampen itself out reasonably quick, so that I didn't see where
that was much of a problem. What I'm really telling you Is I didn't fiddle with rudder gearing because I didn't nse it.
Control harmony I thought was good. The control forces that I ended up with were light. Again I didn't use the
rudders so it wasn't really worth commenting on.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

With the aileron-only, the airplane has proverse yaw associated with an aileron input. Seems to be rea-

sonably fast though and it wasn't something that I even would attempt to coordinate. It did, however, seem to influ-
ence the roll, and I notice that on some of the roll maneuvers, I could really feel the airplane kind of accelerate up
on me, particularly r,)Iling say from 90" one way to 90" of bank the other. You could feel the airplane noticeably
have a speeding up effect In the middle of the roll. Okay, as I mentioned, you could coordinate the sideslip by cross-
controlling and that really just kind of made life a little easier for you, didn't help an awful lot. The Dutch roll
seemed to be well damped. The only oscillations I saw were what resulted from rapid aileron inputs. I pretty much
didn't use the rudder and just accepted the sideslip that was generated in the proverse direction.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Wasn't as good as I would have liked. Tendency to overshoot in bank angle and set up one or two cycle
oscillation. This wasn't something that was tremendous, but it was certainly noticeable.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

I thought It was good. No real problem achieving any desired heading. The Dutch roll seemed to be rea-
sonably well damped and a high enough frequency that the sideslip angles that were generated did not persist.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Caused me more of a problem than I would like. This overshooting tendency was noticeable and that's the
thing that's bugging me about the whole configuration. I like the airplane for other than the bank angle controllability
and I'm worried about how much emphasis to put on that.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Lbeemed to be predominant in roll and tended to aggravate my bank angle controllability problems. However,' from what h ad seen, there really wasn't much more than the minor deterioration with more effort required.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Good. They didn't detract or degrade from the lateral-directional evaluation.

t: SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

For the air-to-air role, I would like to see better hank angle controllability than what I've got here, but I
really like the maneuvering characteristics of the airplane. I didn t particularly like the fact that a fair amount of
proverse yaw was generated each time I put in an aileron input and I think that this might detract from my ability to
get a real good performance out of the machine. Air-to-ground, I think the turbulence response in roll is a bit of a
problem. When correcting for the turbulence input with the aileron you produce proverse sideslip.
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GOOD5 FEATURES-_

I Ille the maneuverability.- I thought the rollinig manewrer'capabiity-was quite~good. The'fact'that'the~side-
slip that is generated Is0not excessive and dampens itself out quite rapidly is a good feature.,

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Revolved primarily around the tendency-to overcontrol in bank angle and to get one or two cycles-of oscil-
lation going-there. It's objectionable that the sideslip that is generated is in the proverse direction and not really
something that I can coordinate very well. -

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

I tended not to coordinate the sideslip because often times I would coordinate in the normal direction and
simply make the sideslip problem worse than it was.

PRIMARY REASON-FOR THE PILOT RATING

-I still don't like the fact that the bank angle controllability isn't as good as I would like. I thinks howevere
backing off on my gain can help that a-bit. Certainly not-moderate pilot compensation is required. I-say that I would;
buy that. I really like that. Okay, I'm going'to rate this one on the'borderline, I sure hate to have to do that, but the
bank angle controllability isn't very good. This proverse sideslip that's generated isfioticeable.
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CONFIGURATION 1iB IDENTIFICATION

AND FLIGHT TEST DATA TABULATION

STEP P L"EV E vL , i 1-1 LEVE 4V..

5 D 0.27 1.76 -205 0.22 9.0 7.2 0.57 328 5.0

* D 0.33 2.29 -285 0.105 5.5 3.8 024 30 42.0

t* 4.s 0 0.33 2.29 -285 0.105 5.5 3.8 024 350 43.0

46 7 3 0.41 2.94 -320 0.13 5A, 3.3 0.25- 425 20.5

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL PARAMETERS AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES

Cud = 2.46""NJ = 5.16 -42.0

= 0.23 .Vp = .1.35 / 10

rR = 0.43 -0.035 .196

o100 : 0.06 0.160

. ' =49.4 •+ = 0.0040
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CONFIGURATION I -- -0.05 PILOT RATING 5 TURBULENCE RATING D

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

No pilot commenlts due to malfunction of tape.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

L US= 32 deg/sec-in. =5Z deg/secl-in.

CONFIGURATION lIE - 0 PILOT RATING 5 TURBULENCE RATING D

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

It was going to be a bit confusing because there were a couple of things going on that I couldn't understand.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Good for both lateral and directional axes; longitudinal is good also.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

305 deg/seca-in. N,.,p = 42 deg/seca -in.

I thought I would get a very light gearing selection using all the gearing gain that was available. I, then,
waited until the fuel got down a bit and I was really happy with that. For some reason, the amount of roll rate that
I got for the amount of control that I was putting in still didn't seem to be quite enough. But I got aileron sensitivity
up so high that I was beginning to have some bank angle problems trying to hold a given bank angle. It was due to tha
airplane or the gearing selection, I'm not quite sura. On rudder, adverse yaw required rudder coordination and the
coordination was in the proper direction. But I really wasn't very good at coordinating . In other words, the
coordination wasn't straightforward, The forces that I ended up with were light in all three axes. Displacements
were no problem. Control harmony was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

For an aileron input, the roll rate was relatively smooth but not as smooth as somu I've seen. Also, the
roll rate seemed to be lower for a reasnnahle a4eP. aileron innIt than I would have liked. Coordinatine with tho
rudder seemed to smooth it up and the roll rate also seemed to pick up. No oscillatory characteristics when I started
to fly this thing but when I got to the tracking task I had a tendency to oscillate the airplane in bank. It occurred
when I abruptly rolled the airplane and tried to stop the bank angle right on the spot. It was noticeable enough for
me to go back and go through the tracking task a couple of times.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Bank angle control therefore is really not very good. It doesn't appear to me that this is a pilot induced
"oscillation like I've seen before but kind of a residual oscillation due to the Dutch roll being excited.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Not bad, but it's not good either. My sideslip excursions due to the Dutch roll are relatively small but the
corresponding bank angle response seems to be large.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Performance was poor; prinmarily because of the oscillation that I was seeing in bank angle, again more
due to the Dutch roll characteristics than to a pilot induced oscillation. When I coordinated the airplane I tended to
overshoot a little bit in bank angle.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Quite noticeable; in both axes, lateral and directional, particularly noticeable in roll. This does deteriorate
my capabilities quite a bit in turbulence.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Good; they didn't interfere or degrade the lateral-directional.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I don't think that in their present form they are really suitable. I think you can perform the fighter mission,
I don't think you can do a stunning job or something other than a satisfactory job with these characteristics. In the
air-to-air situation, your bank angle control is not precise and your ability to roll the airplane atlerons-only is not
very good, although augmenting the airplane with the rudder you can get some pretty tremendous roll rates out of the
thing. I wasn't particularly very good at getting the precise bank angle control. Air-to-ground I think you can do a
little better job. The large roll excursions for turbulence inputs bother me.
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GOOD FEATURES

I thick you've got a lot of roll capability with this machine if you combine the rudder and ihe ailerons; -The-
longitudinal was good.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Primary objectionable feature was the residual roll oscillation I saw when attempting to track bank angle or
to stop at a bank angle. It seems to be more a function of the Dutch roll characteristics than it does the pilot-
airplane combination. The fact that I cculdn't coordinate the sideslip as weil as I would like even though it would be
in the adverse direction I would call a minor objection. I think the roll response to yaw disturbanceinputi is excessive.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

I don't think I can fly the airplane as aggressively as I would like and I couldn't coordinate the airplane aswell as I would like. You have to tone down your aggressiveness and be careful on how you coordinate with the rudder.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I don't believe that this airplane is satisfactory as it is. I think it is possible, however, to perform anadequate fighter mission. Considerable compensation was required on my part. You really have to stay in the loop
and try to keep the sideslip down. The residual roll oscillations bother me-quite a bit. In turbulence, there is con-siderable more effort required and I think a moderate deterioration of my performance.

CONFIGURATION l1B = 0 PILOT RATING 4.5 TURBULENCE RATING D

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

I thought that it wasn't going to be too bad. The more I flew it the less I seemed to like it. probably be -
cause of an increase in my aggressive tendencies.

ABILITY TO TRIM

The directional was easier to trim than the lateral, a little bit of a tendency to roll off in the lateral but
that's not a factor in the evaluation. Longitudinal trim was good.

SELECTION OF AILEaON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

Lý 350 deg/seca -in. SNi = 43 deglseca-in.

When I first started flying, the ailerons felt heavy so I had the sensitivity on the ailerons increased. Then
I was getting myself into quite noticeable overcontrol and osci'latory tendencies in bank angle, so I had him back down
on the gear ratio to the point to minimize the amount of bank angle overcontrol. But then when I went at things
aggressively, the tendency was still there. So there is a compromise on the aileron gear selection. The forces I
ended up with were light but still perhaps a little heavier than I would have liked. On rudder, it was kind of an
interesting situation. It seemed to me there was a very slight amount of proverse yaw initially. followed by quite a

significant amount of adverse yaw. So, the primary rudder coordination required was in the adverse direction. I
set up the rudder sensitivities so that I could control this adverse yaw. Then I noticed that when I put In an aileron
input and coordinated it with the rudder right away, that I would get a rather significant proverse sideslip generated
initially. So by compromising on the rudder a little, bv making it a little heavier than I would like, I was able to
cut down on the initial proverse transient. The forces zhat I ended up with were reasonable, perhaps not a. light as
I would have liked them. Displacements were small. Control harmony was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

For aileron without the rudder, there seemed to be a little amount of proverse yaw followed by adverse
yaw. The adverse yaw went quite a bit in the adverse direction and seemed to influence roll control quite a bit, i. ell

it seemed to cut down the roll control. By coordinating with the rudder, I certainly can speed up the roll. I was
able to control the sideslip, not really too well, but coordinatien was In the proper direction " could keep the sideslip
down somewhere near a small amount. The airplane didn't see.'1 to be very oscillatory in the Dutch roll. However,
you did have to watch the initial tendency to overcontrol the siderlip.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

~ Fair; a function of my aggressiveness with a tendency to overcontrol slightly and to set up a one or two
cycle oscillation about the bank angle.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Good. The airplane seemed to be reasonably well damped in the Dutch roll, not over-damped. Sideslip
excursions didn't seem to persist.
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BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACkING TASK

Performi-ace was fair to good with the tendency to overshoot and overcontrol. The task, 'hwever' wa-
easy to perform even though there was a tendency to overshoot.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

More noticeable in the roll than in the yaw. I felt that there was qrite a bit moreeffort required and a
somewhat moderate deterioration in my performance. The endefiý toset up a bank angle oscillation-while operating
in the turbulent environment was quite noticeable. So I really think that best efforts are required.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Were good; they didn't detract or degrade from the lateral-directional evaluation.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I think they were acceptable. I think in the air-to-air role, performance is degraded a bit because of thelittle bit of uncertainty in the bank angle control particularly in the presence of turbulence. In the air-to-ground

role, I think your turbulence response is a little bit too much in roll and I think it would reduce your accuracy of
getting weapons on target. Sideslip was not a major problem. Tendency to overcontrol sideslip adds to the roll
control difficulties because the sideslip does seem to have a significant influence on the roll capability and the roll
controllability.

GOOD FEATURES

It was maneuverable, had pretty good roll capability. The other good feature is the fact that the sideslip
that was generated didn't seem to persist.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

The coordination that I've talked about, namely initial proverse followed by the adverse, was objectionable.
The tendency to overshoot and overcontrol in bank angle and to oscillate about it is also objectionable. Furthermnre,
the roll response to the disturbance inputs is likewvise objectionable.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

I felt that I did have to coordinate maneuvers and the coordination was in the adverse direction. There was
a tendency on my part to overcontrol the sideslip initially and you just have to watch out for this.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I think the airplane is acceptable, I don't feel however that it is satisfactory. I think it needs to be improved.
The deficiencies that I've talked about are more than just minor, perhaps not down to the objectionable category yet.

CONFIGURATION lIB NIV''A/' = + .08 PILOT RATING 7 TURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

I thought it wasn't going to be good and it wasn't going to be very bad. The more I flew the thing and the more
aggressively I tended to fly, the worse it seemed to get. Primarily the problem is my inability to track bank angle
preeisely.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Laterally and directionally were both good. Longitudinal trim was okay, also.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES
/11A = -25dg/e in. V

425 deg/sec
5 

in.p = 20.5 deg/seca -In.

I was able to select nice and light forces. Perhaps the lightness created some of my tracking problems, but
they were comfortable. It was a very maneuverable configuration. I just wasn't very accurate in my ability to track
bank angle. Okay, so there was no real compromise involved on the aileron gear selection. On the rudder, I had to
have the rudder sensitivity turned down, but even when I did that, It was one of these airplanes where the coordina-
tion requirement seemed to change, you put in a roll control input, It looked like to me initially the sideslip would go
a little bit in the proverse direction and then come smartly back in the adverse direction and I wasn't able to coordinate
it very well, You needed a time delay in between the aileron Input and the rudder took effect and I wasn't very good
at that, It's quite easy to make things worse, at least initially because of what looked like to me to be Initial proverse
yaw. The displacements that ended up on the rudder and the aileron were small, forces were comfortable and the
control harmony was good for all three axes.
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AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT LINPUqTS

For aileron only,. alittle'bit of a tenaeni~y to t•ke•i6finf roll rats whien-youi put in an aileron input and. this was
no*icezbebut it really made the-airplane feel cuite maneuverable and quite rolly, you could realli rack the thing
aroun.d.- Okay, coordination was difficult t& achiivi.- L6asn't really- able tocros -control it initially and then' pdtWip
tLe coordination in the adverse diiection at tlhe end, so't-haiitialf; I'd get-a sideslip oscillation following an aileron
input, couldn't keep up with it, -but then ended up coordinating it in the proper direction finally. The-DMtch roll
doesn't seem to be oscillatory, so certainly'in the bank angle tracking,1 createdthe oscillation iguess preity much
on my own. .In maneuvering, c6birdination requirements are there and they're difficult to achieve because to keep the

i airplane perfectly cc~oordinated, you end up having to cross-control and I cotildn't do that very well.,particularly for
c-ontinuous maneuvering.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Very, very difficult and the harder I worl.ked at it, the worse it~seemsd to get.. The factor that really kills
this airplane was my inability to achieve the bank ani.le and hold it very well.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Because I couldn't control the bank angle well, I wouldn't control the heading very well. I don't think the,
problem is so much the lightly damped Dutch roll as it is pilot-airiplane interaciion.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

My performan'c was really very poor on that. When I went at it aggressively, it was not unusual to oscillate
about a given bank angle 3 or 4 times before I got the needle to settle down. Like I said, this is a serious problem.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Didn't seem to be out of line, no real serious problems noted with the random disturbance. I think there was
more effort required, but really it was no more difficult to perform the task.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Good. Did not interfere with the lateral-directional.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

Air-to-air, I think they are unacceptable because of the poor bank angle tracking capabilities, something
that I put a high regard on for air-to-air task. Similarly, for air-to-ground where you've got to close tight attitude
loops or roll attitude loops, you'd have serious problems because you tend to lighten the damping in roll and I have a
hard time getting the bank angle to settle down.

GOOD FEATURES

I liked the fact that it was really maneuverable in roll, you could really roll this airplane around and do the
high roll rate maneuvers.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

One very strong objection is my poor bank angle contr.ll•*I'1y and the fact that I tend to oscillate about and
overcontrol in bank angle. The Inability to coordinate the screwy sideslip response, starting out in one direction,
ending up in the other in certainly an objectionable feature and probably part of my problem,

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

I have to try to fly the airplane with a little less aggression than I'was perhaps but then you have trouble
doing the fighter mission. So really there's not much you can do about it.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I don't feel that these characterlstics as I see them are acceptable for the fighter mission. I think, when I
really work at It, I set up a bank angle oscillation that's too severe. The airplane really wasn't too bad or different
In turbulence than what I would expect.
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CONFIGURATION- 5ND IDENTIFICATION-
AND FLIGHTTEST DATA TABULATION,

LAS STEP -AV LEVEL I LEVEL:2' IaAS- A 6RP-

-0.06 6 D 0.26 2.55 -210 0.019 5.7 3.8 0.09 355 38
-0.02 2 C 0.25 2.44 -240 0 4.0 2.7 0.05 450' 39

-0.02 3 D 0.25 2.44 -240 0 4.0 2.7 0.05 4305 24

+0.051 3 1 I 0.231 2.24 -10 0;02 4.3 2.9 0.11 340 17

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL PARAMETERS AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES

WAd = 2.40 Al = 5.68 6= -13.6

0.25 N' = -1.02 L' = -2.77

RAlý 0.0549

0.475 L0 = -2.14

7S oo = 0.0586 .0.169

= 2.14 1,- .0.989 =ý .1.015l~d

S-- .132.0 +G(o = +0.0.134
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I'CONFIGURATIONW 5 - - .06 %SILOT, RATING 6 TURBULENCE RATING P

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND .GENERAL COMMENTS

Thatreallywas-a screwy one. -With'so many things going on it's kind of hard ti sortout. First of-all, i_
n6ted, 4tat.I:had i dihedral-effect.' Theyaw for:aý aile~r;Winput(ookedinitially priWeise'followedl by, adverse, ,maki•g,
coordination difficult and givingine a tendency to oscillate intbank angle. A- whole bunch of little things adding up to
Rike'a'rthe'r ýnot~very~good'air~lane. 

p to-

ABILITY TO TRIM

The trim wasn't very good laterally. Directionally it.seemedto be okay.

SELECTION OF'AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

5- ,deg/sec-in. N - 38 degisec.-in.

Aileron gearing selection was a compromise. When I chose a high sensitivity to keep roll rate up in-face of
adverse yaw andtried to malke sminll corrections about the level flight, where I'didn't really coordinate, then;the'air-
plane was VeryjseAsitive., I had a tendency-to oscillate it or bobblein rolLso I hid to cut down the sensitivityaflittle
more. ýThe-excitationi'in the yaw was in the adverse dihection sothat Ijust used the normal coordination for aileron
inputs. Forces on the aileron were a littli heavier than I would have liked for large rolling mane'uve-s, while a
little too light for small bank angle corrections. Rudder control was satisfactory in both instances. Displacements
were small, and control harmony !still was not a problem.

AIRPLANE-RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

For aileron only, it looked like a little bit of initial proverse yaw and followed by adverse yaw, making It
very difficult to coordinate. It looks to me that as the roll rate started to pick up it was predominantly adverse so
that the coordination requirements were in the normal direction. When I coordinated the airplane, there was a ten-
dency to cut down my roll rate. I could feel this when I was trying to roll. If I didn't coordinate, Icould feel the roll
rate pick up, but then I built up quite a large sideslip angle. There was also a tendency for me io set up a slight
oscillation in bank angle, in particular, when I was trying to make small corrections. So you did have to coordinate,
otherwise you get quite substantial sideslips,

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Not as good as I would like because of these tendencies for oscillating about the bank angle in level flight;
not sizable oscillations but they are there and they make my bank angle control imprecise.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

A bit of a problem. The airplane had a funny swing and an out-of-phase feeling. With the relationship
between sideslip and roll that this airplane had, the heading was a bit difficult to control.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Perlormance was only fair. I had two slight instances where I thought I set up a slight overcontrol and then
began to oscillate somewhat about the bank angle. I did have to coordinate the airplane, otherwise I would build up
noticeable sideslip angles.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS
It had a more noticeable roll response than sideslip response. It was again an out-of-phase feeling that

caused me to have more problems with the random disturbances than I thought I should have had. So it did certainly

cause me at least moderate deterioration in task performance and I put that in the "more effort required" category.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Not much of a problem. It didn't degrade or detract from lateral-directional.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

Only marginally acceptable. I think, perhaps, with a little practice you might be able to handle these char-
acteristics. I think you might still perform an adequate mission although I was certainly not as good at it as I would
like to be. In the air-to-air role, the phasing of the Dutch roll is a bit of a problem. This impreciseness in bank
angle is a result. Air-to-ground, I anticipate more of a problem with this because I think there is a greater ten-
eency to use the rudders to help move the nose of the airplane around as you attack ground targets. Tha fact that you
do have to coordinate the sideslip and hence have to use the rudder, I think, degrades my ability to fly this airplane.

GOOD FEATURES

There are really no outstanding good features. The roll performance isn't as good as I would like. The
controllability isn't as good as I would like. I really didn't find any good features.
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OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

The screiysideulip response'and the fact that-I hive to coordinate'thiesideslip was" obje~tl&abie in'that,
whenl do cooidinate'the.sideslip, I'can noticeably cut down zivrollperforM•raice. The-bignko ci'iandlth J
slip disi•urbaficeowere jistvweird to me;

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

Coordination Is required. The major part of the coordination is in the proper or adverse direction. I can
keep up with it but I'm not very good atthat.- 'Control inpu:s'require-sbiie weird phasng aiidwhen ybu j{itu a rudder
input it does 'eem to change the roll input that you have made so that you feel the two controls are working,against
each other.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT, RATING

I think that these deficiencies are certainly very objectionable. I do think you could get along with them if
you had to.

CONFIGURATION 5ND . 2 PILOT RATING 3 TURBULENCE RATING D

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

I thought It was going to be a reasonable airplane although I've got come problems with Lt.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Laterally and directionally, I thought, were reasonably good. My longitudinal trim was okay.
SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

SE* .= 305 deg/sec' -in. Ali 24 deg/sec -in.

On ailerons, I etarted out going to higher sensitivities than the initial selectior, and had to back down quite
S a bit. Thrs w"s quite a bit of adverse yaw generated and Lt seemed to cut down my roll rate a bit. So, initially I

4went up on the sensitivity and then it got oversensitive. I kept backing dowin and backing down so I wouldn't be sur-
prised If I ended up right where I've started. I ended ui with a sensitivity that I felt was quite 'reasonable and quite
good. It's really hard to say if you can interpret that as a compromise. On rudder; the airplane needed coordination
in the adverse normal direction but it wasn't an awful lot and I ended up getting a little heavier rudder in order to
keep the sideslip where I wanted it. Naturally, I was reasonably good at coordinating this configuration. The forces
that I ended up with on the aileron weren't really light but they were quite satisfactory. The displacements were
small on both controls and the control harmony was good.

A' AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

For aileron only, there seemed to be a small amount of adverse yaw generated and it didn't seem to have too
much effect on the roll rate although it did seem to just cut down tha roll rate. The coordination required was fairly
easy to do, and the difference between coordinated and uncoordinated wasn't all that different. The airplane seemedSto be nicely damped In the Dutch roll. In maneuvering, you did need to coordinate the airplane. but'coordination
required was in the normal direction and was relatively easy to do.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

SGood. Once I got the sensitivity squared away, my bank angle control, although not outstanding, was cer-
talnly good.

• HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Good; only problem there was getting the sideslip under control. The sideslip responee was fast enough so
that the heading came right back to pretty much where I wanted it.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Performance was good; not super, but good. I felt that I flew it quit3 aggressively. When I tried to get the

needle somewhere right away there was a tendency to overshoot but this wasn't much of a problem,

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Kind of interesting. The responve seemed to be affecting my sideslip control more than anything cile. This

happened primarily when I would roll into a turn and try to hold a eteady spiral speed turn. I would be working the
rudders or the aileron, whichever, in order to control my bank angle more precisely and I set up a sideslip oscil-
lation. I attributed it pretty much to the turbulence. I could say that more effort was required and probably a
moderate deterioration in performance.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Good; did not interfere with the lateral-directional evaluation.
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SUITABILITY OF THE ýAIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION - -

I think they a~re cerinly aare satisfactory but at theIower end- of thericale. Althbu h it
iavdg leit was one that I.could th`nk would satisfactorily do-the task.. Inite -airto-gr6unAdiole,
tws abit'more6f a 65- because when I triidito make small corre~ctions with'the•riidderforiheadinkg ii'tIook'ed

1ike the airplanelhad a- negativ'e dihedral-effect.

GOOD FEATURES

I th6'uhlt the'bahk Angle control was-good. I thoughtthe maneuvering capabilitieswere good.

OBJECTIONA`BLE FkATbMRES

The sideslip that is generated requires coordination but in the adverse direction, so that it wasn't too
difficult to do. I can feel some effect of the relationship of roll to inputs and it was indeed opposite to what one
would expect.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

You did have to coordinate the airplane for roll maneuvers. Coordination was mostly in the proper direction.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

Acceptable. I think it is satisfactory. The objections I have I'll put in the "mildly unpleasant deficiency"
category and say that minimum pilot compensation is' required.

------ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CONFIGURATION 5ND I4]N, = - .02 PILOT RATING 2 TURBULENCE RATING

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

This is going to be interesting because it was pretty obvious to me the airplane had a negative dihedral
effect and I wanted to be very sure that I didn't let any preconceived notions influence my thinking. 'So I tried very
hard to do whataver is necessary to our mission and give a fair evaluation.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Lateral-directional, longitudinal seemed good. I still have some trouble getting it trimmed laterally as
well as I would like.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

= 450 deg/sec' -in. N•p= 39 deg/sec
t

-in.

I was able to pick nice light ailerons without any compromise whatsoever, a selection based purely on what
I might enjoy or like to fly. The rudder was the same way. There appeared to me to be noticeable amount of ad-
verse yaw, although it wasn't a lot and required a lot of coordination in the proper direction. The forces were light;
the displacements were small; the control harmony was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

For aileron without the rudder, the response was good, the roll was smooth and there was a little bit of
sideslip generated in the adverse direction. I was able to coordinate and keep the sideslip pretty close to zero with
normal coordination. There didn't seem to be any real oscillations set up with this airplane. The Dutch roll seemed
to be well damped. Coordination was required bat it was in the normal direction and felt quite good to me.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Perhaps the best I've seen; I was redlly impressed with my ability to roll up and stop quite aggressively at
a given bank ar.gle. I could really put the bank angle right where I wanted without any tendency to overshoot oroscillate about. My bank angle controllability was really outstanding.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Good; even if I didn't coordinate, the Dutch roll was well damped and the airplane heading seemed to stop

pretty close to where I would want it to be.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

My performance was really outstanding, one of the best that I have seen and there were no problems
involved. On most of the maneuvers, I coordinated because the coordination was easy to do and in the proper
direction.
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RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

i Seemed to be a little bit more noticeable to me in roll than in sideslip although I occasioniallygot'a large
sideslip disturbanceý The roll disturbance was noticeable and I think tended to cause at least a4minor deteriorationý
in my performance and certainly required more effort.

LONGITUDiNAL "CHARACTERISTIC'S

Good and did not detract or degrade the lateral-directional.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTr.CS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

They're quite suitable for the-fighter mission, particularly for the air-to-air with the precise bank angle
control that you have, the ability to coordinate the sideslip so that it's not'a problem and the good damping of-the°
Dutch roll. For the air-to-ground, similar comments apply. The airplane hisa negative dihedralfeffect so that
I was unable to augment my roll beyond what the ailerons were giving me. Normally, you're able to~augment your
roll1somaewhat using the rudder and aileron in the same direitlon: -In this case, if I. overca6trollid.vith the rudder,
I tended to cut down my aileron roll rate. However, I had conpletelj adequte7 roll rate with•thi aileron's only and
therefore that's not really a factor. Also, I wouldn't be able to pick up the wing with the:rudde r, ulessI cross-
control.

GOOD FEATURES

Really an outstanding feature was thi bank• angle conitrollability. I like the fact thait I can fly the airplane

aggressively. I like the fact that the coordination required was very easy and very natural.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

No major objections at all. The turbulence response in roll could use a little Improvement but I can dive
with it as is.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

No really special piloting techniques. You do need to coordinate the thing but the coordination is in the

proper direction and it's, I think, very easy to do.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I think the airplane is acceptable and satisfactory as it is. I don't believe pilot compensation is a factor.
No problems with it whatsoever and certainly negligible deficiencies. I did feel that there's a minor deterioration in
my performance in the presence of turbulence.

CONFIGURATION 5ND L. 4 s/ = + . 05 PILOT RATING 3 TURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

I wasn't going to like it, it turned out that I did and it was a reasonably good airplane to fly.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Good, both laterally and directionally. The longitudinal gave me no problems.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

SZ 340 deg/seca in. Ný,p = 17 deg/sec&-in.

There was a little matching up to be done between the rudder and the aileron. When I stepped on the rudder
the airplane tended to roll opposite to the way an airplane would normally roll but there was very little sideslip
generated due to aileron. So that rudder wasn't required that much to keep the sideslip in the center. I backed down
on the rudder sensitivity to get heavier forces because I found that I was Initially overcontrolling with the rudder a
bit and tending to slow down my lateral response. I found that with those I could more easily control the little bit of
sideslip that I was seeing without overcontrolling it. On the ailerons, I think I was able to pick forces as light as I
wanted. Forces were light on the aileron. On the rudder, forces just a little bit heavy but I didn't require very much
rudder so that they were compatible with the other axes and just about right. The displacements were small in all
three axes and not a problem.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Aileron input alone provided smooth roll control and generated a little bit of sideslip in the roll but not enough
to worry about. With the very little coordination that is required, the lateral response doesn't seem to be too dif-
ferent. Oscillations were never a problem. The airplane seemed to be well damped. In maneuvers, there was a
requirement for a little bit of coordination in the proper direction during rapid rolls and that was purely a nicety to
keep the sideslip near zero. It wasn't a necessity.
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BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Good. I .could roll up and stop the airplane anywhere I-wanted to.

HEADING`CONTROLLABILITY - -

I did-i't have any problems with headings.because the Dutch roll that I was seeinga.wawell-aipedafid never'

really showed itself asa significant oscillatory problem. ."

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK -
Good, maybe not quite as4 sI`,woda ould like but ther-e were- io real'ýrbblinsmbicadis•of theaiplair e'dj-

namics themselves.

RESPONSE •TO DLSTURBANCE ,INPUTS' "

Resp6nse to turbulefiie wasfibaut wfit i Wxld i•peft. 1twaa nothing iighificaht In any 6fWt•e axis'nd :oAW
a m in o r d e t e r fo r a tim n ',' i i b i l ty to pe rf o' i ' e' ms sio n; . .. . . .. ... _ . A ,

LONGITUDINAL'CHARACTERiSTICS

Good, did not interfere with lateral-directional.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

Good. Seems to mei a c6iple6f-problerscdoriie to mind. Firstbf all, Iiainot augnient roil rate with'tlie
rudder as I have with other airplanes. I guess I could do that by cross controlling but that is difficultto~do. So.l am
pretty wel! stuck with the roll control with aileron that I have but that is sufficient. In the airto-griound role' 'iif '-looks good. The fact that I don't have to use the rudders gets me away from the negative dihedral effect so I haven't

incurred any problems.

GOOD FEATURES

I like the roll control; I like the fact that I don't have to coordinate very much and I like the fact that the
Dutch roll'that I see here is well damped.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Negative dihedral effect, not really a major objection here because it really doesn't enter into the picture.
However, from a maneuvering standpoint I think it might be a problenm on my Inability to augment mry rbll rate with
rudder.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

None that I required. The coordination that I used was in the proper direction even with the negative dihedral
effect and coordinating the airplane didn't affect my lateral control.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

Acceptable and satisfactory. I think that the deficiencies that I see fall in the mildly unpleasant category.
When I over-coordinate it does slow down my roll rate. A little bit more effort required in turbulence, but not
much. No significant deterioration in performance.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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APIPENDIL IV. 3

HIGH DUTCH ROLL FREQUENCY CONFIGURATIONS

CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION AND FLIGHT DATA TABULATION

TRANSIENT RESPONSES

PILOT COMMENTS
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CONFIGURATION 6 IDENTIFICATION
AND FLIGHT TEST DATA TABULATION

6/ L5/ W, _
%s P.R. T.R. 150 max 4SA S

L•As STEP f-3--- LEVEL I LEVEL2 I d RP

-0.15* 8 c 0.11 3.83 -185" 0.090* 6.1' 4A* 0.29* 455 40.5

-0.06 5.5 E 0.11 424, -185 0.033; 2.1 A1.4 0.06 364 34.5

0.0 4.5 E 0.10 4.50 -325 0.014 1.2 0.8 0.03 430 26.5

0.0 ,2.5, D 0.10 4.50 -325 - 0.0 1.2 0.8 0.03 380 -21.0

+0.05 4 E 0.10 4.69 -350 0.013 1.6 1.1 0.05' 450 39.0

+0.10 7 E 0.098 4.88 .350 0.20 2.2 1.5 0.07 425 26.5

1INDICATES ROLL-SIDESLIP DATA FROM COMPUTER GENERATED TIME HISTORIES

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL PARAMETERS AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES

&)d 4.50 N'ý = 20.4 -=36.9

0.10 N/' = -0.607 L' = -0.0619

r 0.42 Al' = 0.042 L4 = 2.39

35 -0.319

= 1.68 y. -0.994 y. = 1.015
le Id = A

S= 17.2 + = 0.0036
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A

II

CONFIGURATION 6 J, I = - 0. 15 PILOT RATING 8 TURBULENCE RATING 0

INITIAL IMPRE...ION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

Pilot comments on this evaluation were lost because of a fouled tape in the voice recorder.

SELEC -ION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

4. 455 deg/secz -in. Nh,, 40.5 deg/secz-in.

CONFIGURATION 6 N,. 5 JL• -0.06 PILOT RATING 5.5 TURBULENCE RATING E

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

First ampression was that it -asn't going to be too bad. It was obvious that it had a lightly damped Dutch
roll but the roll for -:self didn't seem to be too bad.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Ability to trim was good laterally and directionally. The longitudinal was also good.

SELEC'O AON OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

= 364 deglseca - in. At' = 34.5 deg/sec' - in.

Rudder sensitivity and aileron selections; no real compromises involved in either selection. The ai'eron
sensitivity selection gave me light forces and gave me lots of roll capability. The rudder I lightened up so that I
could coordinate the little bit of adverse yaw that seemed inherent with an aileron control input with this configura-
tior The forces ended up light, the displacements were small, the control harmony in general was quite good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Ailero.. asiput alone was accompani.td by a small amount of adverse yaw and a little bit of the Dutch roll

slipping cver into the roll rate. The roll itself was relatively smooth. The Dutch roll oscillation that I got seemed
to be relatively high frequency and relatively lightly damped. Coordinating the configuration seemed to cut down
the osci:latory tendency a little bit. The oscil.atory tendencies were more in sideslip than in roll.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLA.BILITY

Ability to achieve bank angle was pretty good. When I stopped on a desired bank angle. I excited the lightly
damped Dutch roll which because of itb high frequency died out in a respecta.le am,,int of time but it was enough to
bequite a nuisance factor. It didn't affect the bank angle control very much.

HEADING CONTROLLAR'LITY

The Dutch roll oscillation did a ect the heading control and it would take a while for the airplar•c to settle
down on a given heading.

JANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK I
Bank ang't perfornm.ance was pretty good. The one problem that was encountered was the lightly damped

Dutch roll oscillation. This ozcillation occurred anytime I did anything abruptly with the airplane whether I
rc,-zrdinated it or not.

RESPONSE TO DISIURBANCE INPUTS

Rardom disturbancr input response was really exaggerated in the directional response. The excursions were
lar~e and jersistent so that the airplane's overall response to the amount of distarbance was really noticeable and
really leteriorated what was a reasonable performance up to that point. So, response to disturbance here is really
a major fac' "r.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal hand!ing qualiti,_s w-re good and did not interfere or detract from the lateral-directional.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHAPACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I think, in smooth air. you would Lave a chance oi doing. not a good job, but maybe a reasonable job of air
trai'.ing. Still have this light', damped D.tcb roll to put .ap •,ith, but the frequency seems to be h.gh enough that
th" ostillations die out in a :elati-ely soA. period of time and the sideslip excursior.s that I see are really not large.
But in the presence of turbilence, based on what I h.ave seen, the air-to-air role in this airplane would really be not
very good, primarily because of the latge sideship -tsturbances. Tht air-to-ground mission I think would probably
be wo-se ban the air-to-air because of the great probability of being in turbulence.
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(-:)OD FF.ATU.:!ES -- ';" . .

I think :he roli ccn:e6i'is,'j&6d~and V'think-the -fa~ct'that:r-dould sbleci light-iorcesadId:get-lots-of'roll peefor-
~ nmanceoare the good features. Sj I.n OB,'CTIONABLE FEATURES

The'-pririary 6bjectibn wis the aii•lane 'rei'oiie to-the an'domdisttirlianceiniputs whichI think is-coupled
with the lightly'lamped Dutch-ro¢ll oscillation. It's•cbje6tioziibletha-tI excitethe oscillation anytime Imaneu'r~the
airpiane abruptly and-ites objectionabli th•• I, can't-keep the ilieslip• imall-eiioughwith- cc'prdination to prevent
exciting the Dutch roll. Major objection, and the one that reaill destroys thi• •cohfiguration is the response to
random disturbance inputs.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

Rudder cordination is requlred. The rudder coordination is in the normal di'-ection and not too difficult to do.

hPRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATIIIG
I don't think it was satisfactory in smooth air because of the lightly damped Dutch ioll disturbonce but I think

I could have done a reasonable job. Response to random disturbance inputs was -eally a moderate objection to this
configuration, and p--rhaps slightly worse than that, and required slightly more than considerable pilot compensation.
I think Increase in pilot effort In turbulence is in the best efforts required category with a moderate deterioration
in task.

"---

CONFIGURATION 5 /Lgg = + 0.0 P-ILOT RATING 4.5 IURBULENCE RATING E

A, INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

"Initial impression of the third configuration was that it was going to be a pretty good one. Seemed to be very
k.•low sideslip generated. Looked like i;t was a little bit proverse initially, however. the sideslip generation wasn't

very large, the airplane was quite stiff directionally sc that sideslip excursions tended to be sn-all.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Ability to trim was good in all three axes, was no problem.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

430deg/secz - in. 26.5 deg/seca - in.

Bank angle controllability did seem to be a little bit sensitive to the gear selection. However, the sensitivity
I picked was nice and light and didn't present any real compromise, in my gear selection. Forces that ended up on
the ailerons were light. Coordination wasn't really a factor so that selection of rudder sensitivity probably
doesn't mean very much because I hardly used the rudder.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

The airplane was quite oscillatory in the Dutch roll, seemed to be very hiZh frequency and I think that ir a
major problem on this configuration. Heading coordination requirements were small, the airplane was stiff enough
directionally, I really couldn't coordinate it as fast as it was doing it itself, so I didn't really have to coordinate the
airplane very much.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Ability to achieve the desired bank angle was only fair to good. There was a tendency on my part to overshoot
the bank angle and then very small but I t6in.,i noticeable oscillat 9 about the bank angle.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Heading control was good, the airplane very stift directionally and even though it was lightly damped the
oscillations that I saw. except for what I will talk about in turbulence later, were not very great.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

I could really go at the tracking task aggressively but when I did, I found a tendency to overshoot. Then the
bank angle would go through one or two oscillations before it got right on center so that the tracking task perfor-
mance was only fair.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Response to disturbance inputs was quite significant on this configuration. There were quite large bank
angle and sideslip disturbances so that you tend to pizk up quite noticeable side accelerations in the cockpit and it
really causes best efforts required and moderate deterioration in performance so that turbulence response was quite
poor.
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal handling qualities didn't detract from the lateral-directional~very good.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION j

I think these characteristics are probably acceptable, I don't feel however they are satisfactory. In the
air-to-air role, the slushing around of the nose in turbulence,- and to pilot-inputs, resulting from the lightly damped
Dutch roll would-cause you to not be as precise at hitting the target as you would like and certainly that is true of the.
bank angle control. Air-to-ground I think you have probably worse problems air-to-ground because I think y6ii
increase your chances of hittikg a lot of turbulence in air-to-ground role.

GOOD FEATURES

I liked the fact that you had good roll control, I liked the fact that the sideslip disturbances were small and
that you really didn't have to coordinate the airplane to keep the sideslip small.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Primary objection is the respoi,s, to the random disturbance and also the fact thzt I hac "oiat tthought vas
poorer bank angle controllability than I Aould like to nce in a fighter airplane.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

I found that I really couldn't coordinate the airplane because the Dutch roll oscillati,)ns -T'ere so rapid that
they were back to the center before I had a chance to di anything about them.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I think the airpla•za 1. acce-ptable. I don't feel however that it is satisfactor:. I think that the deficiencies
were more than minor. I don't think they're II that moderately objectionable.

CONFIGURATION 6 = + 0.0 PILOT RATING 2.5 TURBULENCE RATING D

1INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

My xnin.ial impression of that one was that It was going to be a pretty good one, and that scemed to hold
throughout the rest of the evaluation.

ABILITY TO TRIM

It was easy to trim directional. A little tendency to want to roll one way and then the other on the lateral
trim, but IL was good. It was not something that detracted from the evaluation. Longitudinal trim was also good.

SELEC:•ON OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

" " 380 deg/seca - in. . = 21.0 deg/seca - Sn.

I lool.ed -t values more sensitive than what we started out with and I :as very much overcontrolling t.e air-
plane in roll, So backed down to where I started out and even that was a little too sensitive as I diszovered as I
continued to fly. When I'd try making very small bank angle corrections and try to hold the bank angle, any little
bit of turbulence in the airplane would tend to bobble it in roll just a little bit. And I think that's prhiarily due to
my, perhaps tot. hi,;h aileron gear selection. Forces, however, were quite light on the ailerons, real good
maneuverability on that one. I didn't really use the rudders so the gear selection that I've got there is simply what
we start-d out w'th. Displacements are small, control harmony was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

With ailernn-only inputs, the airplane seemed to have very little sideslip generated. It looked like It was
ii,itiallý lust a little bit proverse, but only a very small amount of sideslip was generated. Didn't seem to have an
awful lot of influen(e on the roll. The roll seemed to be smooth. The airplane -as more oscillatory directionally
tlb)n some that I'd seen and it seemed to have relatively high frequency. This was noticeable mostly in the presence
of the random dijt'irbar.ce. Maneuvering and coordination requirements were nil.

BANK ANGZE CONIROLLABILITY

Ability to achieve a bank angle was good, A tendency to overshoot it on my part I think, because I was really
flying the airplane aggressively and I think perhaps I had ths gear ratio a little too lII&t.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Heading control was good In smoolt. air, in turbulence you got a little bit of nose wanderinn back and forth.
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BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK'

Bank angle tracking task performance was good I think because I was goingat it aggressively I was over-

controlling it a little bit. The reason I was thinking the sensitivity was too light was that in a.constant banked turn,
I would sit there and bobble the airplane a little bit in roll.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Response to disturbance inputs is quite noticeable, particularly directional oscillations tend to set up. I

think it's in the more effort required category and perhaps probably at least a moderate deterioration in my task

performance.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

The longitudinal handling qualities were good. No factor.

SUITABILLIY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I think they're quite good. I think it's acceptable, I think it's a satisfactory airplane. In air-to-ground role,

I think the turbulence response is a little more than I would like to see, particularly in the sideslip mode, but

again, still not much of a problem.

GOOD FEATURES

The roll control is really good, the roll maneuverability is really good. The fact that very little or no side-

slip is generated is a good feature and the fact that no coordination is required is a good feature.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Really I have only very minor objections. I think the turbulence response, at least di ectionally is a little

mo)re than I would like and a little less damped than I would like to see.

SPECIAL PI.-OTING TECHNIQUES
E You can fly the airplane without coordinating and I like that idea.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I think the airplane is good. Negligible deficiencies; however, I think the turbulence response falls in the
mildly unpleasant category.

S• CONFIGURATION 6 IV$' =, + 0. 05 PILOT RATING 4 TURBULENCE RATING E

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

My impression, when I first looked at the configuration was that it was obvious that the Dutch roll was
relatively lightly damped and I thought that was going to be a problem. It turned out that the more I flew it the more
I thought it was pretty good.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Ability to trim was good laterally and directionally and longitudinally.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

450 deglseca - in. 3Ap = 39.0 deg/sec
t 

- in.

The roll rate was to smooth that I think I could 1ave selected most any aileron gearing and would have been
in real good shape. I selected a very light gearing Initially and then part way through the evaluation I had to decrease
sensitivity because I was overcontrolling in bank angle and it was my own inputs and not the dynamics of the airplane.
The airplane flew better if I didn't coordinate. I decreased the rudder sensitivity, but really didn't end up using the
rudde" very much a, all. So I won't guarantee that there's any meaning to the forces on the rudder that I've selected.
The aileron forces were nice and light, displacements were very small and the harmony of the controls was t cry good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Using aileron input without rudder, the roll rate was just really mooth. I couldn't believe that you can roll
that airpiane 360' and the sideslip would hardly move and there was no oscillation or anything involved in the roll.
I did two rollsa little bit of sideslip was excited. I didn't coordinate with the rudder. Attempts to coordinate didn't
do anything but excite that small amplitude lightly damped Dutch roll oscillation, so I was better off without being on
the rudder pedals, so that really coordination wasn't a factor.
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BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABrILITY

Ft Ability to achieve bank angle was really quite easy. You can roll up and stopthat airplane most anywhere
you want to.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Ability to achieve heading was good.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TPACKING TASK

The performance I thought was good. I kept overcontrolling at first. Came down on the gearing a bit and
things were better. So there are really no problems involved there.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS
ocaResponse to disturbance inputs was a problem. The airplane was excited quite a bit directionally a-d
,osciRated almost continuously d i the disturbance inputs. So that the random disturbance is really very distracting_ _influence here and has influenced my evaluation of this particular configuration, I think quite strongly.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal handling qualities were good. They did nAdt detract at all from the lateral-directional, and in
general a very harmonious longitudinal control, quite fighter-like.I , ISUITABILITY OF rHE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

Suitability of these characteristics for the fighter mission is a little bit questionable for two reasons. First
of all, there is a very lightly damped Dutch roll so that even with any little bit of sideslip disturbance, the airplane
has a relatively high frequency with lightly damped oscillation and I'm sure that that would detract from my ability
to fire guns. particularly air-to-air. Air-to-ground, I think it would be a problem in any turbulence, it would cer-
tainly degrade my ability to hit targets, as it would also do in random disturbances in the air-to-air tracking. That's
really the only problem.

GOOD FEATURES

Roll control is outstanding, very smooth, some of the best I've seen. The lack of coordination is ex.cellent
and just, in general, the kind of coordination requirement that I like to see in the fighter, which is none.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

The response to the disturbance inputs directionally was severe. The airplane is just in a continuous
directional oscillation. The lightly damped Dutch roll rears its head not just in the disturbance inputs but anytime
you stop the airplane, you get this small, high frequency, lightly damped oscillation which I think detracts from the
pilot's ability to hit a target, particularl, with guns. It's also objectionable because I couldn't stop it. When I got
into the loop, I was not fast enough to st ) the directional oscillation and if anything, tended to make it worse by
putting in my own rudder pedals.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

The directional problem was there. I was not able to do anything about it and I was better off if I didn't
coordinate the airplane.

PRIMAAY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I'm going to say that this configuration is not satisfactory for the fighter mission as it is. I think it's
acceptable. I think that if you could just get rid of that lightly damped oscillation, and cut down its response to ran-
dom disturbances, you'd have a real fine airplane, but I don't really know whethe; to call that a minor deficiency
because I really can't improve very much on it by my own pilot compensation so it's a bit of a problem to say tha.moderate pilot compensation is required because I really couldn't compensate for the problem that I had ever thoughS• 1 think it would detract from my ability to hit targets. Turbulence really deteriorated my ability to attack. More
effort is required, but those efforts are not good enough to a!leviate the problem, but the deterioration in task per-
formance is quite marked.

------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SCONFIGURATION 6 JV' /L•,S = + 0. 10 PILOT RATING 7 TUBLNER IG

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

It was an interesting one because mc~re thaa once my assessment of the configuration changed dramaticaly
from beginr.inr to the end. And I say that because my initial impression was that it was really nice, you could do
360' rolls and get very little sideslip aad the roll performance was going to be reelly good, i think. But then as i
began to fly it. two th:ngs were obvious - one that the bank angle precision was extz-mely poor and, two, the large"proverse yaw gererated set up bank angle oscillatons. The Dutch roll was very hghtl, damped and relatively flat.
So that there are a number of things that added up to be an extremely poor airplane.
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ABILITY TO TRIM

Abilityto trim,. directionallyowas good. Longitudinal was good., It~was sensitive on the roll control, but
this didn't seem to be'a factor in my vaiuauti;on.' w. go .. .s " t n

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES-

Ls = 425 deg/sec = in. = 26.5 deg/sec - in.

On the aileron sensitivity selection, I ended up accepting what we started out with. Looked at a little lower
sensitivity, didn't seem to make too much difference to my problems, so ended up using the lighter aileron gear
selection simply because the roll performance was very good. Didn't seem to make an awful lot of difference to my
"precision whether I had it more or less sensitive. On the rudder, the Dutch roll was fast, the yaw was in the pro-
verse direction and it oscillated back so I really didn't stand a chance of coordinating this configuration, so really
didn't do anything with the rudders.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Using aileron input without the rudder, surprisingly enough, the roll was pretty smooth, it didn't seem zo

accelerate or anything like that. As far as coordination was concerned, I wasn't able to coordinate it, it was too
fast, too high a frequency for me, and in the wrong direction. So that I kind of just left the coordination alone.

4 Oscillatory characteristics; that's a pretty good description of this configuration. There are oscillations in both
roll and the yaw for this configuration. The roll primarily from the closed loop bank angle tracking and the yaw
pretty much from just the Dutch roll excitation which seems to be relatively flat. Maneuvering coordination require-
ments, I could say I really kind of flew it with my feet off the rudder because I wasn't helping the situation and if
anything,was only stirring up the Dutch roll more than it already was stirred up.

"BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Bank angle controllability was extremely poor. It has tendencies to overshoot and overcontrol and oscilltte
about a given bank angle when trying to track precisely and the harder I worked at it the worse it seemed to get, so"•' I really wasn't very good at controlling the bank angle.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Heading control was poor because the airplane kept going back and forth directionally without an awful lot
of roll and I can sit here and just move the stick back and forth and really displace the nose left and rign:. And be-
"cause of the sideslip oscillations which were high frequency and relatively lightly damped, your precision in heading
control was completely reduced.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Bank angle tracking task performance was poor. Quite a large tendency to overshoot and to oscillate about
the bank angles, which I think was a bit, in roll due to my fault, in yaw due to the lightly damped Dutch roll.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Response to disturbance inputs was quite dramatic in sideslip, didn't seem to be in roll. The airplane
really did get kicked around directionally. So I think this would be a real poor airplane in tur-bulence, at least in the
directional sense anyway. Let's put it in the best efforts category with a moderate deterioration in task perfor-
mance because that thing really was flipping around up there directionally.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

I thought the longitudinal handling qualities were good, not a factor in the evaluation.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

In the air-to-air role, I'm willing to say that it's not acceptable. I think the bank angle oscillations and the
quite large sideslip disturbance which is quite oscillatory would really negate my ability to perform the fighter
mission Air-to-ground, I think if you run into turbulence with this thing, you would likely never get any weapon
launched in the direction you wish to go because the airplane is really whipping back and forth directionally in
turbulence.

GOOD FEATURES

I have to admit the airplane has real good roll performance and if all you want to do is roll the airplane, you
can do it without generating a lot of sideslip provided you're in smooth air.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

The two strongest objections - one, the bank angle controllability is extremely poor when tracking precisely.
Certainly you end up with a lateral pilot-induced oscilla.ion, which is damped, I'll admit, but not very good and the
light damping of the Dutch roll and the high frequency which results in a quite rapid and large sideslip oscillation in the
presence of the random disturbance, and I'm relating that to turbulence. And those two factors, I think are sufficient
to make the airplane unacceptable.
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SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

There$s really notan awful lot you can Ao. You can't coordinate tle thing, I Fouldfittbecius`s it was too.

rapid. So pretty much flew with my feet on floor for that one.

PXIUAARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I'm not willing to buy that for the fighter mission. I thinh that'adequate performance~is notattainable. I
don't feel that controllability is Ln question.
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CONFIGURATION 7 IDENTIFICATION
AND FLIGHT TEST DATA TABULATION

LýA 4ý STP P4 V LEVEL I LEVEL 2 f0 JA d ~j

-0.20 7 E 0-20 3.42 -205 0.000 9* 6.5 OAO 440 75.0

-0.10 3 C 0.21 3.A9 -193 0.019 3.6 2.5 0.08 600 72.0

-0.10 5 D 0.21 3A9 -193 0.034 3.7 2.5 0.12O 553 4.

0.0 1.5 B 0.23 4.30 -035 0.00 1.7 1.1 0.02 500 26.5

+0.07 1.5 C 0.24 4.5B -006 0.00 1.6 1.1 0.07 455 26.5

"+0.15 4 B 0.25 4.87 -335 0.016 3.2 2.1 0.12 315 22.5

INDICATES DATA FROM COMPUTER GENERATED TI AE HISTORIES

V

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL PARAMETERS AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES

-Jd = 4.30 N = 18.7 L -34.6

6d = 0.23 =v -1.68 2= .79

"""l = 0.38 N. 0.o63 -2.64

7s = 136 - = 0.0586 -0 = 4.300

I1 [Id 1.7

28.3 y+cc= 0)033"
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CONFIGURATION 7 Ns/L = - 0.20 PILOT RATING 7 TURBULENCE RATING E

INITIAL IMPRESSION-AND GENERAL COMMENTS

My initial impression was that I wasn't going to like it and my convictions were confirmed as we continued
to fly the configuration.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Ability to trim in general is pretty good and in all three axes, no special problems involved with trimming.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

I 440 deg/sec. -in. /VN., =.75. 0deg/sec
5 

- in.

I purposely selected a lower aileron gearing becausethere seems to be a lot of adverse yaw, and a rela-
tively lightly damped, high frequency Dutch roll. Everytime I put in an aileron input, the nose almost wanted to
move as much as the wings did and it was,quite disconcerting. Then I'd set up this high frequency oscillation, it was
a real, squeamish airplane that seemed to want to slosh back and forth at quite a high rate. It was quite uncomfort-
able. A lot of rudder was required to coordinate the sideslip. So I came up on the rudder sensitivity to make the
forces lighter. So, there was really a compromise on the ailerons in order to cut downothe large amount of sideslip
and a higher rudder sensitivity to try to coordinate the sideslip. The forces on the ailerons, although not heavy were
not in the category of being light. So if there's such a category as medium forces, that's where I was. The rudder
forces, even with the higher gear ratio selection that I made tended to be heavy and the displacements on the rudder
were beginning to get noticeable. The control harmony, although not poor was not as good as I would like to have had,

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Slg An aileron input without the rudder resulted in a large amount of adverse sideslip and a quite high frequency
lightly damped oscillation which showed up in both roll and sideslip. Coordinating the aileron inputs, helped a bit
because the smaller the input the less triggering of that oscillation. This particular configuration exhibited almost
a continual Dutch roll oscillation for any rapid and continuous maneuvering. They weren't divergent but they were

just there and persistent and high frequency. Maneuvering coordination requirements, lots of rudder in the direction
of the aileron inputs was required and I guess I'-i getting tired, but it really uorked me, that was one of my dislikes.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Ability to achieve a bank angle was poor because everytime I'd roll up there, this oscillation will get trig-
gered off and it was showing up in both roll and sideslip and consipquently my bank angle control wasn't very good.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Heading control was fair to good because the oscillations that I was seeing were high frequency and relatively
• small amplitude so that the nose didn't swing way away from the given heading, it would in g# neral stay pointed where

I had directed the nose, but I don't think that you would have very much success hitting anything with, let's say an
air-to-air cannon with this configuration because of these persistent oscillations.

"BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

I was not able to perform the task as aggressively as I would like, kept dumping the system, I think pri-
marily on rudder inputs. In general I had to slow down my performance on the bank angle tracking task and en-
countered again oscillatory problems in both bank and sideslip.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Response to disturbance inputs was quite dramatic in both sideslip and roll and quite instrumental in
triggering this lightly damped high frequency oscillation, so that in the presence of random disturbances, I think
you're getting down to best efforts required to certainly moderate deterioration.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

"•. Longitudinal handling qualities are okay, did not degrade or interf( re with the lateral-directional evaluation.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I don't think these characteristics art suitable. The large sideslip disturbance and the continual lightly
damped oscillat:on coupled with the turbulence response of this configuration, I think makes it an unacceptable air-
plane. And those comments hold in general for the air-to-ground mission also. I think air-to-ground in turbulence,
it would be a matter of luck if you hit anything with this configuration.

GOOD FEATURES

,1o really outstanding or particularly good features about it.
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OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Thelightly damped Dutch roll oscillation-which shows up in roll and sideslip, 'the large iamount of idverse
sideslip due to an aileron input, andithe large rudder inputs-and heavy forces:required to: coordinateiit,: evieni withithe
light sensitivity. and"this continual nuse wlng-iock oscillation anyp time you put in a small input were-really'discon
certing.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES-

You do need to use a lot of rudder in-the direction of the aileron input, -and I mean a'lot.-

PRIMARY REASONFOR THE-PILOT RATING

I am not fast-enough with the rudder to dampen out these oscillations that I see and my bank angle con6-
trollability is poor and my disturbance inputs are large. I think that adds up to major deficiencies., Controllability
really wasn't in question, the airplane was stiff en•ugh directionally that the oscillations never got:out of hand so I
don't think that that!s aiprqblein. In turbulence, best efforts .required, 'moderate deterioration.

------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ------
-CON4FIGURATION °7 Ns•,-,4's = 40. lb PILO1,T RATING 3 TURBULENCE RATING. .

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

My 'initial impression was that this Was a ieasonable iiplane to fly.

ABILITY TO TRIM

I had a little bit of difficult) with the lateral trim on this configuration. I selected the aileron gearing quite
high, therefore, making the trim quite sensitive so that usually I wasrolling slightly one way or to the other. I
had a little difficulty getting thie-airplane trimmed as well'lon~gitu`dinally as I would like but not a sig.iificant factor..

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

L =s 600 deg/seca - in. NVi.e- 72.0 deg/sec' - in.

I was able to select, at least the aileron gearing without too much regard to the roll characteristics or the
dynanics of the airplane. I selected the rudder gearing a little lighter perhaps, than I normally would have'liked
because there appeared to me to be a noticeable amount of adverbe yaw and it wus to my advantage to have slightly
lighter rudder forces in order to be able to take care of this adverse yaw. So tho. forces thfat I endedup with were
quite light. The displacerments were small, which Iliked, arid the harmony of the controls in all three axe's-was"
quite good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

There initially seems to be a fair amount of adverse yaw during an aileron only input. Whatever yaw due
to roll there is, is really not significant to me. When I put in an aileron-only input, sideslip does build up in the
adverse direction, however, because it is in the adverse direction, it"s relatively easy to coordinate and the rudder
inputs required are quite normal. As for oscillatory characteristics, there does seemýto be a Dutch roll excited,
but it seems to be quite high i.a frequency and damps out in a short period of time. As far as turn coordiiation is
concerned, you do need to coordinate, it appears to be quite natural so that I don't really have any diffkulty
coordinating the airplane and I don't find that I have to hold any rudder ih the steady state.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

It was relatively easy to achieve a given bank angle and I could roll smartly from one bank angle to the other
and I noticed a little bit more this slight feeling of nonlinearity in roll, where the airplane just wanted to pick up
just a little bit in roll, but I was able to adapt to that and I could stop the airplane from rolling quite easily at the
bank angle that I wanted.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

I could achieve a heading with this airplane quite easily and I did find that the airplane would oscillate
noticeably, maybe a couple of times, before it would settle down right where I wanted to, but this happens in such
a short period of time that it really wasn't much of a problem.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

My performance, I thought was good and I didn't really have any problems doing it with a high degree of
aggressiveness. I could stop the needle right in the center pretty much where I Wanted it and very little oscillatory
characteristics when attempting the tracking task.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Response to the disturbance inputs on this configuration were quite noticeable in sideslip. There didn't
seem to be very much roll due to the disturbance input, but the sideslip excursions were quite noticeable and the
airplane moved almost a half a nose width to some of the disturbance inputs and it was a little bit more distracting
than I would like for it to have been.
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

No comments.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARA`CTERISTICS-FOR iTHE FIGHTER MISSION

Itlink the chiracteristics tlhit l've-seen in this cdnfigtaeioi are Quite suiiblef6r thi fighter misiion and
I think-theyare suitable witlioit improv ent.

GOOD FEATURES.

I liked the fact that had good-rollcontrol, that I could snap the airplane around and fly it aggressively, the
fact that the l;idslip-exctirsions that I did saweie snill and thai thei alasmed iui iii a very sliort'oeri~d of time.
The-lack-of roll due to disturbance inputs I would add as a good feature. .

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

The adverse yaw, and I find that I hive-to'coordinate all the rnaneuvers'to keep~the sideslip:dourfn. I would
also add to that, however, if I didn't coordinite, sideslip-never got out of hand and it-wasn't-somethLng-lthat-wasi-
going to cause much of a-oroblem., -but certainly rny gunnery accuracy would be'reduced if I didn!t coordinate.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

None really reqt4iired, even though you do have to coordinate the airplane, it's-in the-proper direction and
relatively easy to accomplish.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I think these-requirements are satisfactorywithout-improvement. Ithink the discrepancies that I have
talk,4 about are certainly mildly unpleasant deficiencies and thai-some pilot compensation is :required, but it's-only
minimal. On tee turbulence response, certainly more-effort was required and-particularly in the directional. The
sideslip -Aisturbances that I saw certainly put~me ihnthe "more effort required" however; it-was only a minor
deterioratc.. in performance.

CONFIGURATION 7 -0.10 PILOT RATING 5 TURBULENCE RATING D

INITIAL IMPRESSICON AND GENERAL COMMENTS

My initial impresslon was that I wasn't going to particularly like it as it seemed to have quite a bit of side-
slip generated with an aileron input~one of those kind of configurations where the nose of, the airpane seems to be
connected to the stick, moves back and forth with the stick. The sideslip was in the adverse direction, it wasn't
all that difficult to coordinate so I could keep the sideslip relatively small. Couldn't do~an outstanding jobwith it or
even a good job, but I could keep it down, I c9uld maneuver the airplane without feeling that the sideslip was getting
out of control and as I played with it more my technique got better.

ABILITY TO TRIM

The lateral seemed to be not as good as the directional, I had a tendency to roll a little bit one way or the

othcr. It did not detract or interfere with mv evaluation. My longitudinal trim was good.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

553 - in. 45.0 deg/sec' - in.

I had to Increase sensitivity quite a lot on the rudder and the aileron over what we stat-ted with, more on the
rudder than on the aileron. On the rudder I increased it quite a bit in order to counter this rather large amount of
adverse yaw that I was generating. The forces on the aileron were light, the forces on the rudder were heavy.
Displacements were reasonable on both. Control harmony was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

With aileron only inputs, roll seemed to be reasonably smooth;however, quite a bit of adverse yaw was
generated and required rudder coordination to keep it from getting out of hand. The sideslip didn't seem to affect
the roll all that much which surprises me a little bit and the roll was relatively smooth. When I coordinated I was
able to do a much better job with the roll and to keep.the sideslip under control. -Oscillatory characteristics, the
airplane seemed to be quite high frequency Dutch roll, not very heavily damiped., but not lightly either. Oscillations
show up mostly In the turbulence response where the airplane is quite oscillatory, particularly directionally. As
far as maneuvering coordination requirements are concerned, rudder is required in the direction of the turn and if
you don't coordinate you and up getting quite large sideslip angles generated.

BANK ANOLE CONTROLLABILITY

Ability to achieve bank angle I thought was fair to good. A little bit of a problem there because the sideslip
that is Senerated does feed Into the roll but not an awful lot. When I didn't coordinate the airplane, I could feel it

ffsect my roP. control and ites at such a high frequency that I'm not able to keep up with it very well.
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HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

-Heading control was a bit of a problem because of the si-e of the sideslip angle that was, generated from an
aileron only input If I didn't coordinaite inid I wasn't verv jood at c•'rdtnating thi- small inputs. the noseviot•id move
back and forth as I would move the stick so that the heading control really wasn't all'that great.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK.

Performance again was fair to good, I was able to do it pretty well, had a slight tendency to oscillate, t
think primarily 6e'cause of the excitatibn of the uldek lip.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Really quite noticeable directionally and a quite hign frequency directional oscillation showed up. It d'Id
affect the, roll a,little bit and there is-a greater tendency to overcontrolin bank angle in the preecnce of turbulence.
I think perhaps more effort is reiuired., at least a moderate deterioration In my performance was noted.

LONGITUDINAL Cl1 -RACTERISTICS

Longitudinal handling qualities I thought were good, they didn't detract or degrade the, la,-teral-directional.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I'm willing to say that they are acceptable, they're not satisfactory primartl) because of the lsrge sideslip
angles that could be generated when you didn't coordinate and the quite high freqi,anty.biit quite significAnt oscillation
In the presence of turbulence and the fact that sideslip is generated everytime I put in an aileron input .AIe sufficieni
to preclude my really doing a good job in the air-to-air role. In the air-to-ground, I t6ihnk the turbulence response
directionally is quite degrading on that and it's not something I could really do very mtch about.

GOOD FEATURES

I think the roll performance was good, you did have to coordinate the aileron input with a lot of rudder.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

I think the large sideslip itself is objectionable, I think it's probably good that it's in the adverse direction
so that you could coordinate and do a reasonable job with it. I think the directional response to the disturbance
inputs falls in the objectionable category.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECIINIQUFS

Lots and lots of rudder is required in the direction of the turn, and if you don't coordinate there is good
chance that you will get a quite large sideslip angle developed.

fRIMARY REASON FOR TIHE PILOT RATING

I think the airplane is acceptable, I think that the deficiencies that I see are down in the moderately
objectionable category and that considerable pilot compensation is required.

CONFIGURATION 7 Ný4,IL As = 0.0 PILOT RATING 1.5 TURBULENCE RATING Y

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

Initial Impression was that I was going to like It quite a bit and that remained.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Ability to trim In all three axes I thought was good, no problem.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

5 500 deg/secl - in. A g 49. 5 deg/sece - in,

On the aileron sensitivities, no real problem there, I think I tould have selected moio %im, goaring. My
seirction gave me nit.e light aileron fortes. It was a very maneuvera)'le configuration. Sideslip extitation was quite
minimal. So that there was no .oplpromise in the aileron. On the rudder, there was very little sideslip generated,

and it reall, didn't need coorditiating, but a little normal toordinatloni seemed to help. Tihe forces n all three axes,I I thought were good. They were light.
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AIRPLANE-RESPONSE. TO. ILOT,'INPtiTSl ,

v Displacements-were•,iraII :C6ntrol.harriony-was,.Iikewisý-noodý, Using aileron-input~without-rudder, in
iieneral-t sseemed,to be-umoot, ifanything avery lightraot:of.cc-l~rationcd .e felt,. but~in general'it .as,

ver y smooth. 'Very, little sideslip generated,. didn!t sperid,all my n..melooking at~i,.but ituscemdec t6Lba.
ery _light ambuti f proverse followed by.a'slight amount of adverse, Ctordizitionw an't~realIyj-equircd:' ;The'

a..plane seemed -b bt very stiff directionally so that anki pscillatiomi-y6u did see occuried in a very short period of
time and dam~pened out very nicely. Maneuvering-coordination requiernents,,n.`erealy reqtilred;

BANK-ANGLE:CONTTROLLA BILITY .... , ,_
Bank anglecontrollability.I thought was.very good. Didn'tseem'to;be a-terulahcyto ovezcon*t.olor'.oscillate.

about-the bank angle so I thought I could do a good job.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY -_ ,. ,

Heading control wau likewise, I thought excellent.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

I thought my performance was good. I could attack the tracking task with exuberance. - ,

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

The response to disturbance inputs seemred to be mostly in the directional sense, seemed to dampen itself
out quite rapidly so it didn't seem to be much of a problem. Did inc reaasetheeffort.reqtired-alittle-bit.,lidt:not' i
significant deterioration.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal handling qualities were good and did not detract from the lateral.directional. In general,- t]ie.
combination there was very gocd.

SUITABILITY OF THE,AIRlLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

So I think these ch racteristice are quite suitable for the air-to-air mission. I like the fact that ve.ey little
sideslip is generated and wCiat little Is generated ic taken out quite rapidly by the airplane dynamics. I[think the, roll
performance was outstanding and the bank angle controllability waz likewise good. Air-to.ground role, very similar
comments. Disturbed, me a little bit about the quite noticeable directional responae to turbulence. May cause a
little problem in the air-to-ground but I don't think that's, again, significant.

GOOD FEATURES

I certainly like the roll capability of the airplane. I like the fact that very little sideslip was generated and

the fact that what 1!!tle was generated seemed to dampen itself out,quite iapidly and was not a significant factor[,

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

No real objectionable features.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

The airplane could be flown without rudder coordination, however, I found a little bit of adverse coordina-
tion seemed to help.

PRIMA."Y REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I think the airplane is quite acceptable, qolte saiisfactory. I think it's aplrroaching the highly desirable
category. The directional response to the turbi..vice required minimal effort but significant deterioration.

---- -------

CONFIGURATION 7 NS$,, $4, = + 0.'07 PILOT RATING 1.5 TURBULENCE RATING C

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMM•N7S

Initial impression was that it was going to be a quite good airplane and that the lateral-directional handling
qualities would be good.

ABILITY TO TRIM

god Ability to trim was better than most in both lateral and directional modes. Longitudinal trim was likewise
1good.
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SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

455 deg/sec4-in. Ali,,, Z6.5-degsei-i.

There was no compromise on the ailerons, just matter of getting. senSitive.control, so that-Icouldgei-go6d,
roll with very light forces. The rudder. -it was really one~of.those.things-where you didn'treally need-the-rudder.
So I accepted with what I had started out with. Aileron displacements quite small. rudder, as I said, not used.-
The-control harmony was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Airplane responst to aileron input without the rudder, was dite smooth. there seemed to ' be a little bit of
proverse yaw generated, but not enough to make much of a differenc I really didn't coordinate that. As far as
oscillatory characteristics, the -Dutch roll seemed to be very stiff, & d very well damped. There is no problem.
Maneuvering coordination was really not required.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Ability to achieve a desired bank angle was quite good. A little bit cf tendency to overzhoot'buit I think :hat
was more related to the aggressiveness at which I went at it, because I tended to-fly this configuration quite aggres-
sively, than a function of the airplane itself.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Heading control was quite good, the airplane seemed to be quite stiff directionally. So the, heading you could
stop pretty much where you wanted it. It also seemed to be well damped.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

I thought the performance was good. No real problems involved. The only problems would be my own
aggression.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Response to disturbanc,! inputs shovwed up mostly in sideslip and you could feel the airplane move quite a
bit, with quite a bit of side acceleration, I think it was in the more effort required out minor deterioration in per-
formance if even that much.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal handling qualities no problem. Did not detract from lateral-directional evaluation.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

In the air-to-air role I think that it is quite good. I like the snappy roll response, I like the maneuverability,
I like the fact that very little sideslip is generated and the fact that what sideslip is generated seems to have a high
enough frequency so that it ib taken out quite rapidly so tven though you could see the sideslip needle move hack and
forth there isn't much I could do about it. I think the air-to-ground role. :he only problem that I could foresee
would be the sideslip response to turbulence. In general, I think it is a pretty good airplane for both roles.

GOOD FEATURES

I like the fact that my bank angle control was good, precise, I like the fact that very little sideolip was
generated. I didn't have to coordinate so I didn't really have to worry about the sideslip very much.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

The major rebponse was in sideslip, it was quite crisp to turbulence or random disturbance for this configuration.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

No real special piloting techniques involved.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE 2iLOT RATING

I think the deficiencies that I see here are negligible, I think that it is a real good airplane, pilot compen-
sation not a factor. I would like to see a little less sideslip generated I think in the proverse direction and I would
like to see a little less turbulence responve in the sideslip.

CONFIGURATION 7 Ns + 0. 15 PILOT RATING 4 TURBULENCE RATING B

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

First impression was that it wasn't going to be too bad. The combination of the roll sideslip coupling and
the high frequency of the Dutch roll were interesting. Some things were good, soma things were bad.
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ABILITY "TO TRIM

Ability to trim In all threeaxes-wasSeood.. .

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER:CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

315 deg/se~cý-in ZZ. 5 deg/secZ -in.

ýAiieron was'a'bit'of-i-compronise; !-started goln u• In sensitlvity~to the point.wherel got the:ailerontooý
sensitive and had to lhick off.: There seemed to beianoticeable ýcofifietion betweeh liglihtsen>iýtivity and bank angle.
-ontrollability. With high sensitivity th-ere, was.greater. terndency.to overcontro.anid oscillate in bank.angle., Onthe,
rudder, there-seemed to be a small ama4nt of proverse yaw initially, followed by.akind of large amount of adverse
yaw soait-was one'of thnse'things where the sideslip goes back and forth and I am hot that good with mni f et,to
coordinate somethhing'lke that. ConsequenýtIy, tee rudder'didnvi do much~w6ok-because there waint i•r ch that I
could do to help the-problems -by using the rudder. In general, the ailoe-on forces that I came up Witlh wexe saitis;-
factory, they were light., Displacements were srnmll. same on the rudder, and:controlharmony in gerLhri'wisigood.

AIRPIANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Response to aileron input withoutrudder, there was a tendency for thi sideslip to start out on the pr overse
direction and come back in the aeserse direction and it didn't seemto have a-tremendous effect on my roll ;response
but there was a noticeable tendency for the airplane to sp'eedpup a little bit ih rJll." I really couldn't coo~iinite°v-y
well lecauie of this changbig requirement on the rudder. iirstlone direction than the other ard the fact that-it, seemed

"to~be i hlghfrequency-c6 nfiguration." Seemed to'be very little oscillieion'in this. but theslittle os'cillation- jou did'fiel
was very high frequency and you could feel the side acceleration qUite a bit. As far as maneuvering coordination
requirements, coordit ation was required and difficult to do.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Ability to achieve a bank angle, depended.quite a bit on how aggressively you wished togo after things• I
could roll around, and stop reasonably close to the attitude that I wsnted:.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Heading control really wasn't very difficult although sideslip was excited for an aileron input, both starting
and stopping rolling mar.zuvers. The Dutch roll was high frequency and well damped so that the airplane stooped
prettl much where you would want it.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Performance was fair to good with a very slight tendency to over.ontrol and a very slight, tendency to
oscillate about the ban), angle.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Response to disturbance inputs was noticeable, mostly directionally. The airplane really seemed to move
directionally but comr right back. The airplane damped itselt out quickly enough directtonally that it wasn't much
of a problem.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal handling qualities did not interfere degrading the lateral directional.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I am willing to say that it is not satisfactory, primarily,. because of the cross coordination requirements
and the fact that the nose has this high frequency oscillation everytime you start and stop bank angles. Not an
awful lot I can do to compensate for it except to cut down my gains. Air-to-ground - I think you would have very
similar problems there, but because of the stiffness it might be a better air-to-ground vehicle than air-o-air.

7 GOOD FEATURES

You can maneuver the airplatse rapidly, bat not as precisely as you would like.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

They lie mostly in the coordination requirements, coordination with rudder one way and then the other.
which happens so fast It is veat? difficult to do. My ability to improve upon the accuracy of the vehicle is very poor
in the directional sense. The imprc,:iseness of the bank angle control is a minor objection.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

I guess you could work at learning to coordinate the thing, I co.!dn't do it very well.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

S~The airplane to not satisfactory as It it. It certuinly has some minor but annoying deficiencies. In tur-

e biggest problems were dproblem, really not a significant deterioration of my perfor-
I mance.
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CONFIGURATION 12 IDENTIFICATION
AND FLIGHT TEST DATA*TABULATION

'S P.R. -T.R./ !A5-
STEP -' •L".EVE'L'l- LEVEL- 4 7 s so

-01 0 .06 Z79 -1. 62 0.•s .90 j7d 4zo0

-0.06 '7" G 0.378-• 3-W6 --185* 0.16 " 3.0* 2.19 0.A70 389" '31.6

i!0.0 6.5 G 0.P92 4.50 -116 0.0 0.33 0.230 0U•3 349 25.5

A+0.10,!"• G 0.112- 5.69 -360 - 0.12 1.7 1.1 0.17 276 -24.0

I•+0.20 7.5 E 0.129. 6.68 -M0 0.13, 2.6 1.8 0.34 341 24.0

INDICATES DATA FROM COMPUTER GENERATED TIME HISTORIES

: 1LATERAL-DIRECTiONAL MODAL PARAMETERS AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES

W = 4.50 NAl = 20.2 _ -I=' -124.0

' 0.095 = -0.529 3.27

rR = 0.41 A 0.06 0 = .2.47

~0 = 0.05= 86= .301s v 0.058

l~i = 5.6 1 -0.995 y 1~1

, M = 25.6 y-+ 0.00337

I
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CONFGURAION LI N, 5 14.. =-0 10 IWTRAT1G 9 TURBULENCE RATING G

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMEiiS-

M~~Iurto andPthatris io &ittiig~tiiinedou..mp
to be. Mynta mrsinta tws on ob nipsbecn

ABILITY TO-TRiM.

Dire~i6nioiiitrim seeme~dtio be all right; laterally, ro Ogd. I not i you couild'do~it'burina'anlittle bit of tturbulence yoggot a rollo'cillationgoing. -Re'spis'eR t trim, wps:d A o A roblem.
SELECTION OF-A1LikON ADi RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

30deglsecZ iln.. W =, ~42deg/s~eca-ih.
I-started outthe aileroniwith a relatively low sensitivity:andi syedthere~beciuee the rapid, roll, responses'tended to couple. ne.'*tfhthe airplane and I just looked likeI wrs m•ing thinis-worse. So keeping the lowersensitivities helped r~duce someof thes obcillatilons that iesulted from iirbulence.• Si,,cpromiAse was just amatter of keeping them low because there isireally no way you-could'do thefighterj task with this configuration.Rudder, the-e ieenied tedbe:advrs'ejy'av an~d'I kept going;up ontlie sensitivity:in 6rdir ti:controllthat a little better.So I ended up wlthhjeavier foices, ori.b~th the aileron andthe rudder" than Iwould have'liked.' Control hrmony was

good, displacementsiiere'oka, ..

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOTý#NPUTTS'

Alleroh only produceý, a irery rapid roll response with a lot of-Duitch •)lltiuerlmposed at very highfrequency and a'little bit"of iidesliý genc rated in the adverse'direction. It wasti the-ndticeable category so thatyou would want to try to coordinatelit to keep the sideslip lower thin whatAt would go to6by itself. Oscillatory'characteristics, that's the name of,this configuration. 'her-e was a continuo6s high frequency lightly dampedoscillation. Maneuvering coordination requirements require use of'the rudder in the normal direction and I thinkquite a bit to keep the sideslip down where you would like. 'Not that you are getting very large sideslip angles ,hut:the fact that it.is there, it0s'creatinga~pr6blem..

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Bank angle controllability Is' practically nil, because of the continuous roll oscillation. "It was veryuncomfortable, with very high accleratioeiperienced at tje~pllot Ntatiori and almost divergent oscillations in bank
angle.

HEA0ING CONTROLLABILITY.

The heading control, the oscillations that you see are pretty syAunietrical, the airplane seems to be stiffdirectionall), so that heading control is no problem but to turn and roll out on a point that'you want is not so eaey.Heading control is degraded b-t it's not the kind of , roI.em that you see where vou are generating lots of sldcallpangle. Here you have very high frequency but not very much movement directionally.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Bank angle tracking task was almost impossible. The major problem was the quite high frequency, roll
oscillation aggravated by the pilot to the point that sometimes it was near divergent.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Response to disturbance input - really out of this world. We were in quite a bit of real turbulence and thereaponse is very similar but I think there is more roll response to random disturbance than there was to the realturbulence. Anyway, the response to disturbance ie really degrading, down to where the best effort's required andto where some tasku could not be performed without quite a large deterioration in performance.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal characteristics were good. They didn't degrade the lateral-directional evaluation.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I do not feel that they are acceptable, controllability is really in question with continuous bank angleoscillations of the magnitude that I was seeing. Air-to-ground, I think it would be nearly impossible trying toattack a ground target in even a small amount of turbulence, so it's not possible to perform the fighter mission with
these characteristics.

GOOD FEATURES

There were none.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

The quite large roll oscillation, the high frequency, the large side accelerations experienced and the light
damping of the Dutch roll are objectionable. The fact that you can't even do mild bank angle turns with any degree
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of precision is objectionable and the tiurbulifce reip6hie is likewise ýbjectioriaiijuit Ai

plani all the way around,- andlviry~difficulto fl. -

SPECIAL PILOTING TEjjjCHNIQEj

A'little bit of coordination in the adverse direction is required. It's a help, butreally not tuch'is going-
to help this configuration,.

PRIMARY-REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

Controllability really Is Ain question, intense concentration is required'for cofitrol. Yd icaii ease up oiAtie
control and the oscillations mill die out-eyentually and un•less you realiy~persistoin what you are doing, you won'tlose control'.

CONFIGURATION, 1I NAdI' $ -. 06 PILOT RATING 7 TURBULENCE RATING !G'

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

Most outstanding thing about the configuration was the really large lateral acceleration. They were high
frequency and in general it made for a difficult and uncomfortable ride.

ABILITY 10 TRIM

Ability to trim on that one was pretty good, both laterally and direction-lly. The longitudinal was also good.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

£SAS -- 80 deg/saeca-in. N =31.6 degisec5 -in.

I cut down the senuitivity on the ailerons to try to reduce the large'lateral accelerations, following an
aileron input, but not to the point that it was really heavy to fly, still had relatively light ailerons. There was a bit
of a compromise flere. There was'a little, what appeared to me to be'adverse yaw due t0 iiacieiro input and this
required coordination in the proper direction, so I lightened up the rudder so that I'could gei the c6ordination. Dis-
placements were small, in both the rudder and the ailerons and control harmony in general was pretty good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Airplane response to an aileron input, the most noticeable thing was the high side acceleration that accom.
panied any aileron Input. There was a Dutch roll excitation which seemed to be high frequency aid lightly damped
and seemed to carry over into the roll rate quite noticeably. I coordinated but I was not good enough with my feet
to perfectly coordinate. So consequently I did excite the Dutch roll on almost every.aileron input. Oscillatory
characteristics were a predominant feature. Coordination requirements - you (lid need to coordinate the airplane
and you needed to coordinate it in the proper direction.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

My ability to achieve the desired bank angle was very poor. As I mentioned. any time I put in an aileron
input I did excite the Dutch roll. The Dutch roll with its high frequency, lightly damped character and its relatively
high roll to Rideslip ratio did stir up the bank angle so that yjn never could really roll to and stop precisely on the
bank angle.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Heading control wasn't any better than the bank angle control. The oscillations tended to occur about the
the wings level or, whatever attitude you were at, so that you could keep the heading pretty well.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Bank angle tracking task, performance was poor and the roll rate was very rachety so that it looks like I am
doing the thing in steps. Rolling from one bank angle to the other was difficult, not a very s-nooth maneuver, and
then stopping at the bank angle was poor.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Fantastic In their magnitude and their sharpness %nd the lateral acceleration associated with them. It is
very poor.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal handling qualities were probably one of the best things about the configuration. It did not
interfere or detract from the lat-ral directional.
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SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR. THE-FIGHTER MISSION,

These -characteristics,for the fighter mission are completely u ceptbbe"eitherfor the air to air or te
air-to-ground and the primary reasons belng the large lateral acceleration6, -the impreciseness ofthebankangl -1
controe and the. extremely, large disturbance response,both laieralfy and diiectionally..

GOOD FEATURES

There weren't any good features to speak bf..

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Firit of allfmny mijor c~jection,-I cant lmake It strong'e•iough, lthe'iktreme- iatieal'aiceli'atioiisinv6l1ved''with'any kind-of an input Is'quite objectionible. The irpreciseness with the bank angle controls lsa stro6lg objection-
and the very rachety type roll control-Is objectionable. Then'the'light damping assoclited wlth the Dutch roll, all
combined to make a very objectionable coufiguratlon.

SPECIAL PILOTING'TECHNIQUES,

Special piloting techniques - all you can do is fly the airplane lsso aggre~s avo lýy and-try-to, i6idathse~large.
!ateral accelerations and'stay out of turbulence.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT'RATING

Tape ended here - further comments lost.

CONFIGURATION 12 N$," 0.0 PILOT RATING 6.5 TURBULENCE 14ATING G

INITIAL IMPRESS'ON AND GENERAL COMMENTS

'My iriitlal impression of the configuration was'tha-'I wasn't particulariy going to like it. Then when 1-flew it
in smaiobih air°I liked it pretty well. But In'any turbulence or even slightly;natural turbulenre t ist-ý'Iretty willdir-'
p la n e .

,,

ABILITY TO TRIM

It was pretty good.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTRO6L SENSITIVITIES

340 deg/secl -in. = 5.5 'degisec"-in.

On the aileron I was able to select nice light ailerons. Perhaps I had them'too light because my preilsloh
of control was very poor. I cut down on the sensitivity, precision didn't get any better but the roll controlgot very
heavy so I went back to the light and so I had to put up with Imprecision. Roially didn't need much rudder control
on that one. Sideslip was very close to center even though it was oscillatory when it was disturbed. Forces in
general were light both laterally and directionally. Displacements were small, the control harmony was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

With aileron only, the roll rate In smooth air was reasonably smooth and sideslip disturbances were small.
I didn't have to coordinate so there wasn't any difference with the rudder. The airplane is quite oscillatory.
Seems to be quite high frequency and quite lightly damped. Maneuvering coordination requirements were minimum.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Ability to achieve a desired bank angle wah relatively poor because I had a tendency to both overcontrol and
to set up a small oscillation about the desired bank angle. I wasn't too bad in smooth air; In any turbulence or just
a little disturbance in the air my precision In bank angle control deteriorated rapidly.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Heading control is no problem. The oscillations are pretty much symmetrical so that they didn't create any
heading problems.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TAS1t

During the bank angle tracking task I had a tendency to overcontrol in bank angle and to oscillate about the

bank angle. To a lesser degree in smooth air, but really dramatic in rough air.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Response to disturbance inputs was fantastic. Random disturbance inputs are quite strong in rolling and
sideslip. Accelerations experienced by the pilot particularly in the head region were quite high.
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LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS -• - -

"-Loiigitudhal handling qualities •were~okay. It didn ht detract frbm brderade:later'al.-directioinal evaluationrs.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTEAi MISSION

-In smooth air, if you'cah guarantee ilying in.smooth air all the time,, with these characterisiics they-are
acceptable.A lIthirnk theeInprecisi on thatyou seein ahk' is,,on the a-ceptable range in sm6oth'air. xHo~vever,ý in,
ttzrbuliece&I-don t ifel thit tie-characterlstics'are satisfactoryior acceptable:even;, 4Inthe air-to-air-role'yoi
wouldn't be able to track; in turbuiendeiir-'to tr6u•d• titwoIld beeven Worsre sincechances of'encountering tui-
bilence are greater.

GOOD FEATURES

The fact that n smooth air the sideslip disturbances were smallthe airplane was stiff directionally so that
i you can ma•neuver without having tVý4ýoordinits. ""Thee~oll peiforrrihce'Wa"sjobd'

ROBMECTIONABLE FEATURES

IThe major objectiono are the random rdsturbance phenomenon inttheroll andesidesliprand the severe a side
otiaccelerations experienced during they e disturbance maneuvers.t :One objection.s theslight tendencytoovercontrol,
a little'tehdency to oscillatewin bank angle, It really picks up when~you get into any kind'of disturbahz~e.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES .5

Rudders weren't really required. You couild maneuver the airplane quite aggressively with just the ailerons
alone,

PRIMARY REASON FORWTHE PILOT RATING "

IUthink In smooth air.you could do'a reasonable job but in turbulence adequate performance is really~not
obtainable. IVm 6olng to give you a'borderlihe rating on that just for th~at reason.

CONFIGURATION 12 l•/• $1•s = + 93. 10 PILOT RATING 9.5 TURBULENCE RATING G

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

In general, it was a pretty miserable configuration, which was not at all flyable. It was controllable, but
not flyable in the context of the mission.

ABILITY TO TXRIM'

Directional was pretty good, laterally is good, but you have to wait for the oscillations in bank angle to
die out.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

276 deg/sec--in. N1 24.0 deg/seca-in.

On the ailerons I locked at gear ratios lower than what we started out with in an attempt to cut down some
of this continuous lateral PiO but It just took more effort to get in the control inputs so that we went back to what
I think was the original gear selection and stuck with that. Forces that I ended up with are OK, displacementsOK,
both rudder and the sharon. The airplane had ( ite a high frequency Dutch roll oscillation, I didn't stand much of
a chance of keeping up with it with the rudder so I really didn't use the rudder. I'm not sure that the rudder
sensitivity selection has any meaning. Control harmony was good - again not using rudder.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Aileron only, there wat a quite noticeable oscillation in bank angle any time you put in aileron. It looked
like the little bit of sideslip that was generated was in the proverse direction initially. The airplane is highly
oscillatory in bank angle. Maneuvering coordination is not required, the sideslips generated are small, and fast,
it made things worse when I tried to coordinate.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Ability to achieve a bank angle is impossible unless you are willing to wait and just accept what you get -
anytime you do anything, even with a slight bit of aggression, you set up a PlO and as you crank up on your gain it
tends to go divergent, so bank angle controllability with any degree of precision Is practically nil. Simply trying to
fly level, the airplane was oscillating in bank angle.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

The airplane stays pointed In the direction you are going but oscillates about that heading if you try tc keep
the wings level.
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DANik ANGLEoCOMMAND TRACKING TASK ., . ..

Itmwasnot possible~to do the bank angle tracking tsk with any degree.of precision nd•kesppignthi.neidle in
the center wiar abcut the best I could do.

RES PONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Random dlstirbince respornses,-;ereý really, outtof this world.. Laige. bank.angles~are deveoped and~the air.planejust seems -like it~fliesiitsef aiid'*hen get in aid.ti'y to stop he je.bank~ngle oscilations.l•tend to make
things-worse, ýno .responsesto random turbanceis-r•.t1ybad and the besttefforts re•uired...

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal hzndling qualities are okay.. didn'tdetract in the alheady poorlateral.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLJ .4E CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER ,iLSSION

They are definitely not suitable. I think you are approachifig the point where the airplaneiis'quisionable
whether it would really be controllable when you are doing the task aggreisively in bank ai.glibeciuse somhe of
these o scillitione that I saw in the-tracking-task were:approaching.dlvergent., A•l Ihad'to do'was,ease~up.onmy
gain andit~went away-- so it'snot to the~point where-Its uncontrollable, but-it's prettycloseto-it. Air-to-ground
the turbulence I~think wouldreally, ruin this configuratlon., Thetbankangle controlls-nots u f-iclent to'do anythlng;'
with precision.

GOOD FEATURES

No good features to speak of.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

Continuous pilot Induced roll oscillation and Inability tocontrol bank angle evenrnildly,precisely Is.quite
objectionable - it's just not possible to do the-fighter mission with these characteristics. There are quite large
side accelerations felt at the pilot stations, large disturbance in bank angle to random disturbance Inputs are fairly
objectionable.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

You have to fly the airplane with quite low gain and you just end up bracketing various bank angles so that
you still don't have very good control of it.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

You can control the airplane - it's not uncontrollable but when you try to get into a tight tracking sltuaiiofi,
the airplane goes divergent In bank angle. Quite a bit of pilot compensation is required to retain control. In
turbulence, It's really down in the best efforts required.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CONFIGURATION 12 0.20 PILOT RATING 7.5 TURBULENCE RATING E

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

My initial impression was that the configuration wasn't going to be very good. Obviously, a configuraitioh that
I can't maintain a precise bank angle with Is not very good for the fighter misaion.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Laterally trim was poor because as I tried to get the airplane wings level, there.was a tendency towPIO in
roll. When I took my hands off the control, it would dampen Itself out and it was obvious that Iwas causing the
oscillatory tendency. It seemed to be a pretty stiff airplanc so getting it trimmed directionally was no problem.
The longitudinal trim was okay, no problems.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

341 deg/seca-ln. 2iep = Z4 deg/secr-in.

I selected relatively light ailerons initially and then had to cut them down because it looked like the lighter
the forces, the greater the tendency to lateral PIO. Pehbaps I didn't cut them down enough because the tendency to
PlO was still there. So that was a little bit of a compromise although the forces that I ende I up with were quite light.
Displacements were small. There was a little bit of proverse yaw, but the magnitude was so small that I really
couldn't coordinate it anyway and it oscillated so fast that I didn't have a chance to co6rn(nate it. I'just accepted the
rudder sensitivity that was given to me because I wasn't using the rudder. But the forces, displacements, and,
harmony of the rudders compared to the other two axes was good.
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AIRPLA9E RESPONSE-TO PILOT INPIrTS

,irplane 3naponse to an aileron input w qithoutthe rudder,, it looked lik• a veryismall amount ol proverseSyaw generated to in a~llron inpuit, •bit tie'+ is I X'€idthDth i fihvaqlesiltoyo ath ol

rate its eIl:was qulte •xrchiety. I really.didnt haie to coordiniateIt becatise the sideslip dIsturbaniCe• ieie quite
small. :Mae~uer coor l tion requirements were min imalbeciuse.the coordinaqlon attempts thit ,i..de really,
'didnt help the' sltur,:ion.

'BANKA1NGLJAjCOjJTM dLLABILUTY,

Adeeirad tink angle is just Dnpoesible to a& uiie aiod MLii v•.•y tightly wlthout setting tip a quite noticeable-
latralPl. I dia' iint rellybe~i~r~ntbutitwhildg&~etisV~t io-feutiallvýamed."-

"HEADING CONTIROLLABILITY - -

- When'. tried to roll it on the heading; the airplane wu, Id oscilih-c hi km.k angle, so my ibllity to hold a.
heading-reall• wasn't veryxgood and tha*N notbecause of the ;ie,•slip diftlathLnc4s, just the-fact that'try'ing t .hold'
a he adi~ng with t airplane- oscillating 5 or 100 bank eithei side ish ot Very good.IBANK ANGLECOMMAND TRACKING TASK

Bank aigle comziiind tracking was nearly impoasible. 'My pzrforrnance there ws 'extremely. poor and the,
problem is primarily the lateral oscillation.

ýRESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

The response to tIsturbin, . Inputs was quile large, as a mattei of fact we dumped the syotem. 'I was geiriiii
large roll disturbances with this configuration so that random disturbance i really'id complicate the problem,

LONGITUDINAL CHARAM ERISTICS

Longitudinal handling qualities were okay and didn't detract from tho Lateral-directional.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER b"SSION

These characteristics are not at all suitable for the air-to-air or air-to-grownd mission. Inability to track
a given bank angle, to coordinate the sideslip, and the tendencies toward lateral PIO just negate my ability to per-
form those tasks.

GOOD FEATURES

Tho only good feature was the longitudinal. Another eood feature I think we could put into that category Is
the fact that the sideslip disturbances wer'n't very large and the fact that the lai•,ral PIO's didn't tend to go
divergent.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

The primary objectionable feature Is the'lateral PIO tendency, the very. ligh,', damped Dutch roll charac-
teristics and the fact that these Dutch roll characteristicto show up quite smartly In rca. I couldn't track a bank
angle without setting up a lateral PIO and the fact that the frequency of the Dutch roll %4 io high that I didn't stand
a chance of dampening it out with the rudders.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

I had to fly the airplane with very low gain, I. really didn't take much of a gain Increaae vi set up a lateral

PIO.

FRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I didn't feel the airplane was acceptable. Certainly I was unable to perform the mission no matt r how hard
I worked at it. I never felt I was going to lose control, but I never really had very good control. I was no= able to
stop the lateral PI0 if I really went aggressively at it, but I could re!ax my inputs and the PIO would go avi•v. In
turbulence, best effort is required to keep the airplane somewhere near a proper performance, but only a noderate
deterioration in an already poor situation.
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CONFIGURATION 13 IDENTIFICATION.

AND- FLIGHT TEST DATA TABUL-ATrION -

AS, P.R. T.R.- A ,_;Ia . I

I _STEP LEVEL I LEVEL 2 'As S P

- ,... • . • . -= . . .- ..- ... 7.0.

-0.10 7 F 0.21 2.90 -205 0.18 5.0 3.7 0.6 -375, 47.0

-0.08 6 F 0.o2 3.23 o. -195 4•2.. Z.6 .37 :42 27.0

-0.04 4 E 0.25 3.81 -195 0.04 2.3 1.6 0.08 52 '34.0

0.00. 2 C 0.27, .4.31, -255 0.0 1.6 1.1 0.06 490 35.5

40.05 5 E 0.30 4.86 -360 0.05 1.6 1.1 0.14 370 25.0

+0.12, 8 F 0.33 5.55 -015 0.07 2.0 1.4 0.17, 370 22.0

LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL MODAL PARAMETERS AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES

O•d - 4.34 AN' = 18.6 = .102.0

'd = 0.24 N' = -2.03 '10.1

/.4 pv = 0.0063i•rR o ,v , : o • ., .2.28

s 40 vo0.0586 -0.295

5-.3 .0.98.001

- 27.0 -f o, 0.00353
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ýCONFIGUATO iI¼SAIN 7 TURUEC R ATING F

+_ 0. 10 ILOT

INITIAL IMPRESSIOWtAND GENERAL COMMENTS--

,There w6 4iitv af•i g -ide accertions-anoticed,. particularly about tp apiiot'sliead'and shoulde•s and,
it was, kind of, inferssting, because the conhiguratioli fi*i+itisiid .6ff,'idi itdidn!••Iook l'le•it_ wais goingto beea- rKeal
goi n~e+,, bu't it didn'tl-oakliikeit''e+w| w'as going to be bad. :I could mtianeuver .teaiplane arauxid thýe sky and Icoud see
thatii"d-ladifiiai+noiint ofadferseyw, but it-o16bked lk+. I coul~d3eep that under control'buttwhen I got to t6he bank
angle tracking taskthigs weerealy bad,.+and Ico6ldn' tfigukre putwhy. y.

ABILITY•TO,-TRIM- -

Ability to trirm was. quite good on-that configuration, better thin most, both laterally and diiectionally.
The'lateral~trim wag a stroin function of the directional irim, -a little-bitvof diiectional req"ires quite-a bit ofaile~ror,
-trim .n But it's easy +to-ae +ozi- llili,'n-o p- oblem si lonoitu.. n a. . tri. . w as 6k y : . . .

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTR6L SENSITIV.;TIES

' - 5 e7:Oedeg"iecz -in.

First lhad-to go up quite~a bit on the rudder sensitivity, from where I~started, i-i~order to be able to
stand a chance of coc lrinatingothat adverse sldeslip. I had to go upo6n- the aileron too, but it wai;obvlouis that the
higher I went on'theasleron, the moresensitive the'airplane got for small bank-angle+cobrirctlons. 'So-right in the
middle~of all this Ijfiinped~quite subitantially down getting less-sensitive on ailerons-while still doingthe tracking
task tu see If that made much of a diffeience and it didn't really asee'm tohelp• n'y pobleni. So on the ailerons,a I
selectd a gearing that allowed me to maneuver-the airplane quite markedly; but I did end up with considerable
oscillation In bank angle, at least when trying to achiive a bank angle and trying to do it tightly, but even coming
down on the sensitivity "didn't seem to take out my problem very much. It still seemed I was seeing bank angle
tracking difficulties, S..c an't really say there was a-compromlse on the ailerons, ILended up selecting aileron
sensitivity that allowed me to maneuver~the airplane quite nicelý with light forces. Rudder forces, still a little
heavy, but if I got the rudders any lighter, then I tended to overcontrol thesldeslip. So the displacements were
noticeable onthe ruddera, the aileron displacements were small-and they were comfortable. -Control harmony, even
with the heavier rudders was okay.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Using ailtron without the rudder, there was adverse sideslip generated and the airplane hada rather high
frequency oscillation as it tnded:tocenter itself, but it was a very still airplane and it was damped, itwasn't very
lightly damped sit~aLion, yol'd getftwo or three overshfoots before the thingwould settle down. When I coordinated
the rudder, it would noticeably speed up the roll response and make it quite a bit smoother-than it was without
coordinating. Oscillatory characteristics, really showed up in the tight bank angle tracking maneuver. As far as
maneuvering and coordination requirements, you do need to use rudder In the direction of turn for each input. A
turn generates what-I think is a quite noticeable amount of sideslip.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Ability to achieve a bank angle is really quite poor and it surprised me. In a tight bank angle tracking
task where I had quite high frequency oscillations about that bank angle I could also feel it in sideslip and with quite
large side accelerations at the pilot station.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Heading control was no problem, I could get the airplane pointed pretty much where I wanted to.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

My performance I thought was unsatisfactory, completely, with quite rapid bank angle oscillations and
with a large amount of side acceleration.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Response to the random disturbance inputs is really quite noticeable. Again, with the large side accel.
erations that accompany this configuration. Then, in the best efforts required category I think the evaluation task
can still be accomplished to the degree that I could do it without the disturbance but really it was quite noticeable.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal handling qualities were okay, probably that was the best thing about the configuration.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I don't feel these characteristics as I see them are suitable for the fighter mns.ion. I'm not sure you'd
ever hit anything with this airplane, but ytur bullets might spray a good wide pattern coining out in step inputs left
and right. The extreme difficulty with the bank angle tracking capability negates using this airplane in the air-to-
air mission. In the air-to-ground, T think you would have severe problems with the turbulence effects and I'm not
sure you'd ever get anything on target there.
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GOOD FEAT'URES-

You-could-manleuver the airpae abruptly, youcold.roll t

OBJECTIONABLE4 ETURES

Thirs'rongest objection is the quite noticeable oscillation in bank anglewhenhypwtrack bank-angle tiglýtly.,

Another major'objection is the quite large side accelerationa experienced at'thepilot, station anid'the, quite larIge afi&d

ro wt.4edii urbncelinput. There was quite - of adve Beyawgeneratd'with a•rOllcOhtrOl
I- nput.

You do need to coordinate with the iudderin-,the direction: ofturn ahd you kind of, have-to ride•ourthese

oscillatlons and they!re.quito ibeatlngwItthe~th~ng.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILQT RATING

SI'don't think these are acceptable for the fighter mission, don't really think-controliability is a problem,
butoyou just can't, I think, do the mission cerfainly to my satlsfaction.

............. ... .... .... .... .... ..... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....-.-------------- ----- ;----- - ---- q. • •..

CONFIGURATION 13 -"- 0.'08 PILOT RATINGý 6 TURBULENC; E ATING.

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERALCOMMENTS

My initial Impression was that it was going to be probably not too bad. It had good roll performance.
could manieuver the airplane around quite nicely. As it turned out I had some very serious4tracking problems ýwlth-
bank angle control and a very uncomfortable airplane around disturbances, particularly in ihe 'roll situation.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Ability to trim I thought was good in all th-.ee axes - no problem.

SELECTiON OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

L' - 420 deg/secl-in. 27.0 deg/secl-in.

I tried to go up on the aileron because I wanted to get a little more roll performance and I-only com-
pounded my bank angle control problems. Backed down on that a bit and it helped some but I never could eliminate
the tendency that was there to overshoot and oscillate in bank angle. There was a bit of-compromise on aiileionI
gearing just to help eliminate some of the sensitivity 'about bank angle, about precise bank angles. On the rudder,
the airplane seemed to be initially proverse followed by adverse with a little adveise co6rdination helping but you
could get away without coordinating which I think I tended to do for the most part. So I pretty much accepted what
rudder I had because rudder-didn't play a significant roll. Forces even with cutting down on the sensitivity on the
ailerons was still good. They were still light. Rudder forces reasonable as Isaid you didn't use the rudder ý,ery
much. Harmony in general was good.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

The response to an aileron input without the rudder seemed to be a little bit of proverse yawfollowed
by adverse yaw. Trying to roll the airplane, it really wanted to roll up on you. Sideslip did seem to carry over
into the roll rate so that the roll rate wasn't as smooth as I would have liked. Trying to coordinate once you put
in the initial aileron In•put, it seemed to help, tended to speed up the roll quite a bit. The configuration itself did not

seem to be oscillatory, however, the pilot airplane combination for a tight bank angle tracking seemed to be
oscillatory. Manuevering coordination requirements - hard to say. I think I did end up with a combination of not
coordinating or coordinating in tho adverse direction.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Bank angle control is the worse part of the configuration. The more aggressively you fly the airpline
the poorer your bank angle control seems to get. There is a quite marked tendency to overcontrol in bank angle
and to set up small oscillations about a given bank angle.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Heading contros ib good. The oscillations didn't seem to be very fast. Sideslip generated didn't seem to
be large so that the heading control wasn't all that bad.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Bank angle tracking performance. My performance was only fair. You will probably be able to see from
your records the tendency to overcontrol and oscillate in bank angle. The biggest problems I think were just those
two.
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,RESPONSE TO -DISTURBANCE INPUTS

ki6ic istciits 'f :i---I're-ll'd-r&Rfi-atic ' r'thýis a64ilkuihdaýo. "The~lcoq'qiponddmiiy_ roll'.
control problems .,!ihe'ai'rplifiie had some ~sharp (feeling) inputs.. The side i-ccel'iraflonis.weire,-cuite :notcicabli.' in'

thecckplit Tiie~response to'diitur~afice in 'utsw'wa's'I think 'rallya;-degradingfcornthsofiutpn

~LONGTUDINALVC1XR KTERiISTiCS- ' - *. ;

1 nd ~j late rai-di ie`tio-&,1i ev aluatiofi~. ~They.
Were good.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACIERISTICS FOR THE -FIGHTER MISSIONý-

factors -one the po'or' bank a~gle control, the, tendency t;oilite ab~~itenb~t' , 'era~pele i
'bank angle. The oth'er is~tfie-quite large'randomn disturbanc~e,'z~uts,,'hai sho'w uj' quite markedly in'the'lateral.
Air-toý-grouind I think that the turbulence. response would really ble'a de~grading factor onthe air-to-ground role' where
there Is a very, good, chance of encounte'ring- turbulence.

GOO,ýFEATýURES...' ,-

The'airpline wa,; a quite maneuverable ilaie 'You c'oul'd '4eily swlfn that airplane a roundIn- the sk~y.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES, '

The poo r. bank angle control, the inability~to be,precise, andithe, tendency tio oscillate at brnk' angle~
Anoth'er majo~~'obje ,ctuici l'~ the 'very sharp response to-'tuibu1irnce or 'di'sturbance' inputs a"nd the quite large saide
a'cieler'ations expe'rienced from the cockpit.

SPECIAL'PIlbTING1 TECHNIQUES

You'could get along without coordinating and adverse coordination did-seemn to'help.

PRIMARY RE,,rZ)N FOR THE PILOT RATING

These characteristics that I hav~e mentioned are certainly very obje'ctionable. I think you could possibly-
get along with them but extensive-pilot compensatiof'iG'requýLreid. Turbulence'.4ailly falls Inin h'"'besteffo'its
.equ~red". I think there is major deterioration~in task. performance.

..............------------------------------------.. 1------------ f--------- ----------------------------

CONFIGUhATION 13 s=lmh 6;6.4 PILOt RATING ý4 TURBULENCERAT ,INC,~

INITIAL IMPRESSIONAND GENERAL COMMENTS,

Ifitial impression of that configuration wyas that I was golng.to like it very much. That Impr~ession lasted.
most of the fllght~until~we,did the turbulence. Then the turbulence made me think that I didn't like it~quite as much
as I did without the turbulence.

ABILITY TO TRIM

The ability to trim ~on that one was pretty good. The directional was a little bceter than the lateral and
the longitudinal was good$ trim was not a~sIgnifIcant problem.

SELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

5_3Z deg/sec5 -in, ,vso, 34. 0 deg/sec, -in.

I started out %, th a quite large, light sensitivity on the ailerons and ended up having to back down on that
bec',ufe I was overcontrolling the airplane. It wasn't because of any airplane dynamics., ,Wf lk I just selected It too
high, so I really don't think that's a compromise. The rudder, there was adverse yaw asA,uciated with that configura-
tion. '-Ad to boost the rudder up from what we started out with just to get the forces a little more comfortable. So
the Paron_ rtidde'r forces -were good, the ailerons were light, displacements ,were~small in kank, control harmony
was ;ood.

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Using aileron 'without the rudder, a bit of adverse yaw was associated with the conziguratilo., it wasn't
excessive, It was however a spill-over of the sideslip in the roll control and although it wasn't really smo~oth, It was
okay. Coordinating the configuration tended to speed up the roll t. bit, coordination wasn't really difficult to doj'
although the sideslip that was generated wasn' tr, "t dld htlp to coordinate the airplane. As far as oscillatory
characteristics are concerned, the airplane seemed to be pretty well damped in the Dutch roll so no oscillations
Involved until we got Into turbulence. Maneuvering coordination requirements, coordination was requir.z.' in the
normal direction and wasn't too difficult to accomplish but you had to do it all the time.
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BANK, ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY . .

Bank anglecontrol Lthought Waig6od. A l:ttle bit oLtendincy tooRver.controlwas basid-primarilyon'-my
aggression with the c6nfigtration rather.than:airplane dynamics.

HtADING C0NTR OLLA BILftY

"":hA heading contrbL wa, good, degraded, somewhat ih-ihe t~urbulence; beca use',te, nose reallymovec b~ack

and•Zorth quite °rapiali;, QGuite large •side•acceleieatibni'arýe~eperience'd~at .the,ýi-iot's-,staiio•.,'reachirg.ggigtiý,•t •:•1•:

portions'during the turbulence;

BANK ANGLE COMMANDTRACKING TASK,

Bank angle tracking task perforr.mance I thought was good., No problems encounteredthere. What-little
bit of overshoot you'saw I think was primarily due to my aggression.

RESPONSE'TODISTURBANCE INPUTS

-Response to disturbance was about the worst thing about the configuration, the airplane was quite
resnonsive in roll azd sideslip both so that the pilot really gets jostled around. I think-it's been inithe best efforts.
required with a moderate deterioration in task performance because of the quite rapid and crisp -roll in sidesiip
response.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
Longitudinal handling qualities were good. Didn't Interfere with or degrade the lalteral-directional

evaluation.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

lthinkthey are acceptable. I think they~are satisfactory,.! liked it~very much withoutthe random distur-

bance, liked it less with thedisturbance. In the air-to-air -role -I think good rollperformance and~good bank angle
control is a plus and the turbulence I think you've got more difficult problems because of the large side accelerations
and the crisp roll control. Air-to-ground I think is a problem because ,f the turbulence.

GOOD FEATURES

"I like the roll control, I like the good control of bank angle that I had, I like the maneuverability. I like
the fact that the sideslip that was generated was in the normal direction and that coordination wasn't difficult
to achieve.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

The crisp roll and sideslip response to the random disturbance inputs is certainly objectionable, I think
degrading the characteristics a bit.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

Normal coordination is required for mild Inputs;if you don't make them sideslip Isn't going to be any
problem but it sure makes life a little more comfortable If you do coordinate the rudder with the roll.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I think the airplane is acceptable. That is a problem, I really liked it out of turbulence but the turbu-
lence is certainly annoying to say the least. Okay, I think because of the turbulence response per se, that it's not
satisfactory, certainly the turbulence is more than just annoying.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------

i CONFIGURATION 13 N' A/.JA4 0 PILOT RATING 2 TURBULENCE RATING C

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

That was a good one. Initial impression was that it would be good and it was confirmed that it would be
good through the evaluation.

ABILITY TO TRIM

Ability to trim was good lateral-directional and longitudinal.I iSELECTION OF AILERON AND RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

490 deg/sec' -in. N1 35.5 deg/secl -in.

No compromises whatsoever involved. I could select the ailerons as light as I wanted and did just that,
selecting for my personal preference a nice light aileron force gradient. Rudder, there was a small amount of
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adve~iie-yaw, so6 when I startid'out oni the ,rud'jir'I had to lighten up thef0iýes-z6that I. 6uld.cbordioate-_i.ifitie.*blt,of videship. For ces were light,,*displa'cemenssal ghntrol u thefmony s g6odtha rd... nate a little, bit •
small,, control ha'rmoy wa ods

,T£heresponse toailei6n input without the.rudder;, -sMn6oth roll.respbiie~and.,ishight ariounftof adverse.
*yaw..l'n nots~urewh'e'ther thatwas'due'totheaie�ronrinputorI tothe rll input•btit'it*w-sthere. (oodinating•with a4
hlittle bit of rudder ,didn't, seem to make much differ'ence in the shape orji the-feeoi'theresponse and it-turned out
that I could fly the airplane pretty~well Iwthoutcoordinatmg the sidersllp ndtit ne• got very large, .Nosciliatory
-hiacterlsticsrto speak of° •The Duitch,roll',see'mied'toybe wel mp'~d; W!atevl 1 Utchroll;that.raw entav.ay
very qui ckly.- 'During maeuverig threwas-a slight, requi.rement for coordinatiwi in the properditconbut It was
%veryeas'yto accomplish andvery little teundency-on my part toovercintrol. -I flewv the airplane w-tno.t cooordinating,,

-t thti'•small sideislips thattwere theriedidn'tseeim to.cause much of'a problem.

ABANK-ANGLE CONTROLL;A6.

tank angle cbntrol'was good. No problem whatsoever. Aggressively and rapitdly roiling to agiven bank,
angleand stopping was not difficult. Srmall'overshoots that 1 .did my..." v.rc.ntr ...ingrat

of theairplane charactelristics.

HEAbING CON6TROLLABILiTY

Heading control was good. Very little oscillationi-so that tbe. heading-was pretty riiuchtirnedto:he-bank
angle and n•'abllity to roll the airplane wings level or to any degr~eeof bank that I wished.

4BANK ANGLE'COMMAND TRACKING TASK

,I think~that my performance was good, It was easy to perform.- Therewere ino 0roblems encounterid.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

'Herid hdia&alittle bit more of a -sideslip~respohse-than Iiwas expecting toWsee and-in general I thought
that the random dlisturbain'e inputs were a little"bit larger than'What I had.expected-for~this particular configuration,
Thiyw•eren't a-degrading factor.e blr tnh I . . pa rt

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal handling qualities did not interfere with the evaluation and were good.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FORTHE FIGHTER MISSION

I think that these characteristics were quite well suited to the air-to-air mission. I likedthe fact thatI
had good roll performance and good smooth roll control and I could stop the bank angle pretty. much-where' I wanted
to. And likewise for the air-to-ground role. I think that well damped Dutch roll is particularly well suited to flying
the airplane through turbulence in'the air-to-ground mission. No special problems in aither ofthose two missions.

GOOD FEATURES

The smooth roll control, the requirement for a little coordination and the fact that alittle.coordination
was required in the proper direction. My ability to fly the airplane aggressively without setting up any oscillatory
characteristics and that it was In general a very good smooth flying airplane lateral-directionally.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

A minor one I would like to mention and that's a fact I prefer to fly the airplane without having to
coordinate with the rudder and'this does require a little-bit of rudder coordination.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

No special piloting techniques.

PRIMARY REASON FOR THE PILOT RATING

I think it is acceptable and satisfactory as it standspilot compensation really not a factor. I want to
mention that I dida't have to coordinate, but coordination when it was made was in the proper direction. There was
a minor deterioration of my ability to perform the task in the presence of random disturbances.

.............................-......-..... ..--------------------------------------------------------------

CONFIGURATION 13 Nj/$. + 0. 05 PILOT RATING 5 TURBULENCE RATING E

INITIAL IMPRESSION AND GENERAL COMMENTS

Initial impression was, it really is great. It sure does have great roll capability. You could roll the
airplane around with very little coordination requirement. I had a bit of a problem in the bank angle tracking,
tendency to overshoot and overcontrol and set up a small oscillation wnen controlling bank angle.
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"ABILITY TO ,TRIM -

" " - LAterally~tf-iin wiin!'f-very -good.' Diiectional'seemed to be 4uite~go6d.-. Hadesoiiie difficulty iththe
literal trim in keepl"g the wings-level. :longitudinal'trirri Was~okiy, 'didn't-creaie any•lpr6blem'ithre.

SELECTION OF; AILERON AND.RUDDER CONTROL SENSITIVITIES

-370= 25,'% deg/sec' -.i

Aileron gear' selection, no compromisbs i'nv6lved~there,. simply,, matter,'of getting-nice!light forces like.
I like to do the job. Had re ilgododroll p, rformance and sideslip wasn't'a mai•jor factzo's6 that a-matter of-selectihng
sensitivity tfiere was just compatible with haing nice~smooth light contfol forces. 'The forces were light, the dis-plac:eni.e ts were~srri•.•l,," . "" " ' • .. . . . . . . . ..

AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT INPUTS

Airplane response to, pilot inputs, aileron input developed a nice smooth roll rate.- Looked like to m'e
Initially on the, sideslip, a,little proverse yawfollowed by a little adverse yaw, -but'the'sideslip excuisi6nsznever'
were very g-eit. ' A' little cog9rdination was required in the advejsedirection, bu't 1 .,:an fly the airplane pretty
well without coordinating at all. If-you did coordinate, you had to watch~ii initially oryou could reallyspeed up the
roll rate even faster than it already was. There was a little bit of a-tenden'cy.to oscillateJn~bank angle, very little
tendency to oscillate in sideslip or at least to a degree that I could see, but the' bank angle osillations tended to'be
coupled with the pilot-airplane combination rather than by the airplane.by itself. Coordination required during
maneuvering was small, not Very mu~ch required. What little bit I did end uIp- us|In tended 'to be more in the adverse
direction and more, a requirement during a steady turn rather than a maneuvering coordination requirement.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Bank angle cofitrbll~biliiy was a problem. I mentiotied that the airplane~had real g6od roll performance.
I really fling the airplane aroad so likely I was really flkifig the airplane~quite " ggressively, butin bank angle,

there was a tendency to overshoot and get a 2 or 3 cycle oscillition going before it settled down when'I did.things
abruptly or did them aggressively. When I flew the airplane a little smoother, I could cut down the nu'nbei of
oscl/ations. So that presents a bit of a problem for me as to whether or not I'm creating the problem.

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Heading control was no problem. The Dutch roll was very high frequency, it's a very siill airplane.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

On the bank angle tracking task, I had similar problems as I mentiored with initial bank anglý control.
Tendency to overshoot and get a I or 2 cycle oscillation before the thing settled down on the bank angle. SIeslip,
no factor, no other problems involved.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Response to disturbance inputs, quite dramatic, particularly in roll, very abrupt, creates a lot of side
acceleration at the pilot station, primarily my head and it's quite uncomfortable. So I would say that's in the best
efforts required with moderate deterioration in performance in turbulence.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal handling qualities were good and didn't detract or degrade the lateral-0irectional evaluation.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

I think that the characteristics that I've seen are probably acceptable. They're not satisfactory because
of the poor bank control and the response to the random disturbance in roll. Air-to-air, I think you've got real good
performance here. Somewhat degraded bank angle tracking capability so that that's the reason it's not satisfactory
in the air-to-air role. Air-to-ground, I think the rapid and very crisp roll response to disturbance inputs would
really be a factor in trying to attack a ground target its turbulence.

GOOD FEATURES

The roll performance is really great and the lack of sideslip generated is quite good.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES

The tendency to overshoot and oscillate in bank angle, cutting down my bank angle tracking performance,
I think it objectionable and I think that very crisp rapid roll response to a disturbance input is a quite large objection
also.

SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUES

You could fly the airplane without coordination if you wish, howeve:r a very slight amount of adverse
coordination seemed to help.
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PRIMARY.?REASON4-tbO 7THEPILOT RA1TING

I doh't think ,te~aiiplanei-i sat sfictcirk,.ýhowever.-JIdo-feelý its*5cceptable.; ýI-thiink~those,,tWV~objectionis

that Ihad are Y.T e7 , .. ,-

CONFIGURA -TION- 13 j, sL~A . 0'.12 PiLOT RATING- 181 fTRBULENbE RATING F

;INITIAL IMi~SS~4-~iG~~~ýCl g0-i

- nitial -iinpr~ie-din of.thatni drtnwathtt _%a's 'o-ing't0 Se"" iiiij6s~ib~ configuriti6ri~bicauii
itwas -very'difficiult to fly~the airplane -e~en straight and-lev~elozia*cntt b0ke trih iieting up'bg,
quite. sigpificiiia -and fairly.'high frequ'euicy'pilot--in~duc~ad oscillatio~ns. .

'ABILITY T.9 TRIM' .... ~
Abiliiy to tiýr,-wii ighiewhdt digrided'iti ih6,-Mt~ril., bi'ectioni04sva be r'thkn tie-lateril., Loigiu...............................................................-. ... ... ...

SELECTION ..-- ,--. -- >

-370! deg/ae` -ii. IV N, '20 deg'liiii' -in.

On- th'eailerdn, [hýid to biic'kdwn-frorii ýb w'*osta rtedodt 'vith i -a~iiiteipt t triy tociit'dow'ntli
tendency to PlO laterally, Even that didn't -seem to help. It looked like- one'of those conf igurýLtions .where, aile ron,
sensitivity was not-enou'gh, felt 06 much either way, But, with'the lower s esitiv itk there -w:s-Iles's"of i-tern'dency,'to
PIO than with the-higher. Forces, even at that, %ýeri light. The rudder wasn't'r~ouir-d. ver~ylittle sideslip sieemed
to'bi&;enerated a~nd it looked likelit w' as pro'v'ers'ey' bu not _nc __h a'ing ntinili "qi~ ii S ,'. u - d i~t select

a udder-g~eýng 'The got-isig simple hatvwe tarted ouýt with."Di _kwe sa1
harmony was, good. - ~
AIRPLANE RESPONSE TO PILOT f4PUTS -

Aileron-only resulted in a little bit of sideslip generated. fhere's quite a bit oi r~li'iAie geniiraitid and
-' really it wasn't much I could say about it, I couldn't coordinate the sideslip so it-didn't make any difference whether

I used rudder'or -not. Very' high freque~ncy Dutch roll;,- reasonably damped. seeimed~to be* ahighý roll'to'sideslip ratio.
The airplane is quite oscillatory in turbulence, it's also quite oscillatory any time the,' pilot tends ,to,do anykind~of
bank angle tracking, including flying straight and level. Maneuvering cooriaination iequirierne6nts wýere nil,- The
Dutch roll was fast enough and sideslip smallI enough that I couldn't begin to coordinate it.

BANK ANGLE CONTROLLABILITY

Bank angle controllability is unacceptable. You can't even fly normal 30 to 60,' banked turns-without.
setting up a pilot-induced oscillation, however, you can stop the oscillation, just ease up and'slop tracking and lit

C .Jthe airplane seeks its own bank angle,

HEADING CONTROLLABILITY

Heading control is a function of the bank angle control because you ca~n't stop the airplane where you
wint to. Once you get it pointed in a given direction, it will stay there. But getting to a particular'headlng Is
difficult.

BANK ANGLE COMMAND TRACKING TASK

Bank angle tracking task performance was extremely poor. One continuou's pilot induced oscillation in
roll as I attempted to track bank angle.

RESPONSE TO DISTURBANCE INPUTS

Response to disturtbence inputs is quite noticeable, in both the roll and sideslip modes. Turbulence
really makes things worse. I think that there's a major deterioration.

LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS

Longitudinal is okay, not a factor.

SUITABILITY OF THE AIRPLANE CHARACTERISTICS FOR THE FIGHTER MISSION

These characteristics are completely unacceptable and I think you'd end in a controllability tituation
because as you try to do the mission, you set up quite significant pilot-induced oscillations. Air-to-ground role,
the turbulence and the pilot-induced oscillations would prevent you from performing the task.
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-GOOD FEATURES -
The roli maneuverability is really tremendous -ifthat's iiyou uantto~do.

OBJECTIONABLE FEATURES
The continuous pilot-induced'oscillatio,' as one-attempts to-track bank-angles is certainly 'objectionable..

The turbulernce- response is objectionable-and it's objectionable thatyou haht p*erlormn the missi~n pe;s.
SPECIAL PILOTING TECHNIQUEs

You have to fly the airplane wlih very low gain., as you apprdach a bank angle, you just almost have to

ease up on the controls in order for the bank angle to seek some nominal value.
4 PRIMARY REASON FOR THW• PILOT. RATING

I think the airplane is unacceptable. I think we're down into the controllability. pr,•bleni. I don't think
mor I than considerable pilot co pensation is requirenp.
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